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Albert Einstein declared: 
" Une nouvelle ja90n de 
penser est essentielle si 
l'humanite doit survivre " 
Abstract 
This thesis describes a research carried out into the introduction of an 
environmental management system (EMS) into an aluminium alloy foundry. The 
foundry, classified as a small and medium sized enterprise (SME), produces 
aluminium alloy castings by sand and gravity die casting processes. Its principal 
activities are the production of wood patterns, sand moulding, melting, machining 
and fettling processes. The company faces environmental pressure from 
government, customers and the local community. Manufacturing activities and 
products consume non-renewable resources and produce wastes, discharges and 
emissions. One way to manage those pressures and impacts is to introduce an 
environmental management system. 
The research investigates the environmental performance and impacts on a UK 
SME namely Hadleigh Castings Ltd, of the existing and future environmental 
legislation and taxation applied to the aluminium foundry, and the steps taken to 
introduce the EMS. These steps include policy formulation, assessment of 
environmental impacts, planning the environmental programme, implementation 
of procedures, manual, training, projects and audit to the final step of EMS 
review. 
The analysis highlights the benefits and problems arising from the introduction of 
an EMS. The commitment of resources was strongly dependent on external 
economic pressures. The preparatof'j review revealed non-compliance issues, 
which required solutions before implementation of the EMS could proceed. 
Achieving management commitment to change proved problematic in the face of 
production priorities and traditional attitudes. However, a number of benefits were 
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identified. These included an increase in employees' awareness of environmental 
issues, improved working practices, the initiation of cultural change through better 
management and assignment of responsibility and an improved relationship with 
regulators. 
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1. Introduction and statement of the 
objectives 
Manufacturing is a transformation process. It takes raw materials and, using 
energy and capital plant, transforms them into components and products. 
Unfortunately, the transformation is accompanied, directly or indirectly, by the 
production of waste and emissions. Whilst manufacturing creates economic 
wealth it impoverishes the environment. Concern for the environment has evolved 
slowly since the time of the industrial revolution and was preceded by concern for 
the health and safety of employees. Legislation developed to improve health and 
safety working conditions has been the precursor and basis to improve the 
environment. As we enter the twenty-fIrst century, there is increasing concern 
about society's (human activity) impacts on the environment and a realisation as a 
global goal that control of the earth's ecosystem is imperative if the human race is 
to survive. We are now entering a time when the principle of sustainable 
development : "development which meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" is being 
accepted and promoted by international governments (World Commission on 
Environment and Development, 1987). This is now the basis of evolving 
legislation and economic instruments intended to transform the attitudes and 
practices of manufacturing, businesses and other human activities. One such 
instrument is the Environmental Management System (EMS) standard, which like 
Quality Management System standards, is intended to change the behaviour of 
businesses along the supply chain. This thesis considers the introduction of an 
EMS into a small and medium-sized enterprise (SME). The enterprise, based in 
Suffolk (UK), is Hadleigh Castings Ltd (HCL), a producer and processor of 
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aluminium alloy castings with concomitant impacts on the environment. The 
thesis reviews the historical context of environmental impacts and legislation in 
the UK; identifies impacts specific to the production of aluminium alloys and 
products; and describes how HCL has implemented an EMS to demonstrate its 
commitment to environment to its stakeholders, especially its employees, 
contractors, suppliers, neighbours and customers. 
1.1. Environmental aspects of the 
Industrialisation of Britain 
In the early years of industrialisation, industrialists were careless in their use of 
coal. Manchester, Sheffield, London and the Northeast of England, the locations 
for iron works, coal mining, pottery and manufacture were notorious for their 
smoky and cloudy atmosphere. The smoke was produced from boiler-chimneys, 
furnaces, gas works, railway engines and as a small percentage, from households. 
The use of steam driven machines that required the use of coal was the principal 
cause of carbon dioxide emissions. From the 1860's, the first body to be 
preoccupied by the good practices for stoking in order to improve the health and 
safety of stokers and to use the coal at its best efficiency was the 'Manchester 
Steam Users' association, which trained its subscribers to use boilers safely and 
efficiently. However, the directors preferred to employ uneducated stokers just 
able 'to do as they have been told'. 
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The phenomenon of Smogl, resulting from a physico-chemical reaction, happens 
during exceptional cold weather conditions or fog. Water droplets, in the 
atmosphere, capture smoke particles to form a smoky cloud at ground level. Smog 
was an increasing cause of concern from the seventeenth to the twentieth century 
in industrial towns such as London, Manchester, Sheffield and Glasgow. The 
smog had adverse health impacts on the population resulting in increased 
bronchitis cases and mortality (Clapp B. W., 1994). Increased death rates due to 
bronchitis cases were measured after some notable fogs in 1880, 1891, 1892, 
1918, 1921, 1924, 1935 and 1948. The worst case offog in London, which made 
politicians and scientists react, was that of 1952, which increased death rate, due 
to bronchitis, by eight times, and mortality by 120 per cent compared to a normal 
winter (Clapp B. W., 1994). This catastrophic winter woke up the consciousness 
ofthose responsible to the importance of atmospheric pollution issues and resulted 
in the creation of internal committees of enquiry launched by the Minister of 
Health. For the first time the final report highlights "the principle that clean air 
was as important as clean drinking water and affirming that it would cost less to 
restore clean air than to allow pollution to continue"(Clapp B. W., 1994). This 
was a tuming point and a mandatory structure was introduced to deal specifically 
with the quality of the atmospheric environment. This mandatory structure 
evolved from the smokeless zone policy to the Clean Air Act. 
The foundry industry is now strictly controlled by the Environmental Protection 
Act Authorisations and the old image of a smoky industry is over. 
I Smog was coined from the words smoke and fog as early as 1905, but did not become widely 
known until the great London log of 1952 (Clapp B. W., 1994, pA3). 
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1.2. Environmental impacts of industrial 
activities 
The smog effects were not the only environmental impacts of the industrial 
sector's activities. The economic activities of the entire industry largely contribute 
to the destruction of the biosphere with the production of greenhouse and acid rain 
gases. Higher concentrations of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide produce 
global warming; which could in tum lead to an increased potential for climatic 
incidents (including storms and droughts) and to rising sea levels when the 
warmer temperature causes the polar ice caps to melt. The emission of acid rain 
gases such as sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides contributes to forest, streams 
and lake destruction and increases asthma and pulmonary problems in the human 
population. The deterioration in atmosphere, soil and water quality has increased 
the rate of extinction of species. Industrial and household activities damage 
biodiversity and destabilise the equilibrium of the global ecosystem. Depletion of 
natural resources such as destruction of the rain forest, depletion of the ozone 
layer, increase of global warming, nuclear incidents and water pollution are 
damaging environmental impacts due to household, production, transport and 
other activities of the industrialised countries. These environmental impacts are 
proportional to three factors: the size of the population, the individual 
consumption mean and the nature of the technology (Bontems, P., Rotillon, G., 
1998). 
Most global environmental pollution is due to the consumption behaviour of the 
industrialised countries. On average a resident of the industrialised countries 
consumes nine times more fossil fuel energy, six times more beef and veal, twenty 
times more aluminium; sixteen times more copper, and twc and half times more 
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wood than a resident ofthe developing countries (Bontems, P., RotiIIon, G., 1998, 
p.ll). This means that 70% of carbon dioxide (C02) and most of the 
chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) emissions are produced by the industrialised countries, 
which represent only 30% of the world's population (Bontems, P., RotiIIon, G., 
1998). The inequality between industrialised and developing countries raises the 
need for an international agreement on the integration of social and environmental 
criteria in global economic and political development. 
Natural resources are currently managed individually instead of co-operatively 
and, due to the failure of the economic system to take into account the restoration 
cost after extensive use of natural resources (E.g. Deforestation, erosion of the 
soil), the non renewable natural resources are progressively disappearing (Michael 
Jacobs, 1990). 
1.3. Sustainable Development 
The first traces of ecological consciousness came from scientific and economic 
experts such as Barry Commoner, who criticised the anti ecological nature of 
technoscience in (Commoner B., 1969) and extolled a future revolution of the 
environment in 'The closing circle', l'Encerclement, Seuil, 1972 (Commoner B., 
1972). Paul Ehrlich attributed the ecological crisis to the growth in global human 
population. Julian Huxley (1887-1975), ex director of UNESCO, was also a 
pioneer in the promotion of the international movement for the conservation of 
nature (Beaud C., Larbi Bouguerra M., 1993, pJO-31). There are a large number 
of pioneers for sustainable economic development from Vladimir Vernadssky 
(1863-1945) to Robin Clarke, a journalist for UNESCO, Aurelio Pecei, (1908-
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1984), an Italian industrialist and Donella Meadows, writer of the Meadows 
Report. It is not intended to present an exhaustive listing of the first environmental 
pioneers but rather to highlight the names of those people without whom the first 
United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, in 1972 at Stockholm 
would never have taken place. The Stockholm conference represents the first 
formal sign of increasing international concern for environmental degradation on 
a global scale. It brought together for the first time scientific and economic 
experts to adopt three instruments: 
a declaration of 26 principles: the 1972 Stockholm Declaration (Declaration of 
Principles for the Preservation and Enhancement of the Human Environment); 
an Action Plan containing 109 recommendations and 
a resolution on institutional and financial arrangements. 
It also ignited the wakening of community consciousness and the creation of Non 
Governmental Organisations (NGO), such as Friends of the Earth, which formed 
in 1969 in North America and spread all over the world. The second United 
Nations conference on the environment and development, held in Rio in 1992, 
established our duty toward the future generations, human rights and natural 
resource management. From this so-called North-South summit emerged the main 
question of how to promote the equity principle that all humans should enjoy the 
environment all over the world. 
Now, international, governmental, regional and local politics set environmental 
targets in determining the acceptable level of pollution or resource consumption 
and choose the appropriate statutory instruments to apply to the commercial 
and/or domestic economic market. They highlight and promote the value of 
natural resources in launching regulations, directives, taxation, voluntary schemes, 
promotion campaigns and incentives for good industrial and household practices. 
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Furthermore, the global scale of environmental damage made international 
organisations, such as UNEFED, raise the importance of sustaining development 
whilst maintaining the social and environmental equity and equilibrium. The 
outputs of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
(UNCED) were the multilateral treaties of 1983 and 1991, including 130 global 
agreements publicised by the Programme of the United Nations for the 
Environment (PUNE). These included : Convention on the Commercial 
International Treaty on the Endangered Species, (CITES), Convention of the 
United Nations on the right on the sea (1982), Convention of Vienna on the Ozone 
layer protection (1985), Montreal Protocol on the ozone depleting substances 
(1987), Convention of Basel on the control of the transboundary shipments of 
hazardous waste and its destruction (1989) and Conventions on climate change 
and biodiversity. 
Subsequently, governments of industrialised countries, such as the United 
Kingdom, implemented environmental programmes to achieve the conference 
targets. The government enforces stringent authorisation processes, regulations, 
directives, taxation or promotes good practices and environmental incentives such 
as the environmental management system. Government and public rules are used 
to force industry and communities to be more aware and to control their 
environmental impacts. The sectors most affected by the legislation are logically 
those producing the most environmental pollution. 
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1.4. New legislation 
In the twenty-first century, heavy industries such as the non ferrous sector will 
have to comply with stringent environmental legislation such as the European 
Integrated Pollution Prevention Control Directive, which will encompass a much 
wider range of environmental impacts from activities, products and services (e.g. 
control of energy consumption, raw material, waste management, environmental 
accidents preparedness, discharges to soil, to controlled water, river and aquifer, 
emissions to atmosphere and past land contamination). The replacement of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 by the Integrated Pollution Prevention Control 
Act 1999 (PPC), an application of the European Communities directive 96/61 on 
Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC), will result 'in an increase in 
fees of 20% for the industrial sector (Ends report, Sep 1999, p.36.). Additional 
taxation, such as Climate Change Levy on energy and landfill or aggregates taxes 
will increase the production cost of the industrial sector. Heavy industry, such as 
the ferrous and non-ferrous foundry sectors will be particularly affected by such 
statutory measures. 
1.5. Increased competitiveness 
Competition has increased between companies, whether SME or multinational, 
and between industrialised and developing countries. On a global view, the West 
European market has to face the American, Asian and East European markets, 
some of which hr.ve lower labour costs and taxation. 
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The addition of environmental costs to those of production could adversely affect 
competitiveness when compared against developing countries where such 
environmental controls are not yet in place. However, this is a short-term and 
narrow-minded point of view. Forward-looking companies, which are at the 
leading edge of competitiveness, have introduced voluntary environmental 
management systems. Environmental awareness generates savings and bottom 
line improvements from raw material reduction and energy management. 
Companies make profits from managing their environmental impacts and reducing 
their risk of environmental accident by complying with their legislation 
requirements. A cultural change would also attract more motivated and involved 
employees to the workforce and management. 
1.6. Environmental Management Systems 
(EMS) 
Two voluntary EMS standards are available. BS EN ISO 14001: 1996 and Eco-
Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) are respectively International and 
European standards. An EMS is an economic instrument used to promote 
sustainability, a way to comply with stringent legislation and to answer to the 
public, a way to make savings on operating costs and to reduce both 
environmental risks and insurance expenditure. 
Stringent requirements through the supply chain, government and neighbourhoods 
have pushed the aluminium industry to develop casting production which 
produc"s better quality products with controlled health, safety and environmental 
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factors. This means production with less smell and odour and less risk within the 
working environment. 
By critically assessing environmental impacts such as raw material and utility 
consumption, process efficiency, waste production and disposal, most companies 
that improve their house keeping and the environmental awareness of all their 
employees could make savings on their purchasing. 
When facing stringent and future legislation such as the Integrated Pollution 
Prevention Control directive, a proactive approach encourages the implementation 
of an EMS. Such systems will provide a tool enabling the company to deal with 
its environmental issues, comply with the actual environmental legislation and 
manage its environmental performance. To obtain such improvement, 
considerable commitment and effort must be put into management and marketing. 
However, this effort will be rewarded by sustainable competitiveness. 
1.7. Project objective 
This thesis presents and analyses the stages in the implementation of the BS EN 
ISO 14001: 1996 EMS standard in an SME aluminium foundry. A full-time 
employee, with a £ 40,000 budget undertook this two-year project. The objectives 
of the project were to obtain a formal certification to ISO 14001 BS EN: 1996 
standard, to put in place work instructions, procedures, training and an awareness 
programme and to propose investment to improve production efficiency and 
reduce environmental impacts. 
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The different stages were: 
to undertake an environmental preparatory review; 
to prepare and communicate the environmental policy; 
to identify the environmental legislation requirements; 
to assess the environmental impacts; 
to set the environmental objectives and targets; 
to manage environmental projects in order to achieve the associated targets; 
to put in place work instructions and procedures; 
to train and appraise personnel to environmental awareness & contingency 
issues; 
to review the existing system and identify new investment projects and 
to complete the programme within specified budget and human resources. 
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2. The impacts of the aluminium 
foundry industry on the environment 
2.1. The aluminium foundry market • In 
context 
According to the Environmental Technology Support Unit (ETSU) of the 
Department of Environment, Transport and the Regions, the 1996 output of non-
ferrous castings in the UK amounted to approximately 150,000 tonnes of 
aluminium alloys and 30,000 tonnes of copper and copper-based alloy castings 
with a cost of £ 27 million (ETSU, Oct 1987). 
In 1992, 67% of aluminium castings were used in transport applications, 14% in 
domestic and office equipment, 10% in electronic engineering, 6% in general 
engineering and 3% in the construction industry (in percentage per weight) 
(ETSU, Nov 1994). 
Several processes are used to produce aluminium castings. Die casting processes 
(high, low pressure and gravity die processes) produce 80% of the overall weight 
of aluminium castings with the balance produced by sand mould processes. 
Specialist processes such as shell moulding, plaster casting and investment casting 
supply certain micro markets (ETSU, Nov 1994). 
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The aluminium foundry market increased by 25% between 1992 and 1996 and is 
predicted to increase to 200,000 tonnes of aluminium castings in 2000, in spite of 
the general manufacturing recession (ETSU, Nov 1994). In response to 
environmental and economical pressure, manufacturing engineers are now 
required not only to provide high quality and efficient production but to consider 
dismantling, reuse, recycling and disposal of their end-use products. The life cycle 
design of manufacturing products and processes is becoming increasingly 
important in certain sectors such as the automotive industry (Keoleian G. et al., 
1997). Aluminium has the important characteristics of being a light, resistant and 
recyclable material. The transport industry, which is under pressure to reduce 
engine fuel consumption and atmospheric emissions, and other manufacturing 
sectors have progressively substituted aluminium for iron castings. 
The aluminium foundry must now demonstrate high quality with low 
enviromnental impact production and meet the delivery schedules of the customer. 
To harmonise their supplier quality, the Big Three (Ford, General Motors and 
Daimler Chryslers) automotive producers have pressurised their suppliers to 
achieve the QS 9000 standard. This requires 100% delivery performance to 
customer requirement, continuous improvement in quality, delivery and price. 
Over 10,500 manufacturing sites worldwide are registered under the third version 
of QS9000 : ISOITS 16949 (Scrimshire D., Sep. 1999). 
New enviromnental pressures create new products and services. Faced with the 
agreement on the non-depletion of the ozone layer, ozone-friendly aerosols were 
developed. Faced with the need to reduce emissions, the automotive industry has 
designed lighter engines that use lead-free petrol and, for the future, will improve 
the dismantling and material recovery of cars. 
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2.2. Environmental legislation & taxation 
applied to aluminium foundry 
The main environmental legislation and taxation applied to a comprehensive 
aluminium casting manufacturing site, in the United Kingdom, such as Hadleigh 
Castings Ltd, related to the environment, health and safety issues, are listed in the 
following paragraphs. 
2.2.1. Legislation 
2.2.1.1. Current legislation 
Legislation applied to the aluminium alloy industry (related to the environment, 
health and safety issues) is presented below per Act and Regulation. 
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and substances) 
Regulations 1991 (SI 19911472), Environmental Protection Act (EP A) 
1990 - Part I 
Processes authorisation from the Local Authority is required under the Local 
Authority Air Pollution Control (LAAPC) provision of the Environmental 
Protection Act (EPA) 1990 - Part I, for the Part B processes. This requires 
companies to hold an authorisation from the Local Authority for undertaking 
Part B non-ferrous melting processes on HCL's site. The two Process 
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Guidance notes that apply to the operations of a comprehensive aluminium 
foundry are: 
PG 2/4 (96) Iron, steel and non-ferrous metal foundry processes, covers 
all the ancillary operations including mould and coremaking, casting, and 
fettling operations; 
PG 2/6 (96) Aluminium, magnesium and their alloys which covers the 
melting and holding of metal. 
Environmental Protection Act 1990, part 11, also includes: 
Waste Management - the Duty of Care - A code of practice -
Environmental Protection Act 1990 - section 34. It requires the waste 
producer to keep records of the duty of care annual waste transfer notes. 
Environmental Protection (Duty of Care) Regulations 1991 and Waste 
Management Licensing Regulations - 1994, 1997 & 1998, which set out 
the requirements for the management, characterisation, transport and 
disposal of waste. 
Special Waste Regulations 1996, which requires consignment notes to be 
recorded by the consignor and producer of special waste. 
Health and Safety Legislation - Control of Substances Hazardous to 
Health Regulations 1999 within the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974. 
These require companies to demonstrate that all risks induced by activities, 
including those related with the use, handling, storage or disposal of 
chemicals, are assessed, controlled and reduced to a minimum. 
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Water Resources Act 1991 where the controlled water must be protected 
from any poisonous, noxious or polluting substances - runoff from car park 
and introduction of polluting matter into the controlled water is covered. 
The Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging Waste) Regulations 
1997 place obligations on certain businesses to register with the Environment 
Agency or the Scottish Environment Protection Agency, to recover and 
recycle specific tonnage of packaging waste and to certify it (Department of 
the Environment, Transport and the Regions, July 1998). 
2.2.1.2. Future legislation 
EC Directive 96/61 on Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control 
(IPPC) 
The Pollution Prevention Control Act 1999 (PPC) enabled UK domestic 
legislation to be made in order to implement the requirements of the EC Directive 
96161 on Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) (EEF, 1999; EFF, 
Sep 1999). 
The actual PPC Act will replace the Environmental Protection Act 1990, part I. 
Authorisations from the enforcement authorities (Local Authority or Environment 
Agency) will be required not on the base 'processes' but 'installations' undertaken 
on site. 
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Three different authorisation parts will be given (John Coleman, March 2000): 
(i.) The A I installations will be enforced by the Environment Agency 
(Equivalent to the current Part A processes (Integrated Pollution Control -
IPC) ; 
(ii.) The A2 installations will be enforced by the Local Authority (Equivalent to 
current Part B processes (Local Authority Air Pollution Control - LAAPC) ; 
(iii.) The B installations will be enforced by the Local Authority (Equivalent to 
current Part B processes - LAAPC). 
The PPC scheme will consider a wider range of environmental impacts such as 
noise, use of raw materials, accident prevention, site restoration and energy 
efficiency. 
According to the timetable of the fourth consultation for the implementation of 
IPPC, the 'foundries' sector will be brought under IPPC by 2002 for the Al 
installations and 2003 for the A2 installations. The IPPC directive must be applied 
to existing and new installations in all industrial sectors by 2007. 
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2.2.2. Green taxation 
Green taxation will bring thoughts of energy efficiency and sustainability to the 
forefront of industrial sectors. It will re-equilibrate and integrate the true cost of 
environmental damage due to industrial and societal activity into the economical 
system. The government is responsible for using such taxes for the benefit of the 
Environment. 
2.2.2.1. Current taxation 
Landfill Tax Regulations 1996 (SI 1996 N. 1527) 
The primary law on landfiII tax is contained in the Finance Act 1996 Landfill tax 
order 1996 (sections 39 to 71 inclusive and schedule 5). From the I't Oct 1996, the 
landfiII tax applied to all waste disposed of by way of landfilI, at a licensed 
landfiII site, unless exempted. For landfill tax, material is disposed of as waste if, 
when disposing of it, or having it disposed of on his behalf, the producer intends 
to discard or throw it away. 
There are two rates oflandfill taxes (HM Treasury, June 1997): 
a lower rate of £2 per tonne applies to those inactive (or inert) wastes listed in 
the Landfill Tax (Qualifying Material) Order 1996 (E.g. Used furan sand from 
foundry, soil, bricks, stone, concrete from demolition, mineral dust...) and 
a standard rate of actually (April 2000-2001) £11 per tonne applies to all other 
taxable waste. (E.g. General waste, offices and kitchen wastes ... ). It is due to 
increase by £1/year until it raised to £15ltonne by April 2004. 
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2.2.2.2. Future taxation 
Climate Change Levy 
The Climate Change Levy (CCL) is designed to encourage energy efficiency in 
business to help the UK meet its Kyoto targets on reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions. 
According to ETSU, the CCL will raise £ I billion in its first full year. This will be 
recycled to business via a 0.3 percentage point reduction in employer s' National 
Insurance contributions and £ 150m additional support for energy efficiency 
measures (EEF East Anglia, Mar 2000). 
The intended Climate Change Levy will be based on energy usage and will apply 
to all UK Businesses and the Public Sector. It is due to take effect from April 
2001. 
The government is currently involved in negotiations with energy intensive 
sectors, via trade associations. Discounts could be agreed for the sites where 
processes carried out will be either similar or regulated under Part A of the 
forthcoming Pollution Prevention and Control regulations. 
Businesses not exempted from the tax will have to pay taxes based on energy 
usage rates shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Climate Change Levy rate 
The climate change levy will be an extra rate on the existing energy rate of energy 
supplier (EEF East Anglia, Mar 2000). 
Energy Product Rate (2001-02) extra pencelkWh 
Electricity 0.43 
Coal 0.15 
Natural Gas 0.15 
Liquid Petroleum Gas 0.07 
Aggregates Tax 
The extraction and transport of aggregates has significant associated 
environmental cost, including noise, vibration, loss of biodiversity, amenity and 
visual intrusion. According to the HM Treasury, the DETR commissioned 
research found that this average cost will be around £1.80 per tonne of aggregate 
(HM Treasury, Mar 2000). 
The levy will take effect from April 2002, at a rate of £1.60 per tonne of sand, 
gravel and crushed rock extracted in the UK or its territorial waters. It will be 
around £380 million per year. To protect international competitiveness, the tax 
will be levied on imports only. Recycled aggregates will not be subject to the 
levy. 
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2.3. The environmental impacts of the 
Aluminium Foundry Industry 
2.3.1. Energy usage 
2.3.1.1. Introduction 
After the world oil crisis of 1978, energy management was practised in order to 
reduce costs. In considering the recent fuel crisis in Europe, plus other growing 
environmental issues such as global climate change, atmospheric pollution and 
depletion of non-renewable resources, a new fervour for prudent and efficient 
energy management is advised. The aluminium foundry is considered to be heavy 
consumer of energy. In 1996, the UK non-ferrous industry amounted their output 
to approximately 150,000 tonnes of aluminium alloys and 30,000 tonnes of copper 
and copper-based alloy castings (Energy Technology Support Unit, Oct 1997). 
2.3.1.2. Energy consumption/acts andfigures 
Due to the large difference in unit price between electricity and gas, natural gas is 
widely used for melting fumaces although electricity is sometimes used for 
holding furnaces. The 1996 ETSU survey reported that the energy used in a 
typical aluminium foundry consisted of 62.5 % natural gas, 33.3% electricity and 
4.2% propane andlor oil. Assuming that 150,000 tonnes ()f aluminium alloy 
castings were produced in 1996, this consumed 6.4 PI of primary energy at a cost 
of £19.5 million. The average energy consumption amounted to 42.6 GJ, costing 
£130, per tonne of good castings (ETSU, Oct 1997). 
2.3.1.3. Heavy energy demand activities 
The energy breakdown of an individual non-ferrous foundry depends upon many 
factors, including the casting manufacturing method and the amount of finishing 
(including heat treatment, machining and painting) carried out. Nevertheless, the 
following activities have been classified according to decreasing energy 
consumption. 
I. Melting and holding of aluminium at 710 to 780 C. Theoretically, 310 kWh 
is required to melt one tonne of aluminium to 730°C, nevertheless according to 
ETSU 7,000 kWh is the average amount of energy used to produce I tonne of 
aluminium castings in gravity foundries (ETSU, Nov 1994). 
2. Moulding processes. This includes die and ladle heating, for high pressure 
diecasting2, low-pressure diecasting3; gravity die casting; sand distribution and 
reclamation, for greensand moulding 4, Airset mouldingS, Shell moulding6• 
2 High Pressure diecasting (HPDC): Metal is 'shot' into the die, usually horizontally, under 
pressures of lObar and above. 
3 Low Pressure Diecasting (LPDC): Metal is force into the die, usually upwards, under pressure at 
about 2 bar. 
4 Greensand moulding (GS): Metal is poured (usually unrl~r gravity) into a mould formed from 
clay-bonded sand. 
S Airset moulding (Airset): Metal is poured under gravity into a thin sand mould hardened by 
chemical reaction. 
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3. Ancillary Processes, all the manufacturing activities in areas other than that of 
metal supply. They could be CNC or conventional machining, fettling or 
pattern making, hot core making, and the use of electricity supplied to motors, 
dri ves, computers, compressed air or hydraulic power units (specific to HPDC). 
4. Office activities, such as space heating, lighting, computers ... 
The findings of ETSU for a typical energy use ID a foundry are presented ID 
Figure I. 
Plant actuation 
15% 
Tool heating 
3% 
Holding 
30% 
Figure 1: Typical energy use in a foundry (as kWh delivered) (Energy 
Technology Support Unit, Oct 1987) 
6 Shell moulding: Metal is poured under gravity into a thin shell mould made from a thermosetting 
sand/resin mixture. 
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2.3.1.4. EI/virol/mel/tal impacts from el/ergy productiol/ 
The operations of the energy sector (coal, oi l, natural gas, foss il fuel, nuclear, 
hydrau lic or renewable energy) in the UK, as e lsewhere, can affect the 
environment in many different ways. Detrimental effects can result from energy 
exploration, production, transportation, storage, transformat ion, di stribution, use 
and its associated waste disposal and storage. 
According to the Department of Trade and Industry, the particular areas of 
potential environmental concern related to the energy sector are li sted below. 
Ambient air quality ; 
Electric power stations release C02 and S02 emISSIons, exploration, and 
production of oil and natural gas in the North Sea releases emiss ions of C02, 
CO, N02, S02 and Hydrocarbons. 
C02, methane and N02 produce green house effects associated wi th a global 
warming of the atmosphere, a perturbation of cl imate and a potential ri se in 
the sea level. The N02 and S02 are the main agents responsible for the acid 
rain, wh ich fall s on Germany and other parts of Europe. 
Acid deposition ; 
Coal mining subsidence ; 
Major environmental accidents; 
Water pollution; 
Maritime pollution; 
Land use and sit ing impact ; 
Radiation and radioactivity ; 
Solid waste di sposai ; 
Hazardous "ir pollutants 
Str?!i1spheric ozone depletion and 
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Climate change. 
To implement the European Climate Change Directive, the UK government will 
be required to implement the Climate Change Levy on energy bills by April 200 I . 
A factor of 2.84 will be applied to electricity. In other words, electricity will be 
2.84 times more taxed than gas or fuel (Transco, 1998). This new taxation will 
increase the energy bills by 15 to 20%. It aims to encourage the heavy user 
industry sectors, such as the foundry sector, to operate in a more effic ient and 
sustainable manner. 
2.3.1.5. Good practices/or ellergy mallagemellt 
Savings could be achieved by improving practices in melting and holding, metal 
distribution and handling, metal utili sation, and general energy use. 
The purchase of a new efficient furnace is considered to be a good investment for 
reducing energy consumption, increasing production rate and improving quality. 
Many examples are presented in the ETSU literature such as Quinton Hazell 
Automotive Ltd, which invested in an energy efficient model of melting and 
holding furnaces with an investment of £ 11 ,200, which generated a total sav ings 
of £6,970/year and a pay back period of 1.6 years (ETSU, Dec 1996). 
2.3.2. Raw material usage & resource depletion 
The earth's resources such as oi l, gas reserves and minerals are finite. Other 
ma',eria\s are obtained from unique habitats such as wood from tropical 
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rainforests, and peat from moorlands. If exploited too fa r these resources will run 
out and the ecosystem will be destroyed. 
The fo und ry industry produces castings using aluminium, iron moulds, silica sand 
and chemicals used for melting, coating, painting and lubrication. A simplified 
li fe cycle or "cradle to grave" assessment of the main raw materials used in the 
foundry industry is presented below. 
2.3.2.1. AlulllilliulII 
Aluminium is a material that meets the complex ecological and technological 
requirements of our environmentall y conscious society. Low weight, high 
strength, formability, corros ion res istance, recyclibility and good conducti vity o f 
heat and electricity provide aluminium with a unique combination of attracti ve 
and versatile properties. 
Aluminium metal is produced from aluminium oxide AbO) (alumina) contained 
in bauxite, which is found in Latin America, South America, Africa and Australi a. 
According to the Alumin ium Federation Ltd (Aluminium Federation Ltd, Jun. 
2000), the world's known depos its of bauxite are suffi cient to support 300 years of 
mining at the present consumption rate. UK aluminium smelters use aluminium 
oxide produced from bauxite mined in Australia and Jamaica. Mining activities 
are often responsible for deforestation; nevertheless, the environmentally aware 
company Alcoa won an award in 1990 under the United Nations Environmental 
Programme for its work in reforestati on of bauxite mining areas in Australi a 
(Aluminium Federation Ltd , Jun. 2000). The bauxite is transformed to aluminium 
oxide on the mining site through the Bayer method. The smelter obtains the 
primary aluminium after G hydroelectri c separation. The fOI !;"Jciry is then 
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considered as the seconda ry smelter. Approxi mate ly 70% of the end-of-life 
alumin ium products used in electrical engineering, construction and transport are 
recycled. 
2.3.2.2. Salld 
Foundries require a durable refractory material for forming moulds that resist the 
heat of the metal. Silica sand , an industrial mineral that meets these requirements, 
has the following properties: 
90 to 95% silica expressed as Si02 ; 
Round grains to maximise permeability to gases and minimise binder usage ; 
Narrow grain size distribution and 
Maximum purity, e.g. free as possible of clays. 
Suitable sili ca sands can be found in Cheshi re, Surrey, Kent, Bedfordshire, 
Norfolk, Nottinghamshire and several other places. The silica sand industry, 
sponsored by the DTl, has to regulate quarrying acti vity through mining planning 
in order to ensure a continu ing long term and sustainable supply to industry COTI, 
Or J.N.S. Sibson, 1999). 
The UK government will introduce, from April 2002, an Aggregates Levy at a 
rate of £ 1.60 per tonne of sand, gravel and crushed rock extracted in the UK or its 
territorial waters. This levy takes into account the true cost of environmental 
effects of quarrying acti vity on the price of quarried product. Waste sand disposal 
at a landfill is subject to a landfill tax. As it is classified as an inacti ve waste it is 
taxed at the lower rate of £2 Itonne. 
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Many sand foundries (such as I-I ad leigh Castings Lld , J. Youle & Co Lld and 
Joseph & Jesse Siddons Lld) have introduced a mechanical and/or thermal 
reclamation system, which reduces the volume of sand purchased or di sposed, 
thus reducing cost and environmental impacts (ETB PP, May 1999 ; ETBPP, 
August 1997 ; ETBPP, March 1998). 
2.3.2.3. Chemicals for meltil/g, pail/tillg, coatillg 
Numerous chemicals are used within the foundry industry, they have different 
purposes. Chemicals are used for modifi cation of metal during the melting 
processes, coating gravity dies, lubrication of machines used for machining and 
fettling and in binder systems used by sand foundries. All these chemicals pose 
environmental problems from their 'cradle to grave'. Production then storage, 
usage and di sposal of their waste material s or containers causes health, safety and 
environmental ri sks. It is good practi ce to manage chemicals in order to reduce 
ri sks and minimise consumption. Communication, training and monitoring are 
three main elements for a successful management of chemicals (EBPP, Jan 1998). 
2.3.2.4. Wood 
Sand foundries produce and use wood pat1erns. Wood such as mahogany, meets 
the stringent requirements of wood patterns. This wood is supplied from Brazil 
and may be from the Amazonian forest so it could contri bute to deforestation 
problems. 
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2.3.3. Atmospheric pollution 
Atmospheric emiss ions from fo undry acti vities are regulated under the 
Environmental Protecti on Act 1990 (EPA). Fluoride and chlorine from the 
melting practices, Volatile Organic Compounds and particulate fro m ancillary 
acti vities are the main pollutants emitted and monitored by the fo undry industry. 
In October 1999, the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) EC 
Directi ve was implemented by the UK government and is now progressively 
replacing the old Envirorunental Protection Act 1990. IPPC has been designed to 
prevent, reduce and eliminate pollution at source through the prudent use of 
natural resources. IPPC is concerned about a much wider range of environmental 
impacts than the EP A. The environmental impacts of the vari ous atmospheric 
pollutants are presented below. 
2.3.3.1. The OZOlle Layer 
Ozone is a gas. Some 30-40 km above the earth's surface is the stratosphere where 
ozone plays a benefi cial role by absorbing damaging UVB - ultra violet rays from 
the sun . The absorption of these rays creates a source of heat. Ozone plays an 
essential role in the temperature contro l of our earth's atmosphere. At the planet 
surface, there is the troposphere. In the troposphere, ozone gas reacts strongly 
with other molecules to produce compounds harm E., to crop producti on, fo rest 
growth and human hea lth . 
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There are two separate environmental issues relati ng to ozone gas . There is 
concern about the Antarctic 'ozone hole'. Similar depletions in stratospheric ozone 
have been observed at other more populated regions on the earth. An increase in 
UVB rad iation increases skin cancers and cataracts on the eyes, and decreases the 
growth rate of plants and forests. This ozone depletion is caused by releases into 
the atmosphere of certain chemicals containing bromine and/or ch lorine. They 
are
7
: 
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) used in products such as hai r spray bottles; 
Halons used in the past in refrigerants ; 
Carbon Tetrachloride, very tox ic, used as a so lvent ; 
1,1,1 Tetrachloroethane (Methyl Chloroform)- non-flammable so lvent ; 
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) used in solvents, refrigerants, foam 
blowing media, feedstock for chemical manufacturing, carri er gases for 
sterili sation and 
Methyl Bromide. 
The second concern is the increased presence of ozone in the troposphere as thi s is 
a key component of Smog. Increasing levels have been observed in urban area 
especially in cap ital cities. 
2.3.3.2. Global Warming 
Certain natural gases In the atmosphere, notably water vapour, carbon dioxide 
(C02), methane (CH4) and nitrogen oxide~ (NOx), have the capaci ty to retain heat 
7 Montreal Protocol Treaty 19&7 f'~1igatcd the 15 member states of the European Union to control both 
production and consumption ~.; ail known ozone depict ing substances. apart from certaill c;..cmplions. 
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which reaches the earth from the sun to give a 'greenhouse effect'. They fo rm an 
insulating blanket around the earth, which prevents the loss of the heat radiated 
back from the earth (and sea) . The term 'greenhouse effect' is used to describe the 
'global warming' phenomenon. 
The problem is due to the add iti ona l man-made greenhouse gases such as the 
halocarbons (e.g. Chlorofluorocarbons ... ), and increased carbon diox ide, 
methane, nitrogen oxides from burning foss il fuels, generating electri city transport 
and factories which correspond to an addition (from the Industria l Revolution) of 
roughly I per centS of the energy, flowing through the global climate system 
(Uni versity Corporation for Atmospheric Research, 1997). It is predicted that thi s 
may cause a ri se in sea levels of between 15 and 95 cm. and in a change in 
weather patterns (including storms and droughts). 
The six main greenhouse gases are: 
Carbon Dioxide, C02 ; 
Methane CH4 ; 
Nitrogen Dioxide N02 ; 
Sulphur I-Iexafluoride ; 
Hydro fluorocarbons (HFCs) and 
Perfluorocarbons (PFCs). 
8 The difference is ?!.Jout 2.4 Watts per square meter of energy flow through the global climate 
system. 
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2.3.3.3. Acid Raill 
Acid Rain is the acidification of rain by atmospheric po llutants such as sulphur 
dioxide (S02) and nitrogen ox ides (NOx), which combine with moisture in the air 
to increase the natural acidi ty of the rain. S02 and NOx are emitted by power 
stations, industry and motor vehicles through the burning offossil fuels, especiall y 
coal and oil. Acid Rain damages buildings and plants and is thought to contribute 
to the damage of forests, streams and lakes . 
2.3.3.4. Smog 
Smog is a mixture of po llutants, which form a haze over cities, particularly in 
summer time. This smog is fo rmed by chemical reactions, which involve Volati le 
Organic Compounds (VOCs), and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) and produce ozone. 
Major sources include motor vehicles and petrochemical activities. 
2.3.4. Waste production & beneficial reuse 
2.3.4.1. Solid waste 
The UK generates around 400 million of tonnes of solid waste each year and 
di sposes of it by: 
landRJi, which consists of burying waste in the ground and 
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incineration, which consists of burning the waste and sometimes recuperating 
energy, for example in the generation of electricity (EEF, 1997). 
Both of these so lutions have environmental impacts, the fo rmer risks of leakage 
into aqui fers and the latter an increase of atmospheri c pollution. 
To reduce our waste production, awareness of the population should be foc used 
on waste management. (E.g. Four Waste Management Principles and hierarchy: 
Re-use, Repair, Recycle, and Disposal ). 
2.3.4.2. Waste mallagemellt & beneficial reuse 
The waste management hi erarchy is: 
I . Reduction ; 
2. Reuse; 
3. Recycling and 
4. Disposa l. 
Foundry activities produce a large amount of waste, the main types of waste are 
wasted sand , metal waste, special waste (waste oil , cutting fluids, old lubricant... ) 
and others. Deta il s are developed within the following subsections. 
2.3.4.3. Wasted salld 
Recentl y, constructi ve co-operation between the aggregate (especiall y cement and 
tarmac) and aluminium fo undry i!":dustries has developed. The cement c0mpanies 
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reuse waste foundry sand. The foundry Industry benefits through a reduct ion in 
landfill tax and waste disposal costs and the cement industry benefit s fro m the 
reduction in purchase costs of new sand (Briggs B. , Apr 1999). The environment 
also benefits because there is less quarrying of new sand and less landfill di sposal 
of waste sand. Many examples of co-operation for beneficial reuse are deve loping. 
An inhibiting factor is the di stance between companies. The di stance between the 
supplier and receiver of aggregates is important because the transport cost may 
offset any beneficial costs or environmenta l benefi ts. 
2.3.4.4. Metalwaste 
Aluminium foundries produce metal waste in the form of scrap metal, swept fl oor 
fl ashes, dross with low aluminium content and irremediable metal loss, which is 
considered as 5% of the metal used in the foundries. 
Dross is the mixture of metal at the surface of a crucible where the aluminium is 
ox idised and chemicals are accumulated . This dross can be treated to release 
aluminium by secondary smelters. 
The swarf from machining and metalli c dust from fettling activities can be 
recovered by smelters. 
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2.3.4.5. Otlter wastes 
Other wastes resulting from office activity or building construction are generally 
di sposed of by either land fill or incineration. Some office waste such as ink 
cartridges, paper, cardboard and glass can be recycled. Local Authorities and the 
Environment Agency monitor all controlled waste . All waste transfer must be 
accompanied by a full y completed transfer note or a special waste consignment 
note if the waste has a potential to cause harm to the environment or humans. 
2.3.5. Discharge to water aquifer/ water 
contamination 
Water is essential to life and there is a concern about pollutants from various 
sources that could be found in water. Any pollutant released to the atmosphere or 
land could be transported to aquifers, rivers, streams or the sea with the water 
cycle of the ecosystem (rain, absorption to soil , water to plants, evapotranspiration 
of plants). Such water sources must be protected, especially fTom chemical 
spillage. 
2.3.6. Land & site contamination 
The industri al evolution of Britain occurred without f'!w ironmental controls. 
Pollution was regarded as a normal consequence of industrial activity. Over time, 
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solid and liquid waste, from a multi tude o f acti vities, was dumped into the ground. 
Such sites, w here past contamination occurred, need now to be restored to a non-
contaminated leve l. 
A spillage of hazardous chemicals could not onl y cause a contaminati on of the 
so il but also of the water and aqui fe r. The contamination risk is decreased when 
the environmental issues of hazardous substances are managed properl y through 
speci fi c training and communicati on. 
2.3.7. Statutory nuisances: noise, vibration and odour 
Fettling and machining acti vities produce a large amount of nOise. Melting 
processes also produce odours, which the company should control and prevent in 
order not to disrupt the surrounding environment. Health, safety and 
environmental legislation regulate noise, vibration and odour. Regular, systemati c 
measurement and control and good communication with regulatory bodies and 
third parties provide a good basis for control of these statutory nui sances. 
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3. Environmental Management System 
ISO 14001: a managerial tool in the 
Aluminium Foundry Industry 
3.1. BS EN ISO 14001 principle and 
requirements 
3.1.1. Definition 
An environmental management system (EMS) integrates environmental issues 
into the management function of a business or organisation. An EMS is a practica l 
tool , which guides an organisation in the implementation of policy and procedures 
that prevents pollution of the environment from its activiti es, products and 
services. In other words, it is a tool enabling a company: 
to comply with environmental legislation ; 
to improve its enviromnental performances via the reduction of its 
environmental impacts, e.g. control and management of its production 
efficiency, raw material , utility and waste; 
to provide means to deal with potential li abilities (e.g. Spill clean-up) and 
to provide a framework to exploit environmental opportunities. 
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3.1.2. Historical backgrollnd 
The environmental management structure will provide targets and objecti ves 
against which the environmental programme will be set in order to achieve them. 
Since 1994 unti l now, the EMS has become Formalised ; the EMS recognised to 
be the more stringent is the European Eco-Management and Audit Scheme 
(EMAS). The other alternative is the international ISO 1400 1 EMS. The orig inal 
Briti sh EMS BS 7750 standard was launched in 1994 but has now been replaced 
by the ISO standard . 
The International Organisati on fo r Standardisati on was Formed in 1947 by a group 
of 90 nati onal standards bod ies wishing to estab li sh uniformity of standards to 
reduce the possibility that national standards would Function as barriers to trade. 
According to D. Hortensius (Hortensius D. , Barthel M., 1997), during the 
preparation of the 1992 United Na tions Conference on Environment and 
Development (UNCED; The Earth summit), the Business Council fo r Sustainable 
Development (BCSD) and the COPOLC0 9 agreed the need for ha rmonisation on 
an international level in Eco- labelling and environmental perFormances. They 
formed the Strategic Advisory Group on Environment (SAGE) which 
recommended the formation in 1993 of a Technica l Committee (TC/207) to 
deve lop an environmental management too l. The final ISO 14000 se ries was 
establi shed in September 1996. 
9 COPOLCO is tho committee platrorm ISO, provided ror consumer interest. 
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The [SO [4001 standard is based on a cycle of six core elements which are 
environmental policy, planning, implementation and operation, checking and 
correcti ve action, management review and continual improvement. 
Append ix I presents the req uirements of the IS0 1400 [ standard. 
3.2. Good EMS practices in the Aluminium 
Foundry Industry 
The introduction of EMS by the aluminium industry happened slowly. Stringent 
environmental legislation and taxati on such as IPPC, landfill and aggregate taxes 
have pushed the foundries to manage more prudently their raw material s, waste 
and atmospheric emissions. 
3.2.1. Case study: RHP Bearings Ltd 
The Environmental Best Practice Programme has published a good practice case 
study of RHP Bearings Lld demonstrating the successful incorporation of 
environmental issues into an ex isting management system. They put in place an 
in fo rmal EMS. The total implementation costs were £ 153,925 fo r the 
envirolll1ental initiatives presented in the fo llowing table. The total annual 
savings were ~pproximate l y £87,000. One example of improved envirOIll1ental 
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performance was a reduction in waste cutting fluid of 54 500 litres/year. The 
environmental initiatives of RHP Bearings are summarised in Table 2. 
Table 2: Environmenta l initiatives of RH P Bea r ings Ltd 
Source: EBPP, 1996, Environmental Improvements Reduce Costs - A Good 
Practice Case Study at RHP Bearings LTD, GC 59. 
Keys: ER: Environmental Review, Ci: Continuous Improvement, L: Legislation. 
Initiative How Impleme Ann ua l 
in itiative ntation Savings 
identified costs (£) (£) 
Installation of access Ooors in the sand ER,Ci 4950 4300 
recycling plant 
Implementation ora drum management system ER, C i 1 500 9 830 
Improvements to handling and rc-use of excess Ci I 200 2 761 
molten metal 
Procedures for monitoring and cleaning ER, Ci 1 800 6 180 
lubricatino oi l 
Introduction of new cutting fluid and ER 34000 9760 
improvements in its use 
Modification to core box release agent Ci 375 7680 
application 
Improvements to dry bag filter on the sand ER, L 110 000 4608 
recycl i n ~ plant 
Briqucuing of machine shop swarf for rc-use Ci 100 41600 
Total £153 925 £86719 
An envirorunental review was undertaken in 1993 to increase employees' 
awareness, identify the scope for environmenta l improvement and incorporate 
environmental aspects and practices into ex isting company policies and 
manageraent. The ex isting systems, continuous improvement programme, quality, 
h~aith , safety, and investors in people sys tems were extended in order to 
incorporate environmental responsibilities on procedures, trair. ing, 
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communication and audit issues. Another benefi t to thi s integration of 
environmental issues was to prov ide a bas is fo r a formal EMS. 
3.2.2. Case study: Trip/ex Foulldry Ltd 
The case of Triplex Found ry Lld (Tipton Works), a grey iron foundry, also 
demonstrates a successful implementation and certification of an environmental 
management system to BS EN [SO 1400 I certification (Lyon, R., Feb 1999). 
After a feasibility study, they identified the environmental impacts and priorities 
at the beginning of 1997. Then a steering group, composed of employees working 
in key areas within the company (e.g. engineering, purchasing, production, 
quality, training, health and safety representatives) was formed to ensure the 
proper implementation of procedures, communication of relevant issues and 
training on environmental impacts. The environmental lead manager created an 
'implementation team' composed of supervisors who cascaded the information to 
the shop fl oor. The implementation phase was composed of seven activities: 
awareness training at all levels ; 
setting up new systems such as environmental communications fil es ; 
making each employee aware of the specific environmental implications of 
their job ; 
researching suppliers' attitudes to enviromnental matters and duty of care 
li cences ; 
establi shing improvement targets and programmes; 
establishing and testing emergency procedures and 
auditing and checking for compliance with legislati on. 
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3.2.3. Key issues 
After a literature review, the key issues for the successful implementation of an 
environmenta l management system are identified, they are : 
commitment fTom the top management to the shop floor ; 
feasibility study including provision of suffici ent capital investment and 
e mployees' availabi li ty for environmental training and management ; 
appoint a lead manager and establi sh a steering group, or contract an 
environmental consultant ; 
setting an environmental programme with responsibi li ties, budget and 
timescale ; 
high level communication of objectives and targets from management to floor 
shop ; 
existing managerial framework ; 
existing good practices toward waste management and emission monitoring ; 
environmental review identifying environmental impacts and the associated 
legal requirements ; 
training and awareness programme ; 
implementation of environmental procedures; 
monitor environmental indicators ; 
estab li shing an audit programme with responsibilities and timescale ; 
document the system in an effective and accurate manner ; 
estab lish a systematic method for identifying modification to legislation, 
activities or personnel which could affect the environmenta l impacts of the 
company and 
maintaining the system toward a continual improvement. 
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The Environmental Technology Best Practice Programme publishes a very useful 
Good Practice Guide on Environmental Management Systems in Foundries and 
Metal Finisher Manufacturing and provides free advice on environmental and 
energy issues (EBPP, Ocl 1996). 
The integration of different management systems is often advised once quality, 
health, safety and environment management systems are well established. Overlap 
between the different systems exists . An integrated management system is a way 
to reduce audits, duplication and bureaucracy. It provides simplicity and reduces 
running and external auditor costs. 
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4. Case study of Hadleigh Castings Ltd 
an implementing 
Management System 
Environmental 
4.1. Introductory summary 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd (HCL), wi th the support of Loughborough University, has 
implemented an in fo rmal environmental management system (EMS), based on the 
requirements of the ISO 1400 1 standard. 
The long-term strategic aim of the top management is to be certified with the ISO 
1400 1 standard in a few years time and then to integrate the health , safety and 
quality management systems. 
An overall budget of £3 7 200 was allocated to the two-year project and th is was 
used to employ the author as an environmental adviser and the consulting services 
of Loughborough Uni versity. 
The two-year project of implementing an EMS is presented on, a step by step 
basis. This chapter outlines the major steps carried out in the case study of 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd under the following !Ieadings: 
feasibility study; 
top management commitl"ent ; 
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initi al preparatory review; 
environmental policy statement ; 
planning; 
implementation and operation ; 
check ing and corrective action and 
management review. 
These steps were undertaken in a chronological order and wi ll be developed with 
methodology and practical examples from HCL. A schematic cycle represents two 
factors, a proacti ve management and the increased environmenta l pressure from 
third parties, which induces the implementation of an EMS. The diagram of the 
continual improvement cycle of an EMS on a step by step basis is presented in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: T he continual improvement cycle of an E nvironmenta l Management System on a step by stel) basis. 
PROACTIVE 
MANAGEMENT ~~ 
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ENVIRONMENTAL 
PRESSURE 
A proactive management could be defined as a management taking into account 
the external pressure acting on its business and taking action to answer the needs 
and requi rements of regulators, customers and the public. Figure 3 presents a 
schematic view of proactive environmental management. 
Figure 3: Schematic view of proactive environmental management. 
- -- - --- ------
Proactive 
Management 
Public 
Proactive Management 
Commitment 
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A final certifi cation to ISO 1400 1 standard could be envisaged once the 
implemented EMS fulfilled the requirements of the standard . In HCL's case, the 
certification to ISO 14001 primarly targeted was put on hold until the 'in-house' 
EMS proved effecti ve. Figure 4 presents a fl owchart summarising the acti vities 
undertaken for EMS implementati on at BCL. 
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Figure 4: Flowchart summarising the activities undertaken for EMS 
implementation at HCL. 
See next page. 
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4.2. Feasibility study 
Before undertaking a project that involves a large change to a business, a study 
should be undertaken in order to assess the feas ibility and potentia l success of the 
proposed project. 
TIle study could include a planning programme detailing the main steps of the 
project against a timescale, budget and human resources. The success of the 
overall project should be assessed against criteri a, that are defined during the 
feasibil ity study. For a management system there will be internal criteria such as 
economical, quality, manageri al (communication, documentation ... ) and cultural 
change (awareness, commitment. .. ) benefits. The external criteri a could include 
improved co llaboration and relations with third parti es such as regul ators, 
pro fessional bodies, neighbours, shareho lders and customers ... 
Add itional project costs could also be assessed & estimated such as initial 
investment, running, consultancy and cost savings. Initial investment could be 
related to changes requi red in order to comply with health, safety and 
environmental legislation. Running cost could be the time committed by 
environmental committee members and the additional costs could include special 
waste di sposa l & transport. Savings could ari se from decreased cost for the 
consumption of raw materials, utilities and the disposal of wastes. 
Other benefi ts, more diffi cult to evaluate in terms of cost, are the better 
relati onships with local authoriti es, improved forecasting strategy, better Health & 
Safety (H&S) management, am! dn improvement in general management. 
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The introduction of an EMS at HCL commenced at the beginning of 1998 under 
the auspices of the Teaching Company Directorate, a governmental funded 
scheme developed to create links and partnerships between Universities and Small 
and Medium Sized Enterprises and to promote good practices and the use of new 
technological expertise. 
The detailed process of the implementation of an EMS includes planning, 
communication, team building and distribution of rules and responsibilities phases 
and these require a clear strategy in order to ensure the full commitment of 
resources necessary for the success of the project. 
An assessment of compliance has not been undertaken with environmental , health 
and safety regulations before the beginning of the programme. The project's tasks 
were broadly defined rather than specific to the site. Weaknesses in the existing 
health, safety and environmental issues within Hadleigh Castings Ltd were not 
considered. 
4.3. Top management commitment 
The company must ensure commitment from the top management. Commitment 
could be measured in term of resources available for the project. 
Economical commitment is often covered and well defmed. An estimated budget 
is allocated to the project. 
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Another resource, which is not so clea r and covered, is the human resources and 
the availability of the top management fo r a project (£12,000 considered in 
supervision labour cost from Hadleigh Castings Lld , 8 hours a week for 100 
weeks) . This time is easil y determined for awareness training and other specific 
tasks but it IS more di ffi cult to estimate the time required from the top 
management to provide the info rmation necessa ry for the initial preparatory 
envi ronmental review and to full y participate as members of the environmental 
committee. 
4.4. Initial preparatory review 
The initial preparatory rev iew provides the opportunity to take a 'snap shot' of the 
company's attitude to environmental issues and its actual performance, problems 
and opportunities. 
The purpose of the initial preparatory review is: 
to identi fy the limit of the site and its history 111 terms of past & present 
contamination ; 
to identify the site operations, especially those, which could cause 
environmental damage; 
to quantify emissions, discharges and material/utility usage; 
to identify breaches (or potential breaches) to legislation ; 
to identi fy key areas for improving envirorunental performances and 
to priori tise projects for complying with legislation and/or decreasing 
envirvnmental impacts and/or improving enviro nmenta l performances. 
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A site, utili ty and departmental audits, on a process basis, were undertaken to 
identify activity, inputs/outputs & compliance issues at the primary site at Pond 
Hall Road. These were undertaken and reports prepared during the period from 
May to July 1999. 
The information gathered during the initial preparatory review was used to 
undertake the environmental impact assessment at the planning phase of the EMS. 
4.4.1. Site audit 
A Site audit should include a contaminated land assessment. This will require a 
site visit, a defmition of the bowldaries and an investigation of the history of the 
site to examine potential past contamination. 
The site audit of Hadleigh Castings Ltd . was undertaken from January to May 
1999. Worksheet 3 'Documents needed for an initial review', worksheet 4, 'Initial 
rev iew', from the Environmental Technology Best Practice Programme GG 18 
(Environmental Technology Best Practice Programme, Mar. 1998) were used to 
undertake the site audit. 
The history of the primary site was investigated by interviewing the Managing 
Director and the site neighbours. Maps and information were gathered by 
contacting Anglia Water, the Babergh District Council and the Environment 
Agency. All the authorities, companies & charities consulted during the EMS 
implementation are cited in the Consultation List in Appendix 2. 
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A report, entitled 'Initi al Site Audit Report' was produced in May 1999. Firstl y, 
the privately owned primary si te, Pond Hall Road, and the two rented secondary 
sites, were de fined with their associated boundaries and acti vities. Maps of the 
sites are shown in Appendix 3. 
The decision was made that the im plementation of the environmental management 
system would onl y take place on the primary site. The reasons were fi rstly, that 
the secondary sites were temporary rented rooms, secondl y the onl y acti vity 
undertaken during normal conditions was the storage o f wood patterns and gravity 
di es, and thirdl y no contro l of Health and Safety or any other managerial issues 
were undertaken on those si tes. 
The ex isting structure of the company was identified as a fl at structure with few 
manageri al levels. Business centres were identified to answer to the environmental 
activities listing. Appendix 4 presents the Business Centres and Acti vities Listing 
of Hadleigh Castings Ltd. 
The responsibilities for environmental legislation compliance be longed to the 
Managing and Production Directors. Health and Safety management was 
characteri sed by important weaknesses in risk and Contro l of Substances 
Hazardous to Health assessments. Three points of no compliance to the 
Authori sati on of Envirorullental Protection Act 1990 written in October 1993 
were highlighted. Advice that immediate corrective action must be taken was 
provided. 
The contaminated land assessment of the pflmary si te did not identify past 
contaminati on. 
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A suggestion for further audits was given. 
The following departmental aud its identified, for each business division of the 
company, the inputs and outputs of activities and their associated environmental 
effects. 
4.4.2. Departmental audits on activity, inputs/outputs 
& compliance 
The objecti ves of the activity audit were: 
to identify the inputs, outputs and activities of the company under emergency, 
abnormal and normal operational cond itions and 
to identify the key non-compliance and good environmental value issues. 
Those information will be used for assess 109 the environmenta l impacts of 
Hadleigh Castings Lld at the planning phase of the EMS. 
The different steps of the methodology were: 
1. Defmition of the site boundary (information gathered during the site audit) ; 
2. Definition of the activities, products and services undertaken at the defined 
site ; 
E.g. Division of activities into departments or groups associated to the 
product li fe cycle (Design - Purchase - Production - Use - Maintenance -
Decommission / Disposal) ; 
3. Visit of each area with a checklist on what to look for (inputs, outputs, 
di scharges, environmenta l key issues .. . ) ; 
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4. Consultation of departmental expertise on the list of activities, inputs and 
outputs ; 
5. Compilation of a register of acti vities, products and servIces on a 
departmental basis, undertaken on the defined site ; 
6. Check of activities against abnormal, normal and emergency operational 
conditions and past contamination. Consultation with managers & directors 
(See Appendix 4) ; 
7. Quantification of the inputs (Chemicals, raw materials, energy & water) and 
outputs (Extraction, fumes, waste & discharges to water) for each acti vity. 
This includes storage of chemicals and waste plus the drainage system ; 
8. Identification of potenti al key areas for environmental & economic 
improvements and 
9. Compilation of findings on synthetic reports identifying non-compliance & 
specific good environmental value issues. 
Two reports were produced: 
the 'utility report' , stating results from an energy audit and 
and the audit report of the acti vity of each department of Hadleigh Castings 
Ltd and the identificat ion of the associated inputs, outputs and non-compliance 
Issues. 
The report findings were communicated to the managers and directors of the 
Company. 
The initial environmental preparatory rev iew took 5 months to complete. As 
envi ronmental adviser, the author spent considerable time consulting the directors 
and managers, especiall y the Managing Director, to obtain information. 
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The acti vities of an SME are often based more on indi viduals than on a 
managerial structure, the ad hoc experience and information are not very well 
documented and the accuracy of the data required must be double checked. 
Furthermore, an adaptation peri od is required when new personnel are appointed, 
to create a confidence between the environmental adviser/consultant (interviewer) 
and the top management and other employees of the company (interviewees) . 
To improve communication and interpersonal relationships, the environmental 
consultant should first of all provide an explanation of the reason for co ll ecting 
in fo rmation and the relevance of the accuracy of the information. An 
environmental consultant should always initiall y appra ise the in fo rmation 
provided by the interviewee and check its accuracy. 
The findings of the initial preparatory review are reported in the following secti on. 
4.4.3. Environmental peliormance of Hadleigll 
Castings Ltd 
4.4.3.1. SlImmarised descriptioll of tile site and its associated 
activities, illPlltS & olltpllts 
Hadleigh Castings Limited was formed in 1969 under its earlier banner of 
Hadleigh Patterns Limited and initially gained its reputation by providing high 
quality wood patterns to the Foundry Industry. By 1972 its services were 
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expanded to include the complete manufacture of aluminium castings and thi s was 
followed a few years later by a further expansion into full machining services. 
Since those earl y times the Company has steadil y grown, and today it occupies a 
total factory area in excess of3 ,71 6 square meters (40,000 square feet) on a site of 
1.82 hectares (4Y, acres). The Company uses precision sand ]O and gravity die 
casting]] methods to produce quality castings, which can also be machined and 
inspected using CNC]2 techniques before deli very throughout the UK and 
overseas . 
10 Precision sand casting process: It uses sand as the primary mould material. The sand gra ins, 
mi xed with small amounts of other materials to improve mouldabili ty and cohesive strength, are 
packed around a pattern that has the shape of the desired casting. After the sand has been pack 
around it , the pattern must generall y be removed to leave a cavity of desired shape. An opening, 
called sprue hole, is cut from the top of the mould through the sand and is connected 10 the mould 
cavity through a system of channels, ca lled runners (DcGarmo E. P, Black J. T, Kohser R. A., 
1988 p.237). 
11 Gravity die casting process or permanent - mould casting: Its feature is the use of a reusab le 
mould, which is machined from grey cast iron (Had lcigh casting Ltd's case), steel, graphite or 
other material. The mould segments are hinged to permit accurate open ing and closing. The mould 
is preheated and the mo lten meta l (aluminium alloy in HCL's case) is poured in under the action of 
gravity alone. After solid ifi cat ion, the mould is opened and the product is removed. The mould is 
then removed, prepared and another cast ing is poured. D imensional features of the casting are 
more precise than within the sand casting processes, nevertheless there are shape restri ctions in 
using gravity die casting process (DeGarmo E. P, Black J. T, Kohser R. A. , 1988, p.356). 
12 CNC stands fo r Computer Numerical Contro l. It is a concept by which a machine could be 
controlled by Llsing numerical messages to the Machine Computer Unit. A CNe system is 
composed of one host computer communicating numerical too l machining specifications to several 
Machine Computer Uni ts. 
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The site consists of buildings one and two, each divided into several departments, 
as shown in the map presented in Appendix 3. 
The site was arbitrarily divided into 9 production-related departments which are 
production design, maintenance, pattern making, sand foundry, gravity die, 
fett ling, machining, despatching/packaging, and quality/hea lth and safety 
departments. Its fac ilities scope includes offices, pattern shop, coremaking and 
boxless moulding l] activities, gravity di e department, a fettling l4 shop, a CNC and 
conventional machine shop and a CAD-CAM I5 system. Heal treatment l 6 and 
painting of the castings are subcontracted. 
13 Coremaking and box less moulding processes: During cast ing and moulding processes, mohen 
metal is poured into a cavity. The metal retains the des ired shape of the mould cavity after 
solidifi cation. Somet imes corcS are required to create crude shapes to castings (DeGarmo E. P, 
Black J. T, Kohser R. A., 1988, p. 19). 
\.\ Fettling shop includes manual machining and fini shing processes. Machining is a machining 
process, by which the castings are either shaping, drilling, turning, milling, sawing, broaching and 
abrasive machining. Machining is aimed to remove selected area ora part of the casting in order to 
obtain a des ired shape and fini sh. Finishing processes are cleaning, removing of burrs left by 
machining, or prov id ing protecti ve and for decorative surfaces on workpieces. Surface treatment 
includes chemi cal and mechani cal cleaning, deburring, painting, plating, buffing, galzaning, and 
anodizing. 
" CAD-CA M system: It stands for the Computed Aided Design Computed Aided Manufacture. It 
is a numerical system enabling the designer and the producer to handle the same data from design 
manufacturing drawings to quality inspection. 
]6 Heat treal.:Y}Cnt is the heat ing and cooling of a meta l for spec ific purpose of altering its 
metaJ!~rg ical and mechanical properties. 
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Had leigh Castings Ltd, through the eng1l1eenng manufac turing processes of 
gravity die and sand foundry castingl7, transforms raw material into fini shed 
products, by-products, waste and other di scharges, whilst using energy. 
The ma1l1 raw materials are aluminium alloy ingots, chemically bonded sand, 
binders, wood, epoxy resinsl8, paints, lubricants, energy and water. By-products 
include aluminium scrapl9, fl ashing20, dross21 and swarf 2, which are remelted by 
18 Epoxy resins are a type of plastic polymers, which are used as material during manufac turing 
processes. This material is characterised wi th a good strength, toughness, elasticity, chem ical 
resistance, moisture resistance and dimensional stab ility. It is generally used as adhes ives, bonding 
agents, and coat ings and in fi bre lami nates. 
19 Aluminium scrap: It is alumin ium alloy pieces left often the castings are cut off. or when 
castings are defec ti ve. It could also include unwanted castings. These aluminium alloy pieces are 
reused and melted again . 
20 Flashing: This is the meta l melt that fill s clearances between adjoining mould or die parts and is 
remelted. 
21 Dross: During the melting processes, oxygen from air and molten metal often react to produce 
metal oxides, which can then be carried with the molten metal during pouring and fi lling of the 
mould. Known as dross or slag, this material can become trapped in the casting and can impair 
surface fmi sh, machinability, and mechanical propert ies. Control of dross and slag can be achieved 
through spec ial cautions during melting, pouring and the design of processes. Fluxes can be used 
to cover and protect molten metal from its surface interaction with the atmosphere (DeGarmo E. P, 
Black J. T, Kohser R. A., 1988, p. 3 13). 
22 Swarf: Thin metal pieces, whi ch are produced during machining processes. The aluminiu m alloy 
fl ashing has a high value due to the good metallurg ical quality. 
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smelters into aluminium ingots. Aluminium dust from fettling processes is also 
sold to a smelter to be reused as Iinishing or sand blasting materi al. Atmospheric 
emissions of parti culate matter, VOC21, chlorine and fluoride are annuall y 
monitored and controlled against the statutory emission limits. 
Wastes include general rubbish, special waste such as used oil , cutting flui ds, 
surfactant liquids and Refracto ry Ceramic Fibres (RCF). Other discharges are 
effluents and runoff water. Appendix 3 presents the flow of waters within the site 
of Hadleigh Castings Ltd . 
4.4.3.2. TUYllover 
In 1998 and 1999 the turnover was respectively £5,054,679 and £4,575,759. 
Between 1998 and 1999, the sale of castings fell by 9.5% in terms of weight. This 
could be explained by the increased competi tiveness between the UK and 
worldwide aluminium industrial markets. 
4.4.3.3. Utilities 
In 1998, utility consumpti on and metal purchase by HCL corresponded 
respectively to 1.6 and 11.5% of the turnover. The company consumed 
approx imately 1,600 cubic meters of water (£1,665) and 5 million kWh of energy, 
23 VOC: Volati le Organic Compounds. 
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including 80% in natural gas and 20% in electricity (Total cost of £3 1,050 for 
natural gas and £48,546 for electri city). 
In 1999, utili ty consumption of metal purchase of HCL corresponded respectively 
to 1.7 and 9.6% of the turnover. The company consumed approximately 1,700 
cubic meters of water (£3, 157 for water supply & sewerage) and 4 mill ion kWh of 
energy (Total cost of £30,700 for natural gas and £44,722 fo r electricity). 
4.4.3.4. Chemicals 
The sand moulding process uses silica sand mixed wi th chemicall y bonded furan 
and phenoli c chemical binders. In 1999, binder materi als amounted to 39 tonnes 
of resin and 14 tonnes of catalysts. Chemicals used for the treatment of the 
aluminium amounted to 3 tonnes. The cost of binder materials and chemicals for 
metal treatment was £54,402 (1.2% of turnover). However, these were the most 
significant in term of cost and environmental impacts a lthough other chemicals 
were used and recorded on s ite. 
4.4.3.5. SOlid 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd was one of the pioneer aluminium foundries to invest in 
mechanical and thermal sand reclamation system, in 199 1 and 1996 respecti vely. 
In 1999, the si lica sand usage amounted to 3975 tonnes. The sand used consisted 
of 82% of mechanicall y reclaimed sand , 14% of thennail y rec laimed silica sand 
and onl y 4% of new sand. The un it costs fC': new, thermall y, mechanicall y 
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reclaimed and landfilled sand were respectively £42, £7, £4 and £ 9 per tonne. The 
overall cost for sand management was £ 25,400 for 1999, which represents around 
0.5% of turnover. 
4.4.3.6. Metal 
The company purchased and melted aluminium alloys such as LM6, LM9, LM25 
and LM4. During 1999, the company sold 344.937 tonnes of finished aluminium 
alloy castings. A 3.6 % of irremediable metal loss in metal was identified. 
4.4.3.7. Wood 
Different kinds of wood are used to produce wood patterns. These are nonnal 
wood, called Mahogany; laminated wood and ply wood. Approved supplier will 
supply all the wood. The Mahogany wood was supplied from Brazil. 
4.4.3.8. Waste 
During 1999, HCL produced 180 tonnes of landfilled general rubbish (considered 
as active waste), 205 tonnes of landfilled sand, (considered as inert waste) with 
disposal costs of £2,900 and £1 ,640 respectively. 
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Following the environmental preparatory rev iew and the Control of Substances 
Hazardous to Health (COSHH) review, the environmental advisor and the H&S 
offi cer concluded that used cutting fluid from machining, oil from maintenance 
acti vities and Refractory Ceramic Fibres (RCF) fro m furnace linings and sleeves 
were required to be considered and treated as Spec ial Waste. The estimated annual 
di sposal quantity of cutting fluid and Refractory Ceramic Fiber were 10,000 litres 
and 36 m3 respectively. The overall annual cost for spec ial waste di sposal was 
estimated to be £3 ,000. 
4.4.3.9. Effluellts 
l-J adleigh Castings Ltd produced around 1,120 m3 of effluents in 1999 with a cost 
of £1,270. A drainage map, showing the water discharges, is presented in 
Appendix 2. 
4.4.3.10. Atmospheric emissions 
Atmospheri c emissions such as Volatile Organic Compounds, Particul ate Matters, 
chlorine and fluoride (as hydrogen fluoride) are produced on site. They are 
produced from furnaces in the found ry (VOC, C0 2), sand blasting and linishers 
(Particulate, VOC), sand di stribution system including shake-out unit and all the 
exhaust po ints referenced in the EPA Authori sati on (Particul ate, VOC), core 
blower machine (VOC), painting acti vit ies in the pattern shop (VOC), incinerator 
use (CO2, VOC). 
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Hadleigh Castings Limited is authorised by the Babergh District Council (Suffolk, 
UK) for the melting of aluminium ingots and alloys and for the production of 
castings in accordance with the conditions of the Environmental Protection Act 
1990 Prescribed Process Authorisation (EPA 10/93). 
Under the condition 8 of this EPA 10/93 authorisation, the following emission 
concentration limits, apply to releases from the extract and exhaust systems 
(expressed as 15 minute mean concentrations excepting total particulate matter): 
(a) Total particulate matter 50 mg/m3 ; 
(b) Chlorine 5 mg/m3 and 
(c) Fluoride (as hydrogen fluoride) 5 mg/m3. 
Under condition 12 and 13 , emission of Volatile Organic Compounds (as total 
carbon excluding particulate matter) from the exhaust vents referenced as EX8 
and EXIO shall not exceed 50 mg/m3, expressed as a 15 minute mean 
concentration. 
Furthermore during melting and holding activities, emIssIons should be 
adequately contained by the use of extract and exhaust systems when the use of 
metallic sodium as a metal treatment takes place. 
The exhaust points and their emissions limit are presented in Appendix A3. 
Two different types of monitoring of atmospheric emissions are undertaken at 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd.: 
A continuous particulate matter monitoring system was first installed and 
implemented in September 1999 and reviewed from Dec 1999 to May 2000. 
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Reports must be submitted to the Babergh District Council every six months 
and when abnormal or emergency activities occur. 
Approved contractor undertakes a non-continuous atmospheric emISSIOn 
monitoring, once a year. The results are communicated to the enforcement 
authority, the Babergh District Council. 
Corrective Action is undertaken when the emissions are over the limit. Before 
reinstating the continuous monitoring of particulate matter and lor in order to 
demonstrate compliance with the EPA authorisation's emissions limit, external 
atmospheric emissions contractors measure the atmospheric emission at the 
exhaust point. 
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4.5. Environmental policy statement 
After the preparatory review and the fo llowing consultation with managers and 
directors, an agreement was reached in September 1999 on the content of the 
pub li c Environmental Policy Statement (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Environmental policy statement of Hadlcigh Castings Ltd 
'Respect for tlte Environment meallS 
Sustaillable Developmellt 
allt! Carejor Future Gelleratiolls' 
Hadl eigh Castings Ltd recognises its respons ibiliti es toward futu re generations. 
The Company's commitments are: 
• to comply with legislatio n and standards in respect o f Quality, Health & Safety and 
Environment ; 
• to assess, control and reduce its environmental impacts ; 
• to prevent polluti on ; 
• to continually improve its environmental programme and perform ance; 
• to ga in commitment from all empl oyees th rough ongo ing tra ining, communicati on 
and awareness . 
Hadl eigh Castings Ltd . will monitor its acti vities and assoc iated in puts and outputs under 
normal, abnormal and emergency conditio ns. 
From the results of th e environmental review, th e Company will focus its resources to 
decrease raw material and utili ty usage, to minimise waste, to mainta in good 
housekeeping and to minimise environmental accidents. 
The Company will set environmental targets and objectives to improve its environmental 
performance by means of a systemati c and documented environmental programme. 
The use of 'economically viable application' of best available technology to improve the 
production effi ciency will drive Hadl eigh Castings Ltd . into a susta inable and competiti ve 
market. 
The Company w ill promote a 'Green Culture' in its relationships with C ustomers, 
Suppliers, Contractors, Shareho lders, Regulators and th e Local Community th rough 
publi c communication of its Environmental Po licy. 
N E Warnes 
Chairman & Managing Director Septem ber 1999 
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4.6. Environmental planning 
By July 1999, the legislation background and significant environmental impacts 
were identified and documented , the main inputs, outputs and emission di scharges 
were reported during the initial preparatory review to provide a scope for 
assessll1g environmental impacts and for setting enviromnental objectives and 
targets. 
The first part of the project mainl y included desk-based activities wi th associated 
audit visits and interviews for the environmenta l advisor. In contrast, the second 
part of the project involved the integration of a company-wide environmental 
structure to Hadleigh Casting Ltd within team working acti vities. Management 
issues such as personnel management, existing managerial elements of the 
company including internal communication, authority sharing and documentation 
required considerab le attention to ensure successful Environmental Management 
System integration. 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd is a traditional foundry, in an industry sector which 
progresses slowly in comparison with high teclmology and communication 
sectors. The Company is based in rural Suffolk and a high proportion of the 
persofll1el has worked there for more than 10 years. Although the atmosphere is 
cheerful and very fri endly, changing the culture of such an organi sation cou ld 
prove difficult. 
Within the plmming phase, a strategy fo r smooth change was required. The steps 
taken to ensure top management commitment and empioyees'awareness, through 
a communication campaign, and the chC':,;e of key-persons within the 
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environmental committee were critical. Key-persons should ideally be fami li ar 
with the company and characterised by their ability to motivate employees to 
improve their working practices and environmental commitment. 
The planning phase should establish a team with defined rules and respons ibilities 
then produces a programme with objectives and targets in order to reduce the 
significant environmental impacts. Add itiona l requirements of the ISO 14001 
standard are the regi sters of significant environmental legislation and impacts. 
4.6.1. Environmental legislation & taxation 
The mam environmental regulations applied to a comprehensive aluminium 
casting-manufacturing site such as HCL, are presented in Appendix 8. The source 
of information is presented in the consultation li st. (see Appendix 2). Details of 
envirorunentallegislation & taxation are presented in the chapter two, section 2.2. 
4.6.2. Significant environmental impacts 
The initial preparatory review of the EMS provided information on the activities, 
inputs and outputs of HCL. Those information and the register of environmental 
legislation were used to complete a register of significant envirollllental impacts. 
The significant environmental impacts during normai, abnorma l and emergency 
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conditions24 were identified in June 1999, using a systematic methodology for the 
environmental impact assessment. 
The register of activities, products and services on a departmental basis, compiled 
during the initial preparatory review was used to assess the environmental 
impacts. This systematic methodology for environmental impact assessment 
included for each activity the identification of the environmental effect followed 
by their assessment against criteria. 
I . Compilation of an environmental effect identification sheet (see Appendix 5) ; 
2. Identification of the environmental effect of each registered activity by using 
the effect identification sheet and information on activities, inputs and outputs, 
from the audit report of the initial preparatory review; 
3. Compilation of effects assessment sheet (see Appendix 6) ; 
4. Assessment of the significance of the environmental aspects . Significance 
criteria depend on environmental, economical and compliance issues (see 
Appendix 6) ; 
5. Ranking of the significance of environmental impacts via a statistical analysis 
(see Appendix 7) and 
6. Compilation of a register of significant environmental impacts. 
24 Nonnal conditions: conditions of usual time where planned day-to-day activities occur (e.g. 
meting, machining .. . ) ; 
Abnormal conditions: condi tions of unusual time where planned unusual activities occur (e.g. 
factory start-up after a holiday shutdown period, maintenance break for CNC machines) ; 
Emergency conditions: conditions of unusual time where unplanned activi ties occur ( e.g. 
incident, accident such as fire, chemical spillage, accidental damage .. . ). 
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The three significant environmental impacts identified during normal conditions 
were: 
increase of Global Warming and acid rain with the emission of atmospheric 
pollutants including greenhouse gases such as C02 and Volatiles Organic 
Compounds (VOC), acid rain gases such as NOx and S02. Those gases are 
produced from: furnaces in the entire foundry (VOC, CO2), sand blasting and 
linishers (particulate, VOC), sand distribution system including shake-out unit 
and all the exhaust points referenced in the Environmental Protection Act 
1990 Prescribed Process Authorisation (particulate, VOC), core blower 
machine (VOC), painting activities in the pattern shop (VOC), incinerator use 
(C02, VOC); 
use of limited natural resources such as energy, water, chemicals, sand, 
Brazilian wood and other raw materials and 
unsustainable management of waste due to the ineffective segregation of the 
waste stream into special waste, recoverable waste and controlled waste. 
Two significant impacts were identified from activities under abnormal and 
emergency conditions, they are: 
land contamination risk from spillage of raw material and waste and 
global warming, local acid rain and controlled water contamination risks due 
to the release of chemicals or atmospheric emissions in case of fire or spi llage 
of catalyst resin or other potential pollutants. 
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The three significant environmental impacts identified during normal conditions 
were: 
increase of Global Warming and acid rain with the emission of atmospheric 
pollutants including greenhouse gases such as CO2, acid rain gases such as 
CO2, and Volatiles Organic Compounds (VOC) . Those gases are produced 
from: furnaces in the entire foundry (VOC, C02), sand blasting and linishers 
(Particu late, VOC), sand di stribution system including shake-out unit and all 
the exhaust points referenced in the Environmental Protection Act 1990 
Prescribed Process Authorisation (Particu late, VOC), core blower machine 
(VOC), painting acti vities in the pattern shop (VOC), incinerator use (C02, 
VOC) ; 
use of limi ted natural resources such as energy, water, chemicals, sand, 
Brazi lian wood and other raw materials and 
unsustainable management of waste due to the ineffective segregation of the 
waste stream into special waste, recoverable waste and controlled waste. 
Two significant impacts were identified from activities under abnormal and 
emergency conditions, they are: 
land contamination risk from spi ll age of raw material and waste and 
global warming, local acid rain and controlled water contamination ri sks due 
to the release of chemicals or atmospheric emissions in case of fire or spillage 
of catalyst resin or other potential pollutants. 
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4.6.3. Environmental objectives, targets & programme 
According to the Environmental Policy Statement, the Company is committed to 
mitigating its significant environmental impacts and to complying with legislation. 
The organisation and implementation of an environmental programme w ith targets 
and objectives enables the company to tackle and reduce its environmental 
impacts. 
Each environmental objective and target is titled , defined, and related to timescale 
and human and budget resources as far as possible. These objectives and targets 
are ranked in order of priority, with the first being the most important. The 
ranking system is based on the following principles: 
compliance with current legislation: 
with the Environmental Protection Act 1990 Authorisation; 
with the COSHH, fire and emergency preparedness legislation. 
decrease of the most significant impacts through: 
raw material and utility savings; 
waste di sposa l cost savings via better waste management ; 
improvement of production yield. 
Six main objectives were defined and ranked as follows: 
I. to maintain compliance with the Environmental Protection Act Authorisation 
and with the Waste Licens ing Regulation; 
2. to implement Emergency and Preparedness Responses; 
3. to impleme:-,[ work instruction and procedures according to the Company's 
envirOlUllenta1 policy and BS EN ISO 14001 : 1996 standard requirements; 
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4. to bring savings through better management of utilities; 
5. to improve waste management and 
6. to improve production yield within foundry activities. 
The environmental committee and task force were established in September 1999 
(see section 4.7 implementation & operation phase). The environmental advisor 
proposed ranked objectives and targets, for di scussion by the environmental 
committee meeting, at which timescales and individual responsibility for each 
objective were assigned. A £3 ,000 expenditure budget was provided for minor 
expenditure (Material , book purchase ... ). For large expenditure (> £500), the 
Managing Director was the approver of proposals. 
Figure 6 presents Objectives ofHadleigh Castings Ltd. 
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Figure 6: Environmenta l objectives and targets 
Objective Human 
TittlelDefinition Time Scale lnvestment 
Reference Resources 
01 Maintain compliance with the Environmental Protection Act 1990 Authorisation 
Ol/TI Regularisation of Metallic sodium Usage Jun 00 PO 
01 /T2 Continuous Monitoring ofParticu late Matters lun 00 EP&FM Nil 
01 /13 Non Continuous VOCs Monitoring lun 00 EA Nil 
01 /T4 Wind Whipping Prevention Jun 00 EP&FM N/A 
0l/T5 Preventive Maintenance On Sand Distribution & Venting Systems lun 00 pn Nil 
0lIT6 Non Continuous Monitoring of Chlorine and Fluoride Sep 99 EA Nil 
01 IT7 Exhaust Air Flow Monitoring Sep 99 EA Nil 
OlITS Inventory of Chemicals and Materials AugOO BOM Nil 
0lIT9 Communication ofEPA authorisation to employees as far as it affects their work FebOO BOM Nil 
Abbre\~ations : BDM: Business Devclopn1ent Manager, BM : Building Manager, EA: EIl\~ronmenlnl Adviser, EP&FM: Engineering Projecls & FOWldry Mnnagcr, H, S & T 0 : Hcallh, Safely & 
Training Officer, N/A'. Nol Available, PD: Prodllclion Director. 
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Figure 6: Environmental objectives and targets (continued) 
Objective Human 
TittlefDefinitioll Time Scale In,'estment 
Reference Resources 
02 Implement Emergency and Preparedness Responses 
0 2IT I Chemicals management- Control Of Substances Hazardous to Health Aug 00 HS&TO Nil 
0 21T2 Response to Health, Safety and Environmental Hazard lun 00 HS&TO Nil 
0 2fT3 H&S Documentation Control Aug 00 HS&TO Nil 
021T4 Bunded Storage Area for Hazardous Substances lune 00 EP&FM N/A 
03 Implement work instruction and procedures according to company's environmental 
policy and BS EN ISO 14001 :1996 standard requirements 
0 31Tl Implementation of procedures and work inst ructions lun 00 EC Nil 
0 3/T2 Environmental Polky Statement Communication Feb 00 BDM Nil 
O31T3 Environmental Assessment of suppliers and contractors lun 00 BOM N il 
Abbre'~alions : BDM: Business Development Manager, BM: BuiJding Manager, EA; Environmental Adviser, EP&FM: Engineering Projects & Foundry Manager, H, S & T 0 : Health, Safety & 
Training Officer, N/A: Not Available, PD; Production Director. 
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Figure 6: Environmental objectives and targets (continued) 
Objective Human 
TittlefDefin ition Time Scale lnvestment 
Reference Resources 
04 Bring savings through a management of utilities 
04/Ti Energy Savings May 001 EA N/A 
Save 5 % of energy on the basis of the previous year and relative to the rate May 02 
production over the next two year 
04/T2 Breakdown Mai ntenance on Compressed air lines Jun 00 BM N/ A 
04/TJ Water Usage and Sewerage Reduction May 00 BM N/A 
Reduction of 2 % of the consumption based on the previous year consumption May 02 
on a two year timescale 
05 I mprove Waste Management 
OS/Tl Waste Management JUII 00 EA N/A 
Abbreviations: BDM: Bus iness Development Manager, BM: Building Manager, EA: Environmcntnl Adviser, IZP&FM: Engineering Projects & FowlClry Manager, H, S & T 0: Hea lth, Sa fety & 
Training Officer, N/A : Not Available, PD: Production Director. 
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Figure 6 : Environmental objectives and targets (continued) 
Objective Human 
Tit IletOefillil;on Time Scale Investment 
Reference Resources 
06 Improve production yield within foundry activities 
06/T I House keepi ng Improvement lun 00 PD Nil 
06/T2 Reduce our scrap rate by S% within a three year timescale Cancelled/Covered PD Nil 
by Quality 
0 6/T3 Melting Energy Saving lun 00 EA N/A 
06/T4 Environmentallntegration into Design, Production & Bui lding Constmction lun 00 EP&FM Nil 
06/T5 Sand Management lun 00- lUll 02 PD Nil 
Maintain new sand input 10 a minimum of 5% of sand usage, over tWO years 
Abbreviations: BUM: Business Development M81Ulgcr, BM: Building Mnnllger, EA: Environmental Adviser, EP&FM: Engineering Projects & Foundry Manager, 1-1, S & T 0 : Health, Safety & 
Training Officer, N /A ; Not Available. PD: Producljon Director. 
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Each objective was planned according to the format in the following example. 
Figure 7 : Example of Hadleigh Castings Ltd 's objectives format 
Environmental Management Manual 
Section Title Environmental Manaoement Proo ramme 
Section Ref Emp 03-TI LR 
Version No 1.0 
Date 22.06.00 
Issued by L. Roul11eoas 
Approved by Env Cam 
Page I 
Objectiverrarget 03rrl 
Energy Savings 
Save 5% of energy based on the prev ious year and relati ve to the rate of 
production and staffing levels over the next two years 
Target Completion Date: May 2000 to 2002 
Main Steps Involved : 
I. Scope of energy consumption: 
~ Define environmental indicator of energy/water usage; 
~ Analysis of the scope and implementation of advice; 
(E.G. Look at how to change heating in the building two, look at 
new lights with better effi ciency .. . ) ; 
2. Report on: 
~ Potential Savings Area; 
~ Proposals Development; 
~ Work Instruction ; 
~ Monitoring procedure; 
3. Implement procedure, work instructions, projects (lighting change, 
melting project, compressed air monitoring . .. ) Keep records of Energy 
Usage indicator. 
4. Communicate and advise personnel on work instructions, the amount 
of energy usage, the target to achieve and the tips to decrease 
consumption. 
5. Review of a melting investment project. 
6. Audit utility monitoring procedure and work instructions and progress 
Responsible: Environme t~ta l Advisor 
Indicator: Electri city/Gas Monthly Data: kWh, £ (Not including VAT), 
kWh / (Weight of Castings Despatched (tDImes), staff number. 
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4.7. Implementation and operation 
4. 7.1. Environmental structure: the Environmental 
Task Force 
An environmental structure has been in place since July 1999 to ensure that the 
environmental rules and responsibilities are communicated to the appropriate 
people. The focus of the envi ronmental structure of J-iadleigh Castings Lld is the 
Environmental Task Force ; it incl udes the Managing Director, a steering 
commi!!ee called the Environmental Comm ittee (6 people) and the Environmental 
Representati ves of each depa rtment (9 people). 
4. 7.1.1. Mallagillg Director 
The Managing Director is responsible fo r the overall planning, implementation 
and review of the EMS, and will make decisions on environmental project 
proposals, documentation and expenditure. The Managing Director will be the 
person to fi nall y accept any major documentation change (e.g. the environmental 
programme, manual and procedures) and will agree any amendments. In the event 
of breaches of envirorunental or health and safety legislation the Managing 
Director may be personall y liable. 
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4.7.1.2. Steering group: Environmental Committee 
The Environmental Committee (EC) includes 6 people and acts as a steering 
group. The EC's responsibilities include: 
the realisation and modification of the envirorunental manual and the EMS 
programme; 
the implementation and modi fication of environmental procedures; 
the implementation and modification of work instructions; 
proposals, evaluation and recommendations for environmental project 
investments; 
updating the EMS system (legislatioll and impact regi ster, EMS programme, 
procedures, audit, training and communication) ; 
the amendment of envirorunental documentation and 
communicating any modification of relevant environmental Issues and 
responsibilities (e.g., procedures, work instructions) to the environmental 
representati ves. 
The memberships rules and responsibilit ies for the Environmental Conunittee are 
shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Rules and responsibilities of the environmental committee 
Environmenta l Production Director Health , Safety & Engineering Projects Business Development Build ing 
Advisor Train in2 Officer & Foundrv Manager Mana2cr Mana2cr 
Organisation of the Process authorisat ions COS HH BATNEEC, Training Po licy 
EMS Plant trials Determination of Designing new R&D Communica tion Amendments 
Pol icy Raw mate rials (sand & Special Waste Process authorisations Purchasing Objecti veslTargets 
Prepara to ry review meta l) Emergency Procedures Plant tr ia ls Supp lier Evaluati on Procedures/ Work 
Environmenta l Po licy I ncidents/accidents Raw materials (sa nd & Policy Instructions 
regu lat ion Amendments Policy metal) Amendments Review of the EMS 
Environmental Impact Objectives/Targets Amendments Policy Objectives/Targets Drainage System 
Assessment Procedures/ Work Objecti ves/Targets A mend ments Procedures/ Work Control 
Environmental Impact Instructions Procedures! Work ObjectivesfTargets Instructions Maintenance of s ite 
Register Authority to factory Instructions Procedures/ Work Review of the EMS Water monitoring 
EMS planning employees Review of lbe EMS Instructions 
(Programme, objectives Review of the EMS Induction to new Author ity to factory 
and targets) Communicat ion to employees and employees 
EMS structure workforce contractors on s ite Review of the EMS 
ISO 1400 I requirements Communication to 
Environmental Manual work force 
Progress vs. ta rgets 
A udit programme 
ETJ:' training 
Envl:,onmental 
Auditi:lg Training 
Corrective action 
Review of the EMS 
EMS Reco,ds accuracy 
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4.7.1.3. The Environmel1tal Representatives 
The Envirorunental Representatives are as fo llows: 
Production Design Representati ve; 
Site Maintenance Representative ; 
Pattern Shop Representative; 
Sand Foundry Representative; 
Gravity Die Foundry Representati ve; 
FettlingfCut Off Representative ; 
Machine Shop Representative; 
Despatch Representati ve and 
Quality Department Representati ve. 
Their rules and responsibilities are: 
to ensure that the environmental policy is understood, implemented and 
communicated at all levels within the company; 
to suggest ideas for new opportunities; 
to ensure that procedures and work instructions are implemented ; 
to monitor the environmental indicators and maintain records when required 
and 
to promote commitment to the EMS amongst all employees. 
Each Environmental Task Force member was trained on envirorunental issues and 
BS EN ISOl4001 requi rements in accordance with the Environmental Procedure 
EPOG Training. 
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4.7.1.4. Otller employees 
Other relevant personnel had responsibility for a specific task related to the 
environmental procedures and work instructions. Where necessary, procedures 
included a section where responsibility for the task is detailed. 
Managers were responsible for ensuring that the requirements of the standard 
were implemented and maintained. 
Each employee of Hadleigh Castings Lld was aware of their environmental 
impacts and committed to comply with the Environmental Policy statement and 
legislation. Each employee was aware and trained where necessary on any task 
which may cause a significant impact on the environment (e.g. Segregation of 
waste). 
This environmental structure also enabled two-way communication between 
Management and the production workforce. 
Figure 8 shows the organisational chart of the Environmental Task Force. 
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Figure 8: Organisational chart of the Environmental Task Force 
Engr.eerlng ProJect.<s: 
ManEloger 
Envlronmenttll 
AcNisor 
HMlh & S8fety 
Officer 
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4.7.2. Training and competencies 
According to the BS EN ISO 14001: 1996 standard , a compan y has to identify its 
training needs, espec iall y 'for all the personnel whose work may create a 
significant environmental impact upon the environment'. 
For the purpose of the Environmental Management System, an environmental 
training procedure referred to the actual training protocol of Hadleigh Casting Lld 
and described the specific environmental training and associated responsibilities 
in regard to the significant environmental impacts. 
The Business Development Manager was responsible for managing all the training 
within the company. This encompassed the process of providing and updating the 
training procedure and of keeping documented records. 
The personnel responsible for ensuring that training is identified, undertaken and 
reviewed are the directors, managers, environmental advisor and health , safety & 
training officer. 
This training protocol was developed in 1998 by the Human Resources Manager 
to introduce a systematic approach to training. Appraisals took place to identify 
the competencies of employees and their associated training needs. The training 
protocol was reviewed in 2000 for fulfilling the additional requirements of the 
quality, health & safety and environmental management system. 
The training protocols were addressed to directors, managers and supervisors for 
them to answer the needs for internal and external training. The first phase of the 
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training record required a training description & approval form to be completed, 
where the initiator identified the training requirements, objectives, trainer need, 
name of the trainees, cost of tbe training in terms of external consultancy and 
internal labour costs (see Appendix 9). Additional features were the training 
approval signed by the Managing Director and the training agreement between the 
company and the trainee. Then an evaluation form was filled in to evaluate the 
competencies of the trainees to complete their work and the relevance of the 
training and the competencies of the trainer. A further record form was collected 
by different departments within the company; the Training officer, the directors 
and managers, supervisors and initiators of the training demand are responsible for 
initiating and controlling training forms. 
Within the environmental training procedures three specific types of training were 
considered: the process, content and awareness training. The training needs of the 
employees were addressed during the Planning (Consultation for the compilation 
of Activity, environmental legislation and impacts register, and for setting the 
environmental objectives and targets), the Implementation and Operation 
(Authority, advisor & operator rules), the Checking and Corrective Action and 
Management Review stages of the Environmental Management System. The 
training took a number of forms including meetings, seminars, notices and other 
methods as considered appropriate. 
4.7.2.1. Process training 
This is training for employees involved m the actual stages of the leading, 
plarming, checking, corrective action and management review of the 
Environmental Management System. 
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In I-Iadleigh Castings Lld's case, these are Task force , Environmental Impacts 
Assessment, Legal and other requirements and internal environmental Auditing 
training. 
For the Environmental Task Force training, the Environmental Advisor identified 
the training needs of the EnvirolUnental Task Force, comprising the 
Environmental Committee members and the Environmental Representatives. Each 
stage such as the planning, implementation and operation, checking and corrective 
action and management review of HCL's Environmental Management System, 
was explained during three training sessions. 
Environmental Task Force members were trained to understand their role 111 
preventing pollution by HCL. 
For the Envirorunental Impacts Assessment, legal and other requirements training, 
the environmental advisor trained staff on how to compile the activity and 
environmental impacts and legislation register. The competencies of the 
environmental advisor were demonstrated by the implementation of the 
methodology for the environmental impact assessment of HCL and by the 
completion of a Master of Science degree in Environmental Impact Assessment 
and Auditing. 
For the Internal Environmental Auditor Training, the Environmental Advisor, as 
Lead Envirorunental Auditor, was trained in December 1999 by an approved 
environmental consultancy on environmental auditing. 
The training was approved and recorded by the Institute of Environmental 
Assessment and Management. 
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In august 2000, the Environmental Advisor as Lead Environmental Auditor 
trained the selected internal auditors to manage and conduct a udits with 
impartiality and effectiveness . 
For the Management Review Training, the Environmenta l Advisor ensured that 
adequate training was provided to enable senior management to conduct impartial 
management reviews in accordance with the provisions of ISO 1400 I. 
4.7.2.2. COlltellt traillillg 
This is training for employees requiring knowledge in order for them to ca rry out 
their duties effect ively to compl y with the requirements of the EMS wo rk 
instructions and procedures during no rmal, abnormal and emergency operationa l 
conditions. 
Thi s training was required to meet the gap in knowledge and skill s and enable 
persorUlel to undel1ake specific enviro nmental responsibilities related to 
procedures and work·instructions such as atmospheri c emissions, water, waste, 
energy, raw material management and preventive maintenance. 
4.7.2.3. A warelless traillillg 
This provides genera l environmental awareness fo r all empioyees to enable them 
to understand their general roles and respons ibiliti e~ in terms of the env ironmenta l 
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policy, impacts & management sys tem as required under the EMS 
implementation. 
General awareness training encompasses induction training fo r new employees 
and awareness training for ex isting employees. 
A Training Plan Matri x was drawn up to group the training requirements stated in 
the procedures against the trainee (see Appendix 10). 
4.7.3. Communication & awareness 
Communication and awareness are essenti al elements of management. When 
properl y managed and controlled they enable a business to operate effectively and 
effi cientl y. 
In the context of an Environmental Management System, the awareness goes hand 
with hand with the communication of the company' s environmental policy, 
impacts, good practices and performances to its personnel. 
The awareness of environmental issues can be developed by encouragll1g the 
voluntary participation of employees in recyc ling scheme that benefi t the 
community. This can ignite and develop cultural change. 
Within Hadleigh Castings Ltd, a recycling scheme organised for the benefi ts of a 
charity MENCA P and a school, reduced pollution and increased environmental 
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awareness. Two recycling centres fo r employee use were introduced in December 
1999. 
A procedure for the communication of env ironmental issues was integrated within 
the Company's practices. Detail s on acti ons and responsibilities for this matter are 
shown in Table 4. 
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Ta bk 4: Table of communication issues for HCL's employees 
-
Communication Timings Who To whom The need to communicate How 
Items communicates 
Environrne ntai Po licy At the launch of Directors. All Employees. To strengthen the com mitment 10 Board Meet ings 
Changes. the EMS improve env ironmenta l Management Meetings 
program me. performance. Department briefings 
To meet the ini tia l requirements Nolice Boards 
of the ISOl400 1 Metal Mouth News letter 
Individual handouts 
Company Handbooks 
Hadleigh Cast ings When or before Directors, managers & Environmental To modify the act ivity and review E-mails & Memos. 
Act ivity List that new or supervisors. Comm ittee ; the associated Environmental 
Consultation & different activities Environmental Management System elements. 
mod ification occur; representat ives; 
cOl11munication. When Project Hea lth, sa fety & 
Development is training officer; 
planned. Environmenta l Lead 
Manaaer. 
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Table 4: Taille of communication issues for HCL's employees (continued) 
I Communication Timings Who Towhom The need to communicate How Items communicates 
Environmental At regu lar New legis lat ion All Employees as To reduce environmenta l impacts Management Meetings 
Impacts intervals when identified by the general awareness and make employees aware of Departmenta l bri efings 
Maintain & update necessary to env ironmental and those, whose their roles and responsibilities and Presentations 
Register of advise of spec ific committee members work is directly the consequences of not adhering Notice Boards 
Environmental issues as they and by managers & affected. to requirements. Metal Mouth news letter 
Impacts and arise. directors. Environmental Procedures 
Legislation. New significant Work Instructions 
environmental impacts 
identified by the 
Environmental Lead 
Manaoer and Advisor. 
Planning, At regu lar Directors and Senior All employees To make employees aware of Management Meetings 
Implementation and intervals when Management affected by the their roles and responsib ilities for Department briefings 
operation of EMS. necessary to Supervisory Staff Environmenta l achieving the company objectives Notice Boards 
Responsibi lities advise of specific Environmental Procedure. & integrating the EMS pract ices. Metal Mouth news letter 
within: objectives and issues. Committee. Environmenta l procedures 
targets, procedures, \Vork inS!Tuctions 
work instructions, Training 
monitoring of Appra isals 
environmenta l 
performances. 
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Table 4: Table of communication issues for HCL's employees (continued) 
Communication Timings Who Towhom The need to communicate How 
Items communicates 
S:lbcontractors and As and when Business Development Actual and future To inform subcontractors and Letters, e-mai!s, audi t 
suppliers assessment. required Manager on the behalf subcontractors and suppliers on the EMS of HCL's visits 
Third party of HCL suppliers and of it's environmental policy; 
communication of To assess the environmental 
environmental policy performances of the suppliers and 
sub-contractors 
Internal & external As and when External Parties Environmenta l Lead To inform on complaints. Letters, Facsimiles 
Complaints complaints raised Manager To change environmental Q-rnail , E-mails, Memos. 
QPulse pract ices, procedures and work 
Administrator instructions due to correct ive 
All employees act ion, 
affected by Ihe 
environmental 
com",.inls 
Environmental Audits , When audits Interna l auditors, Lead Directors, managers, To provide feed back from the Audit visits, 
Resu lts of audils, compleled. (Once Environmental supervisors and aud it Q-11l3il , e-mai l, memos, 
Corrective actions. to twice audi ts per audi tor. employees affected To undertake corrective actions. Departmental meetings and 
L month). Lead Environmental by Ihe findin gs briefings Manager. NOlice Boards Environmental Review Training Appraisals 
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Table 4: Table of communication issues for HCL's employees (continued) 
Communication Timings Who To whom The need to communicate How 
Items communicates 
Preparation for Once each three- Environmental Lead Senior Management, To review the entire E-mail, Memos, Q-mails, 
Environmental four months Manager; All Employees Environmental Management Environmental committee 
Management Review Communication of affected by the System - evaluate, revise systems, meetings 
date ofmeeting, co1lection, procedures and committnent to Environmental task force 
agenda and required monitoring and continual improvement. meetings, 
data. analysis of Minutes of meetings 
environmental Department briefings 
All employees performances as Notice Boards 
involved in the stated within the 
collection, analysis of environmental 
environmental procedures. 
performances. 
Findings from As environmental The directors, senior Environmental task To communicate corrective Environmental 
environmental review, review meetings management and force members actions and environmental Management Review 
audits and audits occur. QPulse administrator Directors, mangers performances; minutes, 
All employees as To undertake corrective actions Departmental meetings, 
affected by the and changes to the EMS system. Notice board, 
findings Q-mail, E-mail, memos. 
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4.7.4. Operational procedures & work instructions 
The environmental manual, procedures & work instructions represent the intent of 
the environmental management system. They should not be seen as an additional 
administration burden but as the means to improve business performance and 
reduce costs. The procedures and work instructions should then be created only if 
necessary and be very well targeted and promoted throughout the company. 
Within Hadleigh Castings Ltd., each procedure was identified and written using a 
standard format, included sections in respect of objectives, responsibility, 
timescale, targets, training needs when appropriate, and was cross-referenced to 
environmental records. The entire list of procedures was documented in Appendix 
11. 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd met all objectives and targets of the Environmental 
Programme by the means of project management, procedures and work 
instructions. 
The procedures and work instructions were introduced to Hadleigh Castings Lld's 
practices in March 2000, after decision making and consultation processes. The 
listing of procedures are presented in appendix 12. An example of procedure is 
given in Appendix 13 such as the Environmental Procedure 10 - Water 
Management. 
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Procedures resulting in a significant improvement for business and a reduction in 
enviromnental damage are: 
those focusing on internal practices such as the raw material management 
procedure, which includes hazardous substances management; 
and those focusing on the quality of subcontracted services such as the 
procedures titled supplier enviromnental assessment and control of activities 
of contractors. 
4.7.4.1. Hazardous substances disposal 
Hazardous substance management was reorganised following the appointment in 
December 1999 of a new Health, Safety & Training Officer. 
The actual procedure relating to the issue enabled the company to register the 
hazardous substances brought on the premises, control the storage, usage and 
disposal of the hazardous substances. 
The following flow diagrams in Figures 9 & 10 summarise the hazardous 
substance management and the special waste assessment processes. Figure 9 
describes the flow of information on raw material, especially hazardous 
substances. New product on delivery were automatically check and enter on 
Hazardous substances register, if adequate. Their end-of-life were also assessed 
and identified. This procedure enabled to control raw material and special waste 
on site. Figure 10 describes the Special Waste Assessment Process and identifies 
chemicals' end-of-life. 
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Figure 9: Flow diagram of hazardous substance management process 
COPY OF DELIVERY NOTE TO HSO 
CHECKED FOR ENTRY ON HAZARDOUS 
SIJBSTANCE REGISTER 
NO 
NEW 
PRODUCT 
YES 
FOR NORMAL 
DISPOSAL 
NO 
ENTER ON HAZARDOUS 
SUBSTANCE REGISTER 
Ir 
SPECIAL 
WASTE' 
• SEE 
FLOWCHART ON 
SPECIAL WASTE 
ASSESSMENT 
PRODUCE COMPANY 
SAFETY DATA SHEET 
• 
ENTER QUANTITY & DATE 
--------------------------------~ 
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Figure 10: Flowchart on Special Waste Assessment process 
NO 
NORMAL WASTE 
REFER TO THE 
MANUFACTURERS PRODUCT 
SAFETY DATA SHEET 
IS PRODUCT A 
SPECIAL WASTE· 
NO 
YES 
IS CONTAINER 
A SPECIAL 
WASTE *? 
1 
YES 
SPECIAL WASTE 
*: Special Waste is defined in the Environmental Agency Leaflet titled 
"Classification of Special Waste"(Environmental Agency, 1996). 
The company's position on Health and Safety improved with the completion of the 
Health and Safety Manual, agreed issue due in September 2000, and the creation 
of a Hazard Response Team and communication to directors and managers also 
due in September 2000. 
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4.7.4.2. Supplier & sub-contractor control 
Another significant improvement was the introduction of procedures to control 
and assess the activities on-site and offsite of suppliers and contractors. This 
procedure included registered supplier auditing process with an audit checklist. 
The supplier Environmental Assessment and Control procedure was agreed and 
implemented at the end of August 2000. 
4.7.5. Documentation & document control 
According to the subchapters A.4.5, A.5.3, 4.4.5, document control and 4.5.3 
records ofthe BS EN IS014001: 1996 standard, the environmental documents and 
records could be controlled within a documentation system. 
In other words, the document and record control ensured that Hadleigh Castings 
Ltd created and maintained documents in a manner sufficient to implement and 
review the Environmental Management System. 
All records and documents of HCL's EMS were stored and handled via QPulse 
Gael sofiware25, the existing Quality documentation system. All the documents 
2, Qpulse Gael software is an interactive database system. It provides a comprehensive control and 
cost effectiveness maintenance of the BSIENIISO 9000 (Quality Management System). It contains 
[ [ interlinked modules (Document & data control, training, equipment, customers, 
corrective/preventive action, audit, suppliers, admiuistration, performance & cost review, 
workload and view message). Qpulse sofware links to existing file formats (Microsoft, 
AUTOCAD) (E.G. Manuals, procedures, work instructions, drawings, health and safety data sheet, 
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(Excel spreadsheets, Power Point presentation training, Word documents) were 
linked to QPulse. 
The main advantage is in the preparation for a future integration of all the systems 
of management (Quality, Health, Safety & Environment) into one management 
system database. 
A QPulse Gael training course was provided to ensure the effective use of the 
database system software. The QPulse access was restricted to identified 
administrators and users. These were the Environmental Advisor, the Health, 
Safety and Training Officer, the QPulse Administrator and the Business 
Development Manager. 
The collection, entering and maintaining of the data within the system were the 
Qpulse administrator's tasks. 
The environmental records and associated documentation were collected, entered 
on QPulse software, approved and updated. The tasks and responsibilities were 
assigned. 
Table 5 presents the record sheet including the main records and documents of the 
Environmental Management System of Hadleigh Castings Ltd. 
audits, training records, corrective action record, messages ... ). It could also be used for an health, 
safety & environmental management system. The 2000 costs vary from £749 to £4 500, for 1 to 
15 user network version respectively. 
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Table 5: Environmental documentation & records sheet 
Proc. Where Update Last Next Document / Records Approver Respon Update Update Ref. is it? 
sible Date Due to 
Audit records 
- Programme 
- Checklist 
-
Report of results & non-
conformances 
Communication records 
-
External 
-
Maill e-mail/fax 
- Complaints 
- Suppliers Questionnaires 
-
Quotation 
- Minutes 
- Internal 
- Q-mail, e-mail, memos, mail, 
fax 
- Minutes 
Environmental manual 
Project Management Traceability 
Environmental procedures 
Environmental work instructions 
Registers 
-
Environmental impacts 
-
Environmental Legislation 
ContractorlSupplier approved list 
Training records 
Monitoring records 
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Data security and integrity was ensured through a tape backup policy executed by 
the IT Department. 
4.7.6. Emergency preparedness & response 
To demonstrate that it has not been negligent in its legal responsibilities, a 
company must demonstrate that it has properly assessed and prepared for the risk 
of hazardous substance spillage. The company must maintain documented risk 
assessments and records of the training provided. 
Emergency preparedness within an Environmental Management System fulfils 
this requirement. Spillage and fire prevention plans must be regularly tested and 
documented. 
During the environmental impacts assessment exercise at Hadleigh Castings Ltd, 
two significant impacts were identified from activities under abnormal and 
emergency conditions: 
land contamination risk from spillage of raw material and waste and 
Global warming, local acid rain and controlled water contamination risks due 
to the release of chemicals or atmospheric emissions in case of fire or spillage 
of catalyst resin or other potential pollutants. 
To mitigate these impacts, the company has invested in the construction of bunded 
areas to store hazardous substances (E.g. swarf bags, catalyst and resins tanks, 
lubricants, maintenance oil...). 
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The quantities of all chemicals received and waste disposed are now recorded, 
thus Hadleigh Castings Ltd had control over the hazardous substances coming in 
and going out of its site. 
Disposal of old chemicals and newly identified special waste were organised in 
accordance with the waste management procedure. The waste contractor was 
required to provide its controlled waste carrier authorisation from the 
Environmental Agency and its waste management licence from Local Authorities. 
A Hazard Response Team of five people has been appropriately trained to control 
emergencies, use and test the Hazard Response Kit to prevent human and 
environmental accidents (Spillage of chemicals to controlled water via the 
drainage system, fire and breakage of crucibles). 
A Health & Safety training and awareness campaign has been planned for the end 
of2000. 
A review of chemical assessment commenced in January 2000 and was due for 
completion by the end of 2000. 
This area represents one of the most significant improvements resulting from the 
implementation of an Environmental Management System within Hadleigh 
Castings Ltd. 
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4.8. Checking and corrective action 
4.8.1. Monitoring & measurements 
The environmental indicators (e.g. energy, water, sand, metal, waste, atmospheric 
emission discharges, and special waste) were measured and monitored. Water, 
energy, sand and LM6 aluminium alloy consumption was targeted. 
Procedures EP09 Atmospheric Emissions Management, EPIO Water Management 
(see Appendix 13), EPI I Waste Management, EP13 Energy Management and 
EP 14 Raw Material Management contained explanations on responsibilities, 
records, training and communication for monitoring and measurement of 
environmental indicators. 
4.8.2. Records 
The Environmental Records described in Section 4.7.5 and Table 8 are managed 
using the Qpulse software. 
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4.8.3. EMS audit 
The company has a programme for regular audits to determine whether or not the 
Enviromnental Management System: 
conforms to planned arrangements; 
complies with ISO 14001 requirements; 
has been properly implemented and maintained and 
provides information on the results of audits to management. 
The EMS Audit Programme is a process whereby departmental and procedure 
related audits are planned. 
The Audit contents are the details of the audited departments, documents, sub-
clauses oflSO 14001 requirements, product or service and the Audit checklist(s). 
Each audit is recorded with the associated non-conformances, the auditor's name 
and the audit status. The documents are recorded under the Audit module of 
QPulse software to ensure a traceability and a follow-up of the preventive and 
corrective actions. 
There are 9 internal auditors including Enviromnental Committee members and 
Enviromnental Representatives. Should the internal Enviromnental Auditors raise 
non-conformances, the managers and directors, with the approval of the 
Enviromnental Committee will organise adequate corrective action which will be 
undertaken on a departmental basis. Further details on internal auditing can be 
found in Appendix 11. 
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4.8.4. Non conformance, corrective and preventive 
action 
A procedure has been established to define responsibilities for initiating and 
completing corrective and preventive action. 
If a non-conformance is raised as a result of an internal audit, a day to day 
observation or event or an EMS review, the cause of the problem must to be 
investigated and appropriate corrective and preventive action must be scheduled 
and undertaken. 
All non-conformances and requests for preventive and corrective actions are 
documented on QPulse software. 
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4.9. Management Review 
The Management review meeting was not held during the two year project due to 
time pressures, nevertheless this last step of the EMS system was integrated and 
described within procedures. 
The Management Review will be used to address the possible need for changes to 
policy, objectives and other elements of the Environmental Management System, 
in the light of audit results, changing circumstance or as a commitment to 
continuous improvement. 
All the Directors, Managers and members of the Environment Committee were 
expected to attend the EMS review. 
The Agenda of these meetings were programmed as follows: 
review of changing circumstances; 
review of corrective action request and completion; 
review of policy, programme, targets; 
review of the monitoring and analysis of the environmental indicators against 
targets; 
review on the implementation of work instructions and procedures; 
review of the Environmental Task Force Structure; 
review of commitment and awareness; 
review of continual improvement of the EMS; 
internal certification and 
/ 
dates and requirements for the next BSI visit. 
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A corrective and preventive action request may be raised by a review, which will 
then be followed within the Environmental Management System. Prior to an 
Environmental Review, information related to indicator monitoring and 
measurement, training, non conformances, follow up of corrective actions, and to 
other elements of the system has to be made available to the attendants of the 
environmental review meeting. 
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5. Problems and benefits raised by the 
implementation of an Environmental 
Management System within a 
traditional aluminium foundry 
5.1. Introduction 
The overall project has been of significant benefit to Hadleigh Castings Ltd. The 
Company's environmental performance improved, the top management was aware 
of existing and future environmental legislation and taxation and was prepared for 
the enforcement of the Integrated Pollution Prevention Directive. The benefits 
were not as tangible as production issues, but the EMS implementation induced 
legislation compliance and the beginning of a cultural change amongst personnel. 
The overall Environmental Management System provided a tool for a systematic 
continual improvement for the reduction of significant environmental impacts. 
The remaining task was the review of the Environmental Management System. 
This did not take place due to timetable and practical reasons. The awareness and 
commitment of all the employees must be pursued in order to integrate an 
environmental consciousness within their day to day tasks and to improve the 
existing cultural change. 
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The following paragraphs consider the Hadleigh Castings Ltd's case study within 
the wider context of the implementation of an Environmental Management 
System within aluminium foundry SMEs. Firstly, the problems raised during the 
project will be exposed and compared to other cases. Then a cost analysis is 
presented, followed by the benefits to Hadleigh Castings Ltd. 
5.2. Problems confronted 
implementation of an 
Management System 
during the 
Environmental 
5.2.1. Difficulties on tlte access and accuracy of 
information required for tlte preparatory 
environmental review 
Information management in SMEs is often on an ad hoc basis and depends 
strongly on individuals. Two limiting factors for accessing the information are the 
accuracy of the data and the low availability of the personnel handling and 
providing data. 
The initial preparatory review in Hadleigh Castings Ltd was a time-consuming 
task, undertaken from January to May 1999. Difficulty was encountered in 
defining the boundaries and the flow of waters within the site. It took considerable 
time to· collect the existing plans, PlaIlI\ing authorisations; agreements and 
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conveyances were internally confidential documents held by the senior 
management. For example, the sewers and storm water plans, when identified, did 
not always represent the full reality. During previous constructions, sewers were 
built differently from plans and the sewer plans were not systematically updated 
with the changes. The building manager was not too sure of the locations of the 
sewers & storm waters evacuations. 
Sufficient time must be allocated to gather information for the initial preparatory 
environmental review. As required by good environmental auditor practices, the 
accuracy of internal data must be double-checked. 
The existence of two regulatory bodies dealing with environmental issues, was 
sometimes confusing. For the case of aluminium foundry SMEs, the 
Environmental Agency deals with the pollution of controlled waters, land and 
management of special waste while local authorities deal with atmospheric 
emissions control arising from prescribed processes. 
5.2.2. Existing non-compliance to Environmental, 
Health and Safety Regulations 
A significant challenge to EMS implementation was the discovery of non-
compliance to health, safety & environmental legislation26• The existing health, 
26 During the preparatory review, the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulation 1999, 
the Environmental Protection Act 1990 Authorisation, the Water Resources Act 1991, other 
environmental legislation stated in the legislation register and the six packs of the Health and 
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safety and environmental practices were not in control. The top management, even 
if aware of the issues, was not dealing with them due to their low priority when 
compared to production issues. The main issues were the non-compliance within 
the Enviromnental Protection Act 1990 and the inconsistency of the chemical 
assessment and inventory within the company. 
The strategy after the enviromnental review was to appoint a new Health, Safety 
and Training officer in December 1999 and to comply with health, safety and 
enviromnental legislation when setting the enviromnental targets, objectives and 
programme. 
For most companies, the first step is to comply with legislation and then to put a 
system in place in order to reduce the risk for enviromnental liabilities and to 
create some cost benefits by controlling raw material, processes and discharges. 
An even more challenging project is to put in place an Enviromnental 
Management System firstly to correct existing non-compliance issues and 
secondly to integrate enviromnental tasks, procedures and work-instructions 
within the day-to-day manufacturing production and decision making processes. 
Safety regulations (Management of Health & Safety at Work Act 1999, Manual Handling 
Operations Regulation 1992, Personal Equipment at Work 1992, Health Safety & Welfare 1992, 
Health & Safety Display Screen Equipmentl992, Provision & Use of Work Equipment 1998) were 
checked for compliance. 
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5.2.3. Absence of strong top management commitment 
and support 
Within Hadleigh Castings Ltd, the integration of the Environmental Management 
System included the initial preparatory review, planning, implementation and 
review of the system in itself (see Figure 4, p.60). 
The initial preparatory review mainly involved the environmental advisor, 
interviewing and collecting information, internally from the senior management, 
shop floor and externally from the Local Authorities and the Environment 
Agency. It took from January to May 1999 to be completed. 
The planning, implementation & review of the Environmental Management 
System, was a team based exercise in which the Environmental Task Force (see 
Figure 8) and all company employees were involved. These tasks were critical for 
raising the involvement and commitment of employees and key-personnel such as 
the Environmental Committee Members for the EMS. 
In September 1999, the Environmental Task Force was established. Regular 
Environmental Committee (once, twice a month) and three Environmental Task 
Force meetings were held to present: 
the EMS principle; 
the reasons for implementation; 
the findings from the initial preparatory environmental review; 
the environmental programme; 
the distribution of tasks related to the environmental procedures; 
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the work-instructions and manual and to undertake a systematic review of 
activities against the environmental objectives and targets. 
Three months were needed for the Environmental Committee to agree on the fIrst 
environmental programme with assigned responsibilities and deadlines. Then the 
environmental advisor distributed individual environmental tasks for each 
Environmental Committee member. By mid-June 2000, the fIrst draft of all the 
environmental procedures was completed by the Environmental Committee and 
the environmental manual was compiled by the environmental advisor. 
At the end of June 2000, the environmental projects such as the installation of an 
extract hood, of the bunded areas for chemical and waste storage, the wind 
whipping prevention for skips and special waste disposal were half completed and 
deadlines for the environmental programme were delayed. 
At the same time, the pre-assessment for the BSI accreditation was programmed 
and it occurred. The project of EMS accreditation arrived at a too early stage for 
the Company, considering that it was not even complying with Environmental, 
Health & Safety Legislation. The BSI external auditor reported compliance issues 
between HCL's environmental documentation & IS014001 standard but it also 
revealed some weaknesses for the uncontrollable maintenance and building 
activities. 
Faced with the unsuccessful pre-assessment for the BSI accreditation, the 
Managing Director changed strategy. The new strategy being to implement an 'in 
company' EMS and to rearrange the EMS documentation (procedures & manual). 
The environmental project progress was effectively suspended. 
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In spite of efforts from the environmental advisor, certain Environmental 
Committee members gave low priorities to their environmental duties and did not 
exercise their responsibilities, as lead environmental manager and administrator. 
Being a SME, the Environmental Task Force (ETF) members were the critical 
central core of senior and middle management staff that kept the company viable. 
Thus the additional work commitment of the ETF was an extra duty on top of high 
work schedule. 
The senior management failed to exercise commitment and authority to involve 
employees in environmental tasks. The initial driving forces were fIrstly to 
improve melting processes and secondly to implement an EMS. The effort to gain 
accreditation were underestimated by the senior management. this resulted in 
insufficient inputs from the Environmental Task Force. Nevertheless, shop floor 
personnel, via the Environmental Representatives, were committed and generated 
good ideas through the Environmental Task Force. 
For Hadleigh Castings Ltd's case, a number off actors had a major impact on EMS 
implementation. According to a good practice, such as the case study at 
Wolstenholme International Ltd (Environmental Technology Best Practice 
Programme, 1996), the key factor for implementing an Environmental 
Management System at a medium-sized manufacturing company was the strong 
commitment and support shown by senior management and the training awareness 
briefmgs, which involved all employees in the EMS to ensure broad ownership of 
the system. The implementation of the BS 7750 EMS at Wolstenholrne 
International Ltd. took four years from the establishment of the Environmental 
Council to the BS 7750 certifIcation in March 1995. It should also be noted that 
this company was much larger in size than Hadleigh Castings Ltd (260 people). 
Thus the number of staff available to be involved in the Task force, the working 
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pressures they were under and greater formal working practices gave them 
advantages over small companies such as HCL. 
5.2.4. Economical disadvantages for smaller quantities 
of waste 
The 1999 and 2000 contexts were not favourable to the accreditation. The initial 
timetable attributed to the project was not achievable in this SME. Difficult 
economical conditions, recruitment and production problems occurred during late 
1999 and early 2000. 
Generally, SMEs have the problem that, due to the small scale of their activities, 
costs of certain activities such as special waste disposal are higher than those for a 
large company, in proportion to turnovers. The main reason is that SMEs are not 
in a strong position for negotiating a lower price due to their low quantity of 
special waste to be disposed of and transported. Co-operation between a group of 
SMEs could be a solution to reduce the primary cost such as the transport cost. 
However, the mentality of SMEs is often to avoid the communication of indices 
on production, which could give advantage to their potential competitors. 
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5.2.5. Traditional attitude against cultural & practice 
change 
5.2.5.1. Introduction 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd is a traditional aluminium foundry in which some 
employees have worked for ten or twenty years. The environmental advisor was 
welcomed providing that supplementary tasks were not involved or required from 
the day to day activities of each employee. 
The culture of SMEs such as HCL, means many aspects of company work 
effectively on an informal and ad hoc basis. Thus the formality of ETF and the 
need for adherence to regulations and guidelines was new to the company. 
Changing the daily practices of employees is a challenge that goes hand in hand 
with the employee's involvement and commitment. It requires a cultural change 
within an organisation. 
5.2.5.2. Definition of cultural change 
Cultural change takes place slowly within an organisation. Culture can be 
compared to an iceberg, M. Halme (Halme M., 1997) states: 
Organisational culture has been compared to an iceberg. Parts of it. 
such as symbols, customs, and traditions are visible, but most of it remains 
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below the surface. Such elements include assumptions, beliejS, values, and 
normS that direct the participants' decision-making and behaviour, often 
unconsciously. 
Furthermore Gersick, (Gersick C., 1991), sees change beginning and growing 
slowly from a nucleus rather than instantly converting an organisation. A cultural 
change could be compared with a chemical reaction depending on the existing 
equilibrium and its key-components, inhibitors & catalysts. We can now define 
the favourable environment to cultural change. 
5.2.5.3. Favourable environmentfor cultural change 
A large amount of literature can be found on the subject. According to Halme and 
Jones (Halme M., 1996 ; Jones D. R., 1995), the pre-requisite for environmental 
change can be: 
openness and interaction with various other actors and organisations of the 
society, allowed within an organisation and 
the allowance of alternative opinions and ways of thinking, as well as acting 
upon them. 
Weick (Weick K., 1995) also argues that the greater the variety of thinking and 
beliefs the organisation has in its basket, the more fully a situation could be seen, 
solved and modified. Multi-way of thinking within an organisation is then a 
determinant factor for cultural change and strategic flexibility to new market. 
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Callenbach et ai, (Callenbach et al., 1993), also argue that a flat, non-hierarchical 
organisation structure is more likely to encourage the flow of ideas and 
information and then promote cultural change. 
5.2.5.4. Approaches for environmental change 
There is a need to determine the way to create and maintain environmental 
commitment within an organisation and to complete an adapted environmental 
awareness campaign. 
This includes the delicate choice of the environmental representatives and the 
communication projects. The literature defmes several models such as the top 
down, the bottom up and, alternatively, the middle up-down approach that 
combines co-operative relationships between top, middle and lower managers. 
According to Nonaka (Nonaka I., 1994), the middle management has the 
advantage to work as a bridge between the visionary ideals of the top and the 
often chaotic reality of the frontline of business. 
In the case of Hadleigh Castings Ltd an approach of middle up-down was 
implemented with the environmental advisor and the representatives being team 
supervisors, managers and directors. After several awareness and environmental 
communication sessions, the stages of environmental change defined by Halme, 
Jose and Wuori were observed, as described in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Phases of environmental cultural change 
Source: Halme M.,1996; Jose D. R.l995, and Wuori M. 1995 
Internal and external trigger for change 
Resistance to, denial or rejection of environmental demands 
Hesitancy, distrust in prevailing procedures 
... 
Unfreezing of old assumptions which exclude environmental considerations from 
business decision making and operations 
Unlearning old knowledge and assumptions and learning new ones 
Competition between old and newly emerging knowledge regarding the 
environment and business 
Illumination: new understanding concerning the business environment 
relationship becomes acceptable 
Consolidation ofthe environmental principles and practices into the organisational 
culture 
All the environmental representatives became motivated and interested by 
environmental issues. However, some Environmental Committee members, who, 
were responsible for undertaking projects, had significant production pressures 
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r---------------------------------------------------------------------------- - -
which were seen as more significant to HCL, and gave environmental 
responsibilities Iow priority and in certain cases EMS work was neglected and not 
carried out. The design of engineering projects was thus delayed and conducted 
without consultation resulting in inadequate outcomes. This had a negative impact 
on the motivation of the environmental representatives and shop floor personnel. 
Top management commitment was needed, but at that time environmental issues 
were not considered a priority. Senior personnel must keep track with group 
motivation. This could be achieved by increasing interactive relationships through 
team work on projects, task related training and learning, and reiterating the 
tangible benefit of EMS implementation. 
Cultural change is all about people and their psychology management or 
manipulation. Figure 12 displays the need for interaction and exchange of 
expertise, ideas and points of view between the personnel working in the 
planning, implementation, checking and review phases ofthe project management 
system. 
Creative thinking sessions could provide a good commitment and involvement 
from employees and could certainly be used for the environmental issues. With 
good communication tools and a top-down management approach to 
environmental change27, the ownership of the environmental issue is widely 
distributed throughout the organisational structure. 
27 According to a top down view of environmental change in an organisation, top management 
decides to incorporate environmental consideration into the corporate strategy, it estabiishes an 
environmental policy, guidelines, e.nd principles, and these are pushed down the 0rganisation. 
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Figure 12: Environmental change management cycle and personnel 
interaction 
PLAN 
REVIEW 
CHECK 
Legend: 
<> 
: Tnteraction and exchange of ideas of employees within the planning, 
implementation, checking and review phases of the Project Management of 
commitment and awareness campaign . 
: Arrow of the management system in itself. 
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5.2.5.5. Evaluation criteria/or environmental change 
The evaluation of cultural change is difficult to determine due to its subjectivity. 
In the case of Hadleigh Castings Ltd, one of the first project undertaken after the 
planning phase was the organisation of two in-house recycling centres where 
some items were collected for the benefit of charities. Its aims were firstly to 
improve employee awareness of recycling and wider environmental issues and 
secondly to reduce the amount of waste being landfilled. The amount of money 
collected by recycling and donated to the Mencap charity was an indicator for 
cultural change. Other criteria for cultural change could be associated with success 
criteria of project, such as the environmental objectives (E.g. Utility consumption 
decrease, achievement of building work, compliance with legislation ... ). 
Most of the time those criteria depend on several factors (cultural change, 
resources ... ). On a wider context, there is still a large amount of work required to 
provide good practices for measuring environmental criteria for cultural change. 
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5.3. Cost analysis 
5.3.1. Hadleig/t Castings Ltd cost analysis 
The benefits and savings achieved from the integration of the Environmental 
Management System into Hadleigh Castings Ltd are difficult to quantify. Firstly, 
due to the early stage of the EMS, savings on raw material and energy have not 
been achieved yet. Secondly, the cultural change, compliance with environmental 
legislation and impacts on employees' behaviour are benefits much more difficult 
to quantify due to their subjectivity and perceptive nature. An analysis of costs is 
displayed in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Cost analysis 
All costs exclude VAT and numbers between brackets are percentage of tu mover. 
1998 1999 2000 
Turnover 5,054,679 4,475,759 N/A 
Castings tonnage sold 381 337 N/A 
Aluminium alloy cost 581,288 (I 1.5) 430,568 (9.62) 
Insurance cost'" N/A 60,000 -Mar 99-00-(1.3) 
Waste cost 2,916 (0.05) 6,066 (0.1) N/A 
Chemical" cost N/A 54,402 (1.2) N/A 
Utility 81,261 (\.6) 78,580 (1.7) N/A 
Sand cost N/A 23,780 (0.5) N/A 
Labour Teaching Company 37,200 (Sep 98-Sep 00) 
costs Scheme Project 
Environmental 
advisor budgets 
Pre audit assessment Null Null 850 
by BSI 
Equipment budget: Building of 3,800 (Sep 9B-Sep 00) 
bunded storage areas, Building of 
wind whipping prevention, QPulse 
training, Hazard Response Kit and 
other equipment ... 
Aluminium alloy and utility costs have decreased since 1998 mainly due to the 
decrease in sale and partially due to enviromnental savings. Waste cost has 
increased due to the additive cost for special waste disposal and transport. Within 
the EMS implementation, new data were available such as the sand, insurance and 
chemical costs, proving the improvement of management. 
28 Overall insurance cost includes insurance for: cars, vans, construction equipment, consequential 
lost, fire, floods & other accidents, employee liabilities, product public liabilities, engineering 
inspection, computer, travel, marine cargo and office liability. 
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The unquantified benefits are that the company now complies with the Duty of 
Care and Special Waste Regulation 1996 and has a systematic procedure for 
identifying all the special waste. 
5.3.2. Financial criteria against environmental risks 
Successful financial management is the principal objective for directors. In SMEs, 
directors do not consider the compliance with regulatory requirements to be a 
boardroom issue unless it involves significant expenditure. 
David Shillito (Shillito D., 1997) states: 
Questions of importance to high-level environmental management 
usually come down to only three groups of factors: 
Unwelcome surprises: unexpected and unplanned liabilities, 
whether from accidents or incidents of omission; 
Opportunities for improvement of operational efficiency and 
cost-reduction; 
Threats and opportunities created by innovation in the 
marketplace. 
These three factors are all involved with financial 'risk' for capital expenditure: 
financial risk due to environmental emergencies for the first point; 
financial risk linked to cultural change within the integration of environmental 
proactive practices to reduce operational costs for the second point and 
29 Chemicals accounted are the metal troatment and sand binder system chemicals on!y. 
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financial risk in the face of planned environmental changes required by the 
introduction of new legislation or innovation technologies. 
Other financial aspects are included in the assessment of the environmental 
impacts and then budgets, when adequate to the financial policies of SMEs, are 
attributed to environmental projects to achieve environmental objectives and 
targets. 
In the case of Hadleigh Castings Ltd, a budget of £ 6,000 was initially attributed 
to the environmental management system. Internal financial rules within Hadleigh 
Castings Ltd are based on board agreement on financial proposals coming from 
management. Additional budget was proposed to replace electric furnace, but the 
senior management preferred strategically to focus their resources toward new 
CAD-CAM facilities. 
On a more general basis, senior management, after financial criteria, next consider 
the product and services liabilities as relevant criteria for success and customer 
satisfaction. One of the benefits of the environmental management system is the 
reduction of environmental liabilities by the preparation of arrangements or 
emergency plans. This should reduce significantly any financial liabilities from 
accident incidents and reduce the damage to the company's reputation. 
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5.4. Benefits gained from the project 
5.4.1. Environmental awareness within the workforce 
In the preceding sections, the importance of cultural change was developed. 
Within the case of Hadleigh Castings Ltd, even if the pressure put on employees 
from the Senior Management was low, there was evidence of cultural change 
developed during the two years of the Environmental Management System 
implementation. 
The initiatives inducing cultural change were: 
the organisation of Enviroumental Task Force seSSIOns, which stimulated 
creative thinking and willingness from the shopfloor ; 
the organisation of recycling centres to make employees conscious of the 
waste quantity, its disposal cost and its environmental impacts; 
the assignment of responsibilities to supervisors, which provided a certain 
ownership by the shopfloor of the environmental issues and ; 
the reduction of enviroumental risks through the compliance with legislation 
from the building of new exhaust hoods and bunded storage which also 
improved the working environment for employees. 
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5.4.2. Reduction of environmental liabilities 
The integration of the Environmental Management System required undertaking 
and maintaining the assessment of environmental impacts on a regular basis. 
Those assessments take into account the risk of accident and other regular 
activities against legislation, environmental damage, production efficiency and 
reputation criteria. 
The control of environmental risk through the control of the most significant 
environmental impacts goes hand in hand with planning and taking action in order 
to comply with legislation and to prevent accidents. This covers the objectives and 
targets of the environmental management programme. 
In the case of Hadleigh Castings Ltd weaknesses and non-compliance in 
environmental, health and safety issues were detected and a systematic approach 
to environmental risk related to chemical management was installed. A major 
development was the appointment of a Health and Safety (H&S) Officer to 
implement an comprehensive in-house H&S system. The company has improved 
its management of emergency preparedness by providing bunded areas for 
chemicals & special wastes and with the purchase of a Response to Hazard Kit for 
chemical spillage and other accidents. In the future a work instruction on 
emergency preparedness, the training of a hazard response team and the review of 
the bunded area shall also contribute to this improvement in environmental 
liabilities reduction. 
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According to D. Shillito, risk assessment30 cannot be really separated from 
accident prevention and emergency preparedness. A response or preparedness to 
accident should be systematically and very carefully tested. He stated the example 
of a small manufacturing company, with conventional industrial facilities, which 
had to improve chemical spillage preparedness after a check on interceptors and 
bunds. The corrective actions taken included the implementation of a systematic 
maintenance procedure on old interceptors with a 'leak before failure' check and a 
hydrostatic pressure test of the bund. 
The existing preparedness measures and bunds may afford far worse protection 
than a flawed insurance policy by creating a sense of false security and by 
increasing risks. The bund may hide tanks and interceptors, inhibiting the 
maintenance necessary to reduce risk. 
Risk assessment must be assessed before, during and after the construction of 
bunds. The design is a critical step, where consultation of the builder, user, 
delivery men, environmental advisor and H&S officer are required. 
"Definitions from the Royal Society's 1992 report Risk: Analysis, Perception and Management 
stand as (Royal Society, 1992): 
Hazard: a property or situation that in particular circumstances could lead to harm. 
Probability: the probability, or frequency, of occurrence or a defined hazard in a given period, 
usually presented as the mathematical expression of chance (for example 0.25, equivalent to a 25% 
or one in four chance). Where this is not possible more qualitative descriptions are used. 
Consequences: the adverse effects or harm as the result of realising a hazard in the short or long 
term. (This has also been referred to 'as hazard effect'.) . 
Risk: a combination of the probability, or frequency, of occurrence of a hazard and the magnitude 
ofthe consequences of the occurrence. 
Risk = Probability· x Consequence 
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This example illustrates that the risk assessment cannot really be separated from 
accident and emergency preparedness. Furthermore, ill-considered and inadequate 
emergency preparedness could result in higher risks. 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd benefited from the integration of the environmental 
management system through the reduction of its environmental risks and liabilities 
failure. 
5.4.3. Improved working practices 
The integration of an Environmental Management System improved working 
practices in both the production and administration departments. 
Significant benefit was the re.gularisation of the usage of metallic sodium for 
aluminium modification treatment in the gravity die foundry. The initial 
preparatory review revealed non-compliance to the Environmental Protection Act 
Authorisation due to the use of metallic sodium on furnaces where no evacuation 
of fume could take place. The senior management decided in May 2000 to install 
an exhaust hood in order to use metallic sodium in two furnaces located in the 
gravity die cell. This project is still being developed. This was one of the most 
important improvements in working practices. After revealing a breach of 
legislation, corrective action was prioritised. 
In the gravity die department, a melting project highlighted the opportunities for 
improvement in the control of the melt temperature. This resulted in an energy 
survey that provided data for melting costing, a change of practices within the 
uptake of a work instructipn to close the lid of furnaces more systemically and in 
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an energy saving. A systematic lining of furnaces with Refractory Ceramic Fibre 
was undertaken and future investment has been planned for thermocouples. 
Regular utility monitoring is now practised as a result of the EMS. It provides a 
basis for cost management. It also has the benefit of providing information on 
water or other pipeline leaks, which could bring an extra cost to the company. 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd now benefits from a better knowledge of its site 
boundaries, and water flows. This will provide a better control of contamination of 
controlled water if a chemical spillage should occur. The drainage plan has to be 
studied by the Hazard Response Team during training and is available in the 
Hazard Response Kit. 
A major improvement was made on special waste management. By restoring the 
Chemical Safety Data Sheet collection, an additional section on waste 
consideration for containers and contents was developed to identify, via a 
systematic approach, the Special Wastes. This resulted in compliance with the 
Special Waste Regulation 1996. 
Other benefits have arisen from the integration of in house Health & Safety issues, 
as discussed in section 5.4.2. This project needed to progress further in order to 
comply with the existing Health & Safety legislation. 
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5.4.4. Improved image with customers 
Since July 1999, approximately 25 custDmers have requested and received the 
Environmental Policy Statement and other complementary informatiDn on 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd. AccDrding to the Sales Director, customers expressing an 
interest Dn environmental management system are quite rare ; they represent less 
than 10 % of HCL's customers. As more companies in the foundry and 
automotive industry sector implement an Environmental Management System 
they will be required to encourage third parties and contractDrs to demonstrate 
environmental awareness. HCL's environmental awareness, pro active image and 
perception by customers have improved. 
5.4.5. Improved relationship with regulators and 
professional trade associations 
At the begirming of the year 2000, an environmental consultant visited Hadleigh 
Castings Lld to undertake an annual mandatory monitoring of atmospheric 
emissiDns (Particulate Matter, Volatile Organic Compounds, chlorine and 
fluorine). After a review of the required tests and exhaust pDints, the 
environmental advisor and the consultant realised that the actual Environmental 
ProtectiDn Act 1990 authDrisation enforced by the LDcal AuthDrities had nDt been 
updated to the last prDcess guidance. A change in legislation texts occurred from 
the 1992 tD 1996 Process Guidances PG 214(96) IrDn, steel and nDn-ferrous metal 
foundry pi'Dcess, and PG 2/6 (96) Aluminium, magnesium and their alloys. The 
Environmental AdvisDr and the Managing Director organised a consultation 
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meeting between the Local Authorities, the environmental consultant, and the 
Foundry Manager of Hadleigh Castings Ltd. This resulted in the removal of 
conditions on the annual atmospheric emissions monitoring of the core blower 
exhausts. By controlling its environmental legislative issues, Hadleigh Castings 
Ltd gained from adequate conditions on its Environmental Protection Act 1990 
Prescribed Process Authorisation. 
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6. Overview & conclusions 
6.1. Overview 
This thesis has reported research into 'the Sustainable Competitiveness for an 
Aluminium Foundry through an Environmental Management System in the 
United Kingdom'. 
It presented the environmental, legislative and economical backgrounds of the 
Aluminium Foundry Industry sector in United Kingdom, followed by the impacts 
of the Alumininm Foundry Industry on the environment. The international EMS 
standard ISO 14001, a managerial tool for good environmental practices in the 
aluminium foundry industry, and the Hadleigh case study on integrating an EMS 
were described and discussed. 
Faced with increased environmental pressures from regulators, shareholders & 
customers, Hadleigh Castings Ltd, made the decision to move firstly for an 'in-
house' Environmental Management System and, in the future, to seek certification 
for the international Environmental Management System Standard BS EN 14001: 
1996. The decisive driving forces for implementing the EMS were to comply with 
environmental legislation and improve its business performance. The main steps 
of the EMS implementation within HCL, follow: 
Feasibility study of an EMS implementation; 
Top management commitment; 
Initial environmental preparatory review; 
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Communication of environmental policy statement; 
Environmental planning, with the establishment of an Environmental Task 
Force, and environmental objectives, targets and programme, the compilation 
of a register of environmental legislation and impacts; 
Environmental implementation & operation with the compilation & 
implementation of the manual, procedures & work instructions; 
Checking and corrective action, including the measurement and monitoring of 
environmental indicators, the establishment of an auditing programme 
identifying Non Conformances and requests for Corrective & Preventive 
Actions against the existing intend of HCL's EMS and 
Environmental Review. 
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6.2. Conclusions 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd. benefited from the implementation of an Environmental 
Management System (EMS) in the following ways. 
Small companies seeking to comply with legislation may not always be up to date. 
Weaknesses on compliance were identified at Hadleigh Castings Ltd. and changed 
by the integration of a systematic approach to environmental compliance review 
and by an appointment of a full-time Health, Safety and Training officer. The 
overall employees of HCL, especially the Environmental Task Force members 
made a large effort to implement the 'in-house' EMS. 
The EMS documentation including the environmental policy statement, register of 
legislation, register of environmental aspects, site and water flow plans, 
programme, objectives and targets, rules and responsibilities, approved supplier 
database, environmental manual, procedures, work instruction, audit programme 
and results, corrective action, environmental indicators monitoring, training 
records, complaints records, and other documents, must be controlled and 
maintained. At HCL, the use of a software primarily used for Quality 
Management System, reduced the bureaucracy and provided a single database for 
Quality and Environment, facilitating a future integration of Management 
Systems. 
The company benefited from a better control of its environmental impacts and of 
its emergency preparedness. 
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HCL had a better understanding of monitoring & managing its utility and raw 
material consumption, which provided improved information for budgeting and 
account management (E.g. Green taxation, Raw material management, melting 
costing ... ). This improved the effectiveness of the management of the company 
and should generate long term cost benefits. 
In the future the company will be looking for better ways of doing things, by 
promoting BATNEEC (Best Available Technology Not Entailing Excessive 
Cost), by investing in new equipment (furnaces, lighting ... ) and by handling 
project management in taking into account financial, manufacturing, Health & 
Safety and environmental criteria during the decision making process. 
Despite not having continuous commitment and time from the Senior 
Management, Hadleigh Castings Ltd.'s awareness success has been to organise an 
Environmental Task Force, where members have been chosen through a voluntary 
recruiting campaign to ensure that they would be motivated and would 
communicate their commitment to all employees. 
Consultation with the regulatory bodies, the Environmental Agency and the 
Babergh District Council decreased the suspicion barrier between regulators and 
the Senior Management ofSMEs in the Aluminium Foundry Industry sector. HCL 
benefits from the removal of one condition and several modifications of its 
Environmental Protection Act Prescribed Processes Authorisation, by reviewing 
and comparing it against the actual legislation texts. 
This project improved the environmental performances of an aluminium foundry 
SME and provided a case study for promotion and communication to third parties. 
Hadleigh Castings Ltd Case Study - Implementing an environmental management 
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system within a traditional aluminium casting manufacturing SME was presented 
as part of the 'Manufacturing for the Environment' module at Loughborough 
University in May 2000. Further papers were presented to conferences (Roumegas 
L. et al. , June 2000; Roumegas et al L., Sep 2000). These communications have 
promoted sustainable development to the Industry sector. 
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6.3. General advice for SMEs 
A comprehensive initial preparatory review enables SMEs to estimate the extent 
of resources required for implementing an Environmental Management System. 
This provides a snap shot of environmental performances, potential past 
contamination of the soil and breaches to environmental legislation by the 
company. This step should be exhaustively undertaken. 
One key success issue is to generate cultural change within a company. This 
environmental cultural change is operating when mind-thinking directs working 
practices. This evidently takes place when there is strong top management 
commitment, resources, a voluntary scheme, early awareness and a 
communication campaign. It also requires time. The success of an integration of 
environmental awareness to working practices is all about people, the involvement 
of an enthusiastic and conscientious workforce is an absolute requirement for 
improving processes (Reid C., Nov. 1999). 
Ensuring a strong senior commitment, involving the right project co-ordinators to 
champion the philosophy and bringing external expertise in appointing an 
environmental consultant will provide the forces to drive employees toward a 
sustainable competitiveness and a continual improvement (Mitchell C., Dec 
1999). 
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7. Suggestions for further work 
The environmental pressures on industry will increase due to the enforcement of 
green taxation, the implementation of the European Integrated Pollution 
Prevention Directive and the uptake of EMS standards by customers of the 
aluminium foundry industry such as the automotive and petrochemical sectors. 
At Hadleigh Castings Ltd, there is a need to undertake a systematic Environmental 
Management System review meeting. The maintenance of the system will be 
essential. It will require considerable teamwork; Senior Management 
commitment, awareness and communication need to be reinforced. A major clean 
up and control of the building and maintenance activities are required before any 
new arrangement is made for ISO 1400 I Standard Certification with the British 
Standard Institute. Furthermore work instructions and procedures must be fully 
implemented and stringently controlled to ensure conformity between the existing 
'in-house' EMS and the requirements of the BS EN ISO 14001 standard. The 
certification to ISO 1400 I will depend on the auditing process and on the 
efficiency of undertaking corrective and preventive actions. It will also involve 
the demonstration of continual improvement, which is to be reviewed in each 
environmental review meeting. 
With these requirements in place, Hadleigh Castings Ltd could become a BS EN 
ISO 14001 certified aluminium foundry. 
In the future, Hadleigh Castings Ltd. should combine the three management 
systems: Quality, Health & Safety and Environment into a single Integrated 
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Management System. The major benefits will be the decrease in administrative 
tasks and costs of external certification. 
There is considerable scope for environmental improvements within industrial 
sectors. They would be achieved through the introduction of a formal or informal 
environmental management system. As with the Environment Agency's draft 
technical guidance on IPPC and the government's practical guide, EMSs get 
strong endorsement and enable the practice of Best Available Technology (BAT) 
(Ends, Aug 2000). 
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Organizations of all kinds are increasingly concerned to achieve and demo 
onstrate sound environmental performance by controlling the impact of 
their actiVities, products or services on the environment, takin g into account 
their environmental policy and objectives. They do so in the context of in· 
creasingly stringent legislation, the development of economic policies and 
other measures to foster environmental protection, and a general growth 01. 
concem from interested parties about environmental matters including 
sustainable development. 
Many organizations have undertaken environmental "reviews· or "audits· to 
assess their environmental performance. On their own, however, these 
"reviews· and "audits· may not be sufficient to provide an organization with 
the assurance that its performance not only meets, but will continue to 
. meet, ~s legal and policy requirements. To be effective, they need to be 
conducted within a structured management system and integrated with 
overall management activity. 
International Standards covering environmental management are intended 
to provide organizations with the elements of an effective environmental 
management system which can be integrated with other management re· 
quirements, to assist organizations to achieve environmental and economic 
goals. These Standards, like other International Standards, are not in· 
tended to be used to create non·tariff trade barriers or to increase or 
change an organization's legal obligations. 
This International Standard specifies the requirements of such an environ· 
mental management system. It has been written to be applicable to all 
types and sizes of organizations and to accommodate diverse geographi· 
cal, cultural and social conditions. The basis of the approach is shown in 
.figure 1. The success of the system depends on commitment from all 
levels and functions, especially from top management. A system of this 
kind enables an organization to establish, and assess the effectiveness of, 
procedures to set an environmental policy and objectives, achieve con· 
formance with them,· and demonstrate such conformance to others. The 
overall aim of this International Standard is to support environmental pro· 
tection and prevention of pollution in balance with socio·economic needs. It 
should be noted that many of the requirements may be addressed concur· 
rently or revisited at any time. 
There is an important distinction between this specification which describes 
the requirements for certilicationlregistration and/or self·declaration of an 
organization's environmental management system and a non·certifiable 
guideline intended to provide generic assistance to an organization for im· 
plementing or improving an environmental managemont system. Environ· 
mental management encompasses a full rar,ge of issues including those 
with strategic and competitive implications. Demonstration of successful 
implementation of this International Standard can be used by an organ· 
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ization to assure interested parties that an appropriate environmental man-
agement system is in place. 
Management Review 
Checking and 
Conective Action 
environmental Policy 
PlannIng 
L __ ~ _____ --1 ..., "r- ' . 
........ ------
Figure 1 - Environmental management system model for this 
fnternational Standard 
Guidance on supporting environmental management techniques will be 
contained in other International Standards. 
This International Standard contains only those requirements that may be 
objectively audited for certilication/registration purposes and/or self-
declaration purposes. Those organizations requiring more general guid-
ance on a broad range of environmental management system issues 
should refer to ISO 14004:1996, Environmental management systems-
General guidelines on principles, systems and supporting techniques. 
" should be noted that this International Standard does not establish absol-
ute requirements for environmental performance beyond commitment, in 
the policy, to compliance with applicable legislation and regulations and to 
continual improvement. Thus, two organizations carrying out similar ac-
tivities but having different environmental performance may both comply . 
with its requirements. 
The adoption and implementation of a range of environmental management 
techniques in a systematic manner can contribute to optimal outcomes for 
all interested parties. However, adoption of this International Standard will 
not in itseif guarantee optimal environmental outcomes. In vrder to achieve 
environmental objectives, the environmental management system should 
",ncourage organizations to consider implement~'{ion of the best available 
technology, where appropriate and where economically viable. In addition, 
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the cost effectiveness of such technology should be fully taken into ac-
count. 
This International Standard is not intended to address, and does not in-
clude requirements for, aspects of occupational health and salety man-
agement; however, it does not seek to discourage an organization from 
developing integration of such management system elements. Neverthe-
less, the certification/registration process will only be applicable to aspects 
of the environmental management system. 
This International Standard shares common management system princi-
ples with the ISO 9000 series of quality system Standards. Organizations 
may elect to use an existing management system consistent with the 
ISO 9000 series as a basis for its environmental management system. It 
should be understood, however, that the application of various elernents of 
the management system may differ due to different purposes and dillerent 
interested parties. While quality management systems deal with customer 
needs, environmental management systems address the needs of a broad 
range of interested parties and the evolving needs of SOciety for environ-
mental protection. 
The environmental management system requirements specified in this In-
temational Standard do not need to be established independently of exist-
ing management system elements. In some cases, it will be possible to 
comply with the requirements by adapting existing rnanagement system 
elements. 
'. , 
blank 
~------------------------------------------------------------l 
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Environmental management systems -- Specification with 
guidance for use 
1 Scope 
This Intemational Standard specifies requirements for 
an environmental management system, to enable an 
organization to formulate a policy and objectives tak-
ing into account legislative requirements and infor-
mation about significant environmental impacts. It 
applies to those environmental aspects which the or-
ganization can control and over which it can be ex-
pected to have an influence. It does not itself state 
specific environmental performance criteria. 
This International Standard is applicable to any or-
ganization that wishes to 
a) implement, maintain and improve an environ-
mental management system; 
b) assure itself of its conformance with its stated 
environmental policy; 
c) demonstrate such conformance to others; 
d) . seek certification/registration of its environmental 
management system by an external organization; 
e) make a self-determination and self-declaration of 
conformance with this International Standard. 
All the requirements in this International Standard are 
intended to be incorporated into any environmental 
management system. The extent of the application will 
depend on such factors as the environmental policy of 
the organization, the nafure of its activities and the 
conditions in which it operates. This InternatiOnal 
Standard also provides, iri annex A, informative guid-
ance on the use of the specification. 
. T,he scope of any application of this International 
Standard mllst be clearly identified. 
'lOTE-For ease of use. the subclause of the specification 
. ,d annex A have related numbers; thus, for example. 
4.3.3. and A.3.3 both deal with environmental objectives 
and targets, and 4.5.4 and A.5.4 both deal with environ-
mental management system audit. 
2 Normative references 
There are no normative references at present. 
3 Definitions 
For the purposes of this International Standard, the 
following definitions apply. 
3.1 
continual improvement 
process of enhancing the environmental management 
system to achieve improvements in overall environ-
mental performance in line with the organization's en-
vironmental policy 
NOTE - The process need not take place in all areas of 
activity simultaneously. 
3.2 
environment 
surroundings in which an organization operates, in-
cluding air, water, land, natural resources, flora, fauna, 
humans, and their interrelation 
. . . . 
NOTE - Surroundings in this context extend from within an 
organization to the global system. 
3.3 
environmental aspect 
element of an organization's activities, produ(;is or 
services that can interact with the environment 
NOTE - A significant environmental aspect is an env~ron­
mental aspect that has or can have a significant environ-
mental impact. 
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3.4 
environmental impact 
any change to the environment, whether adverse or 
benelicial, wholly or partially resulting Irom an organ· 
ization's activities, products or services 
3.5 
environmental management system 
the part of the overall management system that in-
cludes organizational structure, planning activities, re-
sponsibilities, practices, procedures, processes and 
resources for developing, implementing, achieving, 
reviewing and maintaining the environmental policy 
3.6 
environmental management system audit 
a systematic and documented verification process of 
objectively obtaining and evaluating evidence to de-
termine whether an organization's environmental 
management system conforms to the environmental 
management system audit criteria set by the organ-
ization, and for communication of the results of this 
process to management 
3.7 
environmental objective 
overall environmental goal, arising from the environ-
mental policy, that an organization sets itself to 
achieve, and which is quantified where practicable 
3.8 
environmental performance 
measurable results of the environmental management 
system, related to an organization's control of its envi-
ronmental aspects, based on its environmental policy, 
objectives and targets 
3.9 
environmental policy 
statement by the organization of its intentions and 
principles in relation to its overall environmental per-
formance which provides a framework for action and 
for the setting of its environmental objectives and tar-
gets 
3.10 
environmental target 
detailed performance requirement, quantified where 
practicable, applicable to the organization or parts 
thereof, that arises from the environmental objectives· 
and that needs to be set and met in order to achieve 
those objectives 
3.11 
interested party 
individual' or group concerned with or aiiected by the 
environmental perform:mce of an organization 
3.12 
organization 
company, corporation, firm, enterprise, authority or 
institution, or part or combination thereof, Whether in-
corporated or not, public or private, that has its own 
functions and administration 
NOTE - For organizations with more than one operating 
unit, a single operating unit may be defined as an organiz· 
ation. 
3.13 
prevention of pollution 
use of processes, practices, materials or products that 
avoid, reduce or control pollution, which may include 
recycling, treatment, process changes, control 
mechanisms, efficient use of resources and material 
substitution 
NOTE - The potential benefits of prevention of pollution 
include the reduction of adverse environmental impacts, 
improved efficiency and reduced costs. 
4 Environmental management system 
requirements 
4.1 General requirements 
The organization shall establish and maintain an en· 
vironmental management system, the requirements of 
which are described in the whole of clause 4. 
4.2 Environmental policy 
Top management shall define the organization's en-
vironmental policy and ensure that it 
a) is appropriate to the nature, scale and environ-
mental impacts of its activities, products or ser-
vices; 
b) includes a commitment to continual improvement 
and prevention of pollution; 
c) includes a commitment to comply with relevant 
environmental legislation and regulations, <l,nd 
with other requirements to which the organization 
subscribes; 
d) provides the framework for setting and reviewing 
environmental objectives and targets; 
e) is..Qocumented, implpmented and maintained and 
communicated to aii employees; 
f) is available to the pubiic. 
4.3 Planning 
4.3.1 Environmental aspects 
The organization shall establish and maintain (a) 11!!?-
cedure(s) to identify the environmental aspects of its 
activities, products or services that it can control and 
over which it can be expected to have an influence, in 
order to determine those which have or can have 
signHicant impacts on the environment. The organ-
ization shall ensure that the aspects related to these 
significant impacts are considered in setting its en-
vironmental objectives. 
The organization shall keep this information up-to-
date. 
4.3.2 Legal and other requirements 
The organization shall establish and maintain a...J2lll.-
~ to identify and have access to legal and other 
requirements to which the organization subscribes, 
that are applicable to the environmental aspects of its 
activities, products or services. 
4.3.3 Objectives and targets 
The organization shall establish and maintain docu-
'Jt('oted environmental objectives and targets, at each 
relevant function and level within the organization. 
When establishing and reviewing its objectives, an 
organization shall consider the legal and other re-
quirements, its significant environmental aspects, its 
technological options and its financial, operational and 
business requirements, and the views of interested 
parties. 
The objectives and targets shall be consistent with the 
environmental policy, including the commitment to 
prevention of pollution. 
4.3A Environmental management programme(s) 
The organization shall establish and maintain (a) m:Q.-
wamme(s) for achieving its objectives and targets. 11 
shall include 
a) designation of responsibility for achieving objec-
tives and targets at each relevant function and 
level of the organization; 
b) the means and time-frame by which they are to be 
achieved. 
If a project rela!es to new developments and new 
or modified activities, products or services, pro-
gramme(s)'shall be amended where relevan! to en-
sure that environmental management applies to such 
projects. 
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4.4 Implementation and operation 
4.4.1 Structure and responsibility 
Roles, responsibility and authorities shall be defined, 
documented and communicated in order to facilitate 
effective environmental management. 
Management shall provide resources essential to the 
implementation and control of the environmental man-
agement system. Resources include human resources 
and specialized skills, technology and financial re-
sources. 
The organization's top management shall appoint (a) 
specific management representative(s) who, irrespec-
tive of other responsibilities, shall have defined roles, 
responsibilities and authority for 
a) ensuring that environmental management system 
requirements are established, implemented and 
maintained in accordance with this International 
Standard; 
b) reporting on the performance of the environmental 
management system to top management for re-
view and as a basis for improvement of the en-
vironmental management system. 
4.4.2 Training, awareness and competence 
The organization shall identify training needs. It shall 
require that all personnel whose w0rl5...r:naL crea~ a 
llignificanLiIllR!iclJlPon _ th~_ElDyj!Q.n_rn~flLJ:l.av~-,_e­
c~ru;!Qro'priate training. 
It shall establish and maintain procedures to make its 
employees or members at each relevant function and 
level aware of 
a) the importance of conformance with the environ-
mental policy and procedures and with the re-
quirements of the environmental management 
system; 
b) the significant environmental impacts, actual or 
potential, of their work activities and the environ-
mental benefits of improved personal perform-
ance; 
c) thei,r roles and responsibilities in achieving con-
formance with the environmental policy and pro-
cedures. and with the requirements of the 
environmental . management system, including 
emergency preparedness and response require-
ments; 
d) lhe potential consequences of depmturc from 
specified operating procedures, 
Personnel performing the tasks which can cause sig-
nificant environmental impacts shall be competent on 
- - - ---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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the basis of appropriate education, training and/or ex-
perience. 
4.4,3 Communication 
With regard to its environmental aspects and environ-
mental management system, the organization shall 
establish and maintain procedures tor 
a) internal communication between the various 
levels and functions of the organization; 
b) receiving, documenting and responding to rel-
evant communication from external interested 
parties. 
The organization shall consider processes for external 
communication on its significant environmental as-
pects and record its decision. 
4.4.4 Environmental management system 
documentation 
The organization shall establish and maintain inform-
ation, in paper or electronic form, to 
a} describe the core elements of the management 
system and their interaction; 
b) provide direction to related documentation. 
4.4.5 Document control 
The organization shall establish and maintain pro-
cedures for controlling all documents required by this 
International Standard to ensure that 
a) they can be located; 
b) they are periodically reviewed, revised as necess-
ary and approved for adequacy by autlionzed 
personnel; 
c) the current versions of relevant documents are 
available at al1locations where operations essen-
tial to the effective functioning of the environ-
mental management system are performed; 
d) obsolete documents are promptly removed from 
all points of issue and points of use, or otherwise 
assured against unintended use; 
e) any obsolete documents retained for legal and/or 
knowledge preservation purposes are suitably 
identified. 
Documentation shall be !!lgible, dJlled' (with dates of 
revision) and readiiy identifialJi8, maintained in an or-
derly manner :-.nd retained for a specified period. Pro-,. 
cQq!![§l.§,,!r,qJQ~p.2.fl.!>lbili~es shall be established and 
maintained concerning the creation and modification of 
the varioustypes of document. .------' ' ... " 
--_ .. ,._- --._-----,-" --". 
4.4.6 Operational controt 
The organization shall identify those operations and 
activities that are associated with the identified signifi-
cant environmental aspects in line with its policy, ob-
jectives and targets. The organization shall plan these 
activities, including maintenance, in order to ensure 
that they are carried out under specified conditions by 
a) establishing and maintaining documented pro-
cedures to cover situations where their absence 
could lead to deviations from the environmental 
policy and the objectives and targets; 
b) stipulating operating criteria in the procedures; 
c) establishing and maintaining procedures related 
to the identifiable significant environmental as-
pects of goods and services used by the organ-
ization and communicating relevant procedures 
and requirements to suppliers and contractors. 
'" 
4.4.7 Emergency preparedness and response 
The organization shall establish and maintain.P!:2:. 
cedures to identify potential for and respond to acci-
dents and emergency situations, and for preventing 
and mitigating the environmental impacts that may be 
associated with them. ' 
The organization shall review and revise, where nec-
essary, its emergencL.P!eparedness and._r?§R()IlS.e 
procedures, in particular, after the occurrence of acci-
dents or emergency situations. 
The organization shall also l3eriodically test such pro-
cedures where practicable. 
4.5 Checking and corrective action 
4_5.1 Monitoring and measurement 
The organization shall establish and maintain ~­
mented procedures to monitor and measure, on a 
regular basis, the key characteristics of its operations 
and activities that can have a significant impact on the 
environment. This shall include the recording of 
information to track performance, relevant operational 
controls and conformance with the organization's en-
vironmental objectives and targets. 
Monitoring equipment shall be calibrated and main-
tained and records of this process shall be retained 
according 10 the orC:lnization's procedures. 
The organiZation shall establish and maintain a ,~ 
fllenteurocedure for periodically evaluating comrli-
'ance with relevant environmental iegislation and 
regulations. 
4.5.2 Nonconformance and corrective and 
preventive action 
The organization shall establish and maintainJ2!2.-
J;edures. for defining rJl§Pon~bility and authority for 
handling and investigating nonconformance, taking 
action to mitigate any impacts caused and for initiating 
and completing corrective and preventive action. 
Any corrective or preventive action taken to eliminate 
the causes of actual and potential nonconformances 
shall be appropriate to the magnitude ..QLQroblems and 
commensurate with the environmental impact encoun-
tered. 
The organization shall implement and record any 
changes in the documented procedures resulting from 
corrective and preventive action. 
4.5.3 Records 
The organization Shall establish and maintain.QCQ:. 
cedures for the identification, maintenance and dispo-
sition of environmental records. These, records shall 
include training records and the re~_ults of audits and 
reviews. 
Environmental records shall be legible, identifiable and 
traceable to the activity, product or service inVOlved. 
Environmental records shall be stored and maintained 
in such a way that they are readily retrievable and 
protected against damage, deterioration or loss. Their 
retention times shall be established and recorded. 
Records shall be maintained, as appropriate to the 
system and to the organization, to demonstrate con-
formance to the requirements of this International 
Standard. 
4.5.4 Environmental management system audit 
The organization shall establish and maintain (a)..£!2::.. 
gramme(s) and procedures for periodic environmental 
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management system audits to be carried out, in order 
to 
a) determine whether or not the environmental man-
agement system 
1) conforms to planned arrangements for en-
vironmental management including the re-
quirements of this International Standard; and 
2) has been properly implemented and main-
tained; and 
b) provide information on the results of audits to 
management. 
The organization's audit programme, including any 
schedule, shall be based on the environmental import-
ance of t~activity concerned and'theresiiits'o(pre-
vious audits. in order to be comprehensive, the audit 
procedures shall cover the audit scope, frequency and 
methodologies, as well as the responsibilities and re-
Quirements for conducting audits and reporting results. 
4.6 Management review 
The organization's top management shall, at intervals 
that it determines, review. the environmental manage-
ment system, to ensure its continuing ~uitability, ad-
equacy and effectiveness. The management review 
process shall ensure that the necessary information is 
collected to allow management to carry out this 
evaluation. This review shall be gocumented. 
The management review shall addre,ss the possible 
need for changes to policy. objectives and other el-
ements of the environmental management system, in 
the light of environmental management system audit 
results, changing circumstances and the commitment 
to continual improvement. 
- - - - - - - - - - --------------------------~ 
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Annex A 
(informative) 
Guidance on the use of the specification 
This annex gives additional information on the re-
quirements and is intended to avoid misinterpretation 
of the specification. This annex only addresses the 
environmental management system requirements con 
tained in clause 4. 
A.1 General requirements 
It is intended that the implementation 01 an environ-
mental management system described by the speci-
fication will result in improved environmental perform-
ance. The specification is based on the concept that 
the organization will periodically review and evaluate 
its environmental management system in order to 
identily opportunities for improvement and their im-
plementation. Improvements in its environmental 
management system are intended to result in ad-
ditional improvements in environmental performance. 
The environmental management system provides a 
structured process for the achievement of continual 
improvement, the rate and extent of which will be de-
termined by the organization in the light of economic 
and other circumstances. Although some improvement 
in environmental performance can be expected due to 
the adoption of a systematic approach, it should be 
understood that the environmental management sys-
tem is a tool which enables the organization to achieve 
and systematically control the level of environmental 
perfonmance that it sets itself. The establishment and 
operation of an environmental management system 
will not, in itself, necessarily result in an immediate re-
duction 01 adverse environmental impact. 
An organization has the freedom and flexibility to de-
fine its boundaries and may choose to implement this 
International Standard with respect to the entire or-' 
ganization, or to specific operating units or activities of 
the organization. If this International Standard is irri-
pl~mented for a speCific operating unit or activily, pol-
. ICles and procedures developed by other 'larts of the 
organization can be used to meet ihe. req~irements of 
this International Standard, provided that they are 
applicable to the specilir operating unit or activity thdt. 
will be subject to it. The level of detail and complexity . 
of the enVlronmEmlal management system, Ihe extent 
of documenlation and the resources devoted to it will 
be dependDnt in the size of an organization and the 
nature of its activities. This may be the case in particu-
lar for small and medium-sized enterprises. 
Integration of environmental matters with the overall 
management system can contribute to the effective 
implementation of the environmental management 
system, as well as to efficiency and to clarity of roles. 
This International Standard contains management 
system requirements, based on the dynamic cyclical 
process of 'plan, implement, check and review". 
The system should enable an organization to 
a) establish an environmental policy appropriate to 
itself; 
b) identify the environmental aspects ariSing from 
the organization's past, existing or planned ac-
tivities, products or services, to determine the en-
vironmental impacts of significance; 
c) identify the relevant legislative and regulatory re-
quirements; 
d) identify priorities and set appropriate environ-. 
mental objectives and targets; 
e) establish a structure and (a) programme(s) to im-
plement the policy and achieve objectives and 
targets; 
f) facilitate planning, control, monitoring, corrective 
action, auditing and review activities to ensure 
both that the policy is complied with and that the 
environmental management system remains ap-
propriate; 
g) be capable of adapting to changing circum-
stances. 
A.2 Environmental policy 
The environmental policy is the driver for implementing 
and improving the organization's environmental man-
agement system so that it can maintain and potentially 
improve its environmental periormance. The policy 
should therefore reflect the commitment of top man-
agement to compliance with applicable laws and con-
tinual improvement. The policy forrns the basis upon 
which the organization sets its objectives and targets .. 
The policy should be sufficiently clear to be capabiG of 
being understood by internal and external ir.terested 
parties and should be periodically reviewed and re-
vised to reflect changing conditions and inforrnation. 
Its area of application should be clearly identifiable. 
The organization's top management should define and 
document its environmental policy within the context of 
the environmental policy of any broader corporate 
body of which it is a part and with the endorsement of 
that body, if there is one. 
NOTE - Top management may consist of an individual or 
group of individuals with executive responsibility for the or· 
ganization. 
A.3 Planning 
A.3.1 Environmental aspects 
Subclause 4.3.1 is intended to provide a process for 
an organization to identify significant environmental 
aspects that should be addressed as a priority by the 
organization's environmental management system. 
This process should take into account the cost and 
• time of undertaking the analysis and the availability of 
reliable data. Information already developed for regu-
latory or other purposes may be used in this process. 
Organizations may also take into account the degree 
of practical control they may have over the environ-
mental aspects being considered. Organizations 
should determine what their environmental aspects 
are, taking into account the inputs and outputs as-
sociated with their current and relevant past activities, 
products and/or selVices. 
An organization with no existing environmental man-
agement system should, initially, establish its current 
position with regard to the environment by means of a 
review. The aim should be to consider all environ-
mental aspects of the organization as a basis for es-
tablishing the environmental management system. 
Those organizations with operating environmental 
management systems do not have to undertake such 
a review. 
The review should cover four key areas: 
a) legislative and regulatory requirements; 
b) an identification of significant environmental as-
pects; 
c) an examination of all eXisting environmental man-
agement practices and procedures; 
d) an evalualion of feedback from the investigation 
of previous incidents. . 
Ir.. all cases, consideration should be given to normal 
and abnormal operations within the organization, and 
to potential emergency conditirons. 
A suitable approac:, io the review may include check-
!ists, interviev.js. direc't inspection and measurement, 
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results of previous audits or other reviews depending 
on the nature of the activities. 
The process to identify the significant enVironmental 
aspects associated with the activities at operating 
units should. where relevant, consider, 
a) emissions to air; 
b) releases to water; 
c) waste management; 
d) contamination of fand; 
e) use of raw materials and natural resources; 
f) other local environmental and community issues. 
This process should consider normal operating con-
ditions, shut-down and start-up conditions, as well as 
the realistic potential significant impacts associated 
with reasonably foreseeable or emergency situations. 
The process is intended to identify significant en-
vironmental aspects associated with activities. prod-
ucts or selVices, and is not intended to require a de-
tailed life cycle assessment. Organizations do not 
have to evaluate each product, component or raw 
material input. They may select categories of activi-
ties, products or selVices to identify those aspects 
most likely to have a significant impact. 
The control and influence over the environmental as-
pects of products vary significantly, depending on the 
market situation of the organization. A contractor or 
supplier to the organization may have comparatively 
little control, while the organization responsible for 
product design can alter the aspects significantly by 
changing, for example, a single input material. Whilst 
recognizing that organizations may have limited con-
trol over the use and disposal of their products, they 
should consider, where practical, proper handling and 
disposal mechanisms. This provision is not intended to 
change or increase an organisation's legal obligations. 
A.3.2 Legal and other requirements 
Examples of other requirements to which the organ-
ization may subscribe are 
a) industry codes of practice; 
b) agreements with public authorities; 
c) non-regulatory guidelines. 
A.3.3 Objectives and targets 
The objectives ~~,ould be specific and targets sh<::t;ld 
be measurable wherever practicable, and wh"re ap-
propria.te take preventative measures into account. 
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When ~onsidering their technological options, an or-
ganization may consider the use of the best available 
technology where economically viable cost-effective 
and judged appropriate. ' 
The reference to the financial requirements of the or-
ganization is not intended to imply that organizations 
are obliged to use environmental cost-accounting 
methodologies. 
A,3.4 Environmental management pro-
gramme(s) 
The creation and use 01 one or more programmes is a 
key element to the successful implementation of an 
environment~1 management system. The programme 
should describe how the organization's objectives and 
targets will be achieved, including time-scales and 
p~rs~nnel ~esponsible I~r implementing the organiz-
ations. enVIronmental policy. This programme may be 
~ub~lv~ded to a~dress specilic elements 01 the organ-
Ization s operallOns. The programme should include 
an environmental review lor new activities. 
The programme may include, where appropriate and 
practical, consideration 01 planning, design, pro-
duction, marketing and disposal stages. This may be 
undertaken lor both current and new activities, prod-
uct~ or serv~ces. For products this may address 
deSign, matenals, production processes, use and ulti-
mate disposal. For installations or significant modili-
c~lIons of proc.esses this may address planning, de-
sIgn, constr.uctlOn, commissioning, operation and, at 
the appr?p~lat~ time determined by the organization, 
decommlsslonlOg. 
A,4 Implementation and operation 
A.4.1 Structure and responsibility 
The successful implementation of an environmental 
management system calls for the commitment of all 
employees of the organization. Environmental re-
sponsibilities therefore should not be seen as confined 
to the environmental function, but may also include 
other areas of an organization, such as operational 
management or staff functions other than environ-
mental. 
This commitment should begin at the highest levels of 
management. Accordingly, top management should 
establish the organization's environmental policy and 
~nsure that the enVIronmental msnagement system is 
Implemented. As part of this com;nitment, the top 
management should designate (a) specific manage· 
ment representative(s) with defined responsibility and 
authority for implemGnting the environmental man-
agement system. In large or complex organizations 
there may be more than one designated representa-
tive. In small or medium sized enterprises, these re-
sponsibilities may be undertaken by one individual. 
Top management should also ensure that appropriate 
resources are provided to ensure that the environ-
mental management system is implemented and 
maintained. It is also important that the key environ-
mental management system responsibilities are well 
defined and communicated to the relevant personnel. 
A.4.2 Training, awareness and competence 
The organization should establiSh and maintain pro· 
cedures for identifying training needs. The organiz-
ation should also require that contractors working on 
its behalf are able to demonstrate that their employees 
have the requisite training. 
Management should determine the level of experi-
ence, competence and training necessary to ensure 
the capability of personnel, especially those carrying 
out specialized environmental management functions. 
A.4.3 Communication 
Organizations should implement a procedure for re-
ceiving, documenting and responding to relevant in-
formation and requests from interested parties. This 
procedure may include a dialogue with interested par-
ties and consideration of their relevant concerns. In 
some circumstances, responses to interested parties' 
concerns may include relevant information about the 
environmental impacts associated with the organiz-
ation's operations. These procedures should also 
address necessary communications with public 
authorities regarding emergency planning and other 
relevant issues. 
A.4.4 Environmental management 'system 
documentation 
The level of detail of the documentation should be suf-
ficient to describe the core elements of the environ-
mental management system and their interaction and 
provide direction on where to obtain more detailed in-
formation on thl? operation of specific parts of the en-
vironmental management system. This documentation 
may be integrated with documentation. of other sys· 
tems implemen!8d by the organization. It does not 
have to be in the form of a single manual. 
Re!med documental!!)n may include 
a) process information; 
b) organizational charts; 
c) internal standards and operational procedures; 
d) site emergency plans. 
A.4.S Document control 
The intent of 4.4.5 is to ensure that organizations ere. 
ate and maintain documents in a manner sufficient to 
implement the environmental management system. 
However, the primary focus of organizations should be 
on the effective implementation of the environmental 
management system and on environmental perform-
ance and not on a complex documentation control 
system. 
A.4.6 Operational control 
Text may be included here in a future revision. 
A.4.7 Emergency preparedness and 
response 
Text may be included here in a future revision. 
A.S Checking and corrective action 
A.S.l Monitoring and measurement 
Text may be included here in a future revision. 
A.S.2 Nonconformance and corrective and 
preventive action 
In establishing and maintaining procedures for investi-
gating and correcting nonconformance; the organiz-
ation should include these basic elements: 
a) identifying the cause of the nonconformance; 
b) identifying and implementing the necessary cor-
rective action; 
c) implementing or modifying controls necessary to 
avoid repetition of the nonconformance; 
d) recording any changes in written procedures re-
sulting from the corrective action. 
Depending on the Situation, this may· be accomplished 
rapidly and with a minimum of Jormal planning or it 
may be a more complex and long-term activity. The 
associated documentation' should be appropriate to 
the level of corrective action. 
A.S.3 Recores 
Pmcedures for identification. maintenance and dis-
osition of records should focus on those records 
9ded for the implementation and operation of the 
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environmental management system and for recording 
the extent to which planned objectives and targets 
have been mel. 
Environmental records may include 
a) information on applicable environmental laws or 
other requirements; 
b) complaint records; 
c) training records; 
d) process information; 
e) product information; 
f) inspection, maintenance and calibration records; 
g) pertinent contractor and supplier information; 
h) incident reports; 
i) information on emergency preparedness and re-
sponse; 
j) information on significant environmental aspects; 
k) audit results; 
I) management reviews_ 
Proper account should be taken of confidential busi-
ness information. 
A.S.4 Environmental management system 
audit 
The audit programme and procedures should cover 
a) the activities and areas to be considered in audits; 
b) the frequency of audits; 
c) the responsibilities associated with managing and 
conducting audits; 
d) the communication of audit results; 
e) auditor competence; 
f) how audits will be conducted. 
Audits may be performed by personnel from within the 
organization and/or by external persons selected by 
the organization. In either case, the persons conduct-
ing the audit should be in a position to do so impar-
tially and .objectively. 
A.6 Managementreview 
in order to mair.!ain continual improvement, suitability 
and effectiveness of the environmental managemont 
s)'stem, and thereby its perform3"ce, the organiz-
ation's management should review and evaluate the 
environmental management system at defined inter-
vals. The scope of the review should be comprehen-
--~ -- ------------------------------, 
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sive, though not all elements of an environmental 
management system need to be reviewed at once and 
the review process may take place over a period of 
time. 
The review of the policy, objectives and procedures 
should be carried out by the level of management that 
defined them. 
Reviews should include 
al results from audits; 
b) the extent to which objectives and targets have 
been met; 
cl the continuing suitability of the environmental 
management system in relation to changing 
conditions and information; 
dl concerns amongst relevant interested parties. 
Observations, conclusions and recommendations 
should be documented for necessary action. 
AnnexB 
(informative) 
Links between ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 
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Tables 8.1 and B.2 identify links and broad technical correspondences between ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 and vice 
versa. 
The objective of the comparison is to demonstrate the combinability of both systems to those organizations already 
operating one of these International Standards and which may wish to operate both. 
A direct link between subclauses of the two International Standards has only been established if the two subclauses 
are largely congruent in requirements. Beyond that, many detailed cross-connections of minor relevance exist which 
could not be shown here. 
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Table B.1- Correspondence between ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 
ISO 14001:1996 ISO 9001 :1994 
General requirements 4.1 4.2.1 1st sentence General 
Environmental policy 4.2 4.1.1 Quality policy 
Planning 
Environmental aspects 4.3.1 
-
Legal and other requirements 4.3.2 _1) 
Objectives and targets 4.3.3 _2) 
Environmental management pro- 4.3.4 
-
gramme(s) 
- 4.2.3 Quality planning 
Implementation and operation 
Structure and responsibility 4.4.1 4.1.2 Organization 
Training. awareness and competence 4.4.2 4.18 Training 
Communication 4.4.3 -
Environmental management system 4.4.4 4.2.1 without General 
documentation 1 st sentence 
Document control 4.4.5 4.5 Document and data control 
Operational control 4.4.6 4.2.2 Quality system procedures 
4.4.6 4.3 3) Contract review 
4.4.6 4.4 Design control 
4.4.6 4.6 Purchasing 
4.4.6 4.7 Control of customer-supplied product 
4.4.6 4.9 Process control 
4.4.6 4.15 Handling. storage. packaging. preser· 
vation and delivery 
4.4.6 4.19 Servicing 
- 4.8 Product identification and traceability 
Emergency preparedness and 4.4.7 
-
res-Donse 
Checking and corrective action 
Monitoring and measurement 4.5.1 1st and 3rd 4.10 Inspection and testing 
paragraphs 
- 4.12 Inspection and test status 
- 4.20 Statistical techniques 
Monitoring and measurement 4.5.1 2nd para- 4.11 Control of inspection. measuring and 
graph test equipment 
Nonconformance and corrective and 4.5.2 1 st part of 1 st 4.13 Control 01 nonconforming product 
preventive action sentence 
Nonconformance and corrective and 4.5.2 without 4.14 Corrective and preventivEl action 
preventive action 1st part of 
1 st sentence 
Records 4.5.3 4.16 Control of quality records 
Environmental management system 4.5.4 4.17 Internal quality audits 
audit 
Management review 4.6 4.1.3 Management review 
1) Legal requirements addressed in ISO 9001, 4.4.4. 
2) Objectives addressed in ISO 9001,4.1.1. 
3) Communication with the quality stakehclders(customers). 
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Table B.2 - Correspondence between ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 
ISO 9001 :1994 ISO 14001 : 1996 
Management responsibility 
Quality policy 4.1.1 4.2 Environmental policy 
-
4.3.1 Environmental asp,ects 
_1) 4.3.2 Legal and other requirements 
_2) 4.3.3 Objectives and targets 
-
4.3.4 Environmental management pro-
gramme(s), 
Organization 4.1.2 4.4.1 Structure and responsibility 
Management review 4.1.3 4.6 Management review 
Quality syslem 
General 4.2.1 1st sentence 4.1 General requirements 
4.2.1 without 1 si 4.4.4 Environmental management system 
sentence documentation 
Quality system procedures 4.2.2 4.4.6 Operational control 
Qualitv Diannino 4.2.3 
Contract review 4.3 3) 4.4.6 Operational control 
, Design control 4.4 4.4.6 Operational conlrol 
Document and data control 4.5 4.4.5 Document control 
Purchasing 4.6 4.4.6 Operational control 
Control 01 customer-supplied product 4.7 4.4.6 Operational control 
Product identification and traceability 4.8 
-
Process control 4.9 4.4.6 Operational control 
Inspection and testing 4.10 4.5.1 1st and 3rd MonitOring and measurement 
Control of inspection, measuring and 4.11 
paragraphs 
4.5.1 2nd para- Monitoring and measurement 
test equipment graph 
Inspection and test status 4.12 
-
Control of nonconforming product 4.13 4.5.2 1 st part 01 Nonconlormance and corrective and 
1 st sentence preventive action 
Corrective and preventive action 4.14 4.5.2 without Nonconlormance and corrective and 
1st part 01 preventive action 
1 st sentence 
-
4.4.7 Emergency preparedness and response 
Handling, storage, packaging, preser- 4.15 4.4.6 Operational control 
vation and delivery 
Control 01 quality records 4.16 4.5.3 Records 
Internal quality audits 4.17 4.5.4 Environmental management system 
audit 
Training 4.18 4.4.2 Training, awareneSS and competence 
Servicing 4.19 4.4.6 Operational control 
Statistical technicues 4.20 
, 
-
4.4.3 Communication 
1) Legal requirements addressed in ISO 9001, 4.4.4. 
2) Objectives addressed in ISO 9001, 4.1.1. 
3) Communication with the quality stakeholders (customers). 
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Annex C 
(informative) 
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Appendix 2: Consultatiou list 
Electrical engineering Federation; 
Business for Environment; 
All employees ofHadleigh Castings Ltd ; 
D. A. J. Clegg, Department of Manufacturing Engineering, University of 
Loughborough; 
S. T. Newman, Department of Manufacturing Engineering, University of 
Loughborough; 
B. Temple, Department of Manufacturing Engineering, University of 
Loughborough; 
Elaine Pickers gill, School of environmental sciences, University of East Anglia; 
Martha Mac Barron, Casting Development Centre; 
Alison Galdem, Casting Development Centre; 
Paula Murir, British Foundry Institute; 
Kevin O'Loughlin, Morganite Crucible Ltd. ; 
Colin Thomas, Ramsell-Naber ; 
Energy Efficiency Best Practice Programme; 
Environmental Helpline ; 
Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment; 
Alan Hull, Environment Agency; 
Suffolk County Council ; 
James Buckingham, Babergh District Council ; 
Sue Macky, Elmsett School; 
Men Cap; 
Suffolk Record Office; 
United Kingdom Accreditation Service; 
Nick Farrow, British Standard Institute; 
Collins Skip Hire; 
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Shank Ewans Ltd. ; 
Bolton Bros. Ltd. ; 
Anglia Water; 
Eastern Electricity; 
J. Brown, Land Registry; 
GEE Publishing Ltd. ; 
Croners Publication; 
Ashland Ltd. 
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Appendix 3: Sites of Hadleigh Castings Ltd - boundaries, water flows, and 
equipment layout of building One & Two. 
Source: Audits & interviews at Hadleigh Castings Ltd. 
Date: 30.08.00. 
Author: Chris Warnes. 
Map of the site boundaries and water system of Hadleigh Castings Ltd is 
presented on the following page. 
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Map of I-ladleigh Castings Ltd.'s exhaust points 
BUILDING I 
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I EX9 I 
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Appcndix 4: Business ccntres and activities listing. 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MANUAL Pages 7 
BS EN ISO 14001 (1996) number 
Date 1617199 
Issue No I 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT RECORDS Revision No 0 
ENV I 
ACTIV ITY REGISTER 
Issued by L. 
Roumega 
s 
... Busmcss centres & Its assoctatcd divIsions of Hadlclgh Castmgs Ltd. 
A. Buildings/parking/ B. Pla nt equ ipmr ntl productionl workshop C. Sales & adlllinislra lion! omces 
11. ~ard (, 1I 
I. DeSign ing bu ildings, I. Des igning I. Administrat ion! Business 
parkino Manm?crncnl & Development 
2. PUrchasing 2. l>tlrchasing 2. Accountancy 
3. Implementi ng! 3. Im plementi ng On a dcpanmcnt basis 3. Iluman Resources 
Managing & Controll ing Imanaging/control various processes 
ling/maintaining A. Wood Pattern 
department· 
B. Foundry depart ment 
I .Metal Mch 
2.Sand Distribution 
3. Green Sand 
4.Corc maki ng. 
5.Boxlcss Moul ding 
6.Grav it)' Die 
shop" 
7. Gravity Die 
Cell" 
C. Fettling/Shot Blasting/ 
Cut off Department 
D. Machin ing Department 
E. Despatching/Packaging 
department 
4.Maintenanee of the 4.Controll ing/ A. Quality Managcmcnt 4. Communication I In fo rmat ion 
Buildings Inspection I Technology 
managing 
B. Health & Safety 
Mal1 '!gcmcnt 
5.Clcaning/ waste 5.Maintcnancc/Slorage of the plant cquipment 5. Salcs 
manaoemcnt 
6. Waste management 
*: Wood pauerns are stored in the two secondary sites ' Pond Hall ' and Semer Store~. 
The secondary site is used solely for the store of wood patterns and gravity die tooling as reported 
in the initial site audit of HCL. 
**: Gravity die tooling is located at the Se mer Store. 
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Activity Register Sheet 
Activities Regisler .~ i; .~ ..., ] § ~ .~ 
~ a " G- ~ :~ 
" 
<; ~ " i) <; ~ .~ '-l • ?'J ::::: "" ;; iii "" -~ Cl ~ ~ ~ I~ c " 
'" '" 
" ,,-
A Bui ldings & Non Production Equ ipment 
A. I Des igni ng New Bui ld ing (iso lation, heating system, pai nts, # # # 
car park water dra inage, storage area ... ) (N. Warnes) 
... ... 
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IV 
o 
IV 
t 
- > 
"" 
"" 
... -
ACT IVITY REFERENCE 
Energy 
Water 
Sand 
Metal 
Wood 
Chem ical s (Codes") 
Consumables 
Solid, Liquid Waste & Dust (Codes ' ) 
Atmosoheric Emissions 
Emuent 
Visual , Landscape Impacts 
Noise And Vibration 
Health & Safety Concern: 
Storage, Remed iation Plan 
Q uali ty Concern 
Supplier/Customer Concern 
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--I 
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Lcgcnd: 
• The chem icals used by the act ivit ies should be coded as follows: 
C l : Wood resins, and chemica ls used for wood pattern act ivities; 
C2: Metal melt chemicals (degasser, refiner, mod ifier, flu x granules), sleeves ... 
C3: Resi n and catalyst mixed to the silica sand, waxing agent ; 
C4: Chem ica ls used in the mixture for sand blast ing and machining acti vi ti es ; 
CS: Engines cleaning chemica ls: organic, inorganic paints and solvents & surfactants ; 
C6: Paints so lvents for building -re lated act ivities and coating agent for gravity die pattern ; 
C7: Cleaning & maintenance purposes chemicals; 
CS: Diese ls & oi ls; 
C9: Other chemicals ... etc ... 
** The waste produced from the activi ties should be coded as follows: 
W I: Chemica l conta iners ; 
W2: Sand blasting waste; 
W3: Core making green sand ; 
W4: Dust from sand distribution system thermal and mechanica l ; 
W5: Dross; 
W6: Swept fl oor waste (containing metal, sand ... ) ; 
W7: Scrap Metal ; 
W8: Metallic dust from 'he sha ke-out unit ; 
W I 0: Sawdust from the patte rn shop; 
W I I: Swarfor metallic dust ; 
W 12: Waste Cutting Liquid from machining; 
W 13: Waste o ils from vehicle services; 
W 14: General rubbish ; 
W 15: Large metals pieces, building waste ... 
W16: Office waste: Cardboard, paper In k cartridge. 
W1 7: Other ... 
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Appendix 6: Methodology for the identification of the environmental impacts 
- Environmental effects assessment sheet 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEI\U:NT SYSTEM MAN UA L - 85 EN ISO 14001 (1996) Page 
ENVmONMENTAL i\ IANAGEMENT nECOltOS ENV 3 I~c\'is i o tl No 
ENVIRONi\ I ENTA L EI:FECT S ASSESSi\IENT SHEETS 
Dale; IsslIe No 
IJcpartlll t' lI lflJus incss Centre: Iss ued by 
EfTccI/ Pro(' ('ss/Aclivit)' : I{cr. 
NORI\IAL OI)ERATING CONDITIONS 
CRITERIA SCORE WEIGHTING 
fACTOR 
3 2 I 0 
Legislation Ex isting Impending None , 2 -
Environ-IllCnlal Known Possible Li mited No detriment , ] -
Damage detri ment detriment detriment 
Prod uction High Medium Negligible No , 2 -
cmcicncy improvement 
Reputation High Medium Low None , I -
Quantity Iligh Medium Low Nil x 3 
Normal Operating Conditions Total Score 
OTHER OI)EltATING CONDITIONS 
CAS ES SCORE WE IGHTING 
fACTOR 
12 6 ] 0 
Abnormal Increased Reduced Env iron- -
operations Environ-mental No change mental impact 
Impact 
Accident! Increased Reduced Environ-
Emergency Environ-mental No change mental impact 
Impact 
Past Activities Possible -
Ev ident! damage/ No damage 
requi res action difficult 10 
evaluate 
Plan ned Activities Red uced Rcduced Environ- -
r~ Environ - No change mental impact mcntal impact 
Other Opcr::!mg Conditions Total Score -
.. 
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Appendix 7: Significant environmental impacts reports 
Source: Significant Environmental Impacts Report, 20th July 1999. 
Author: L. Roumegas, Environmental Advisor, Hadleigh Castings Ltd. 
ApproveI' I: N. E. Warnes, Managing Director, I-Iadleigh Castings Ltd . 
ApproveI' 2: D. Mayhew, Prod uction Director, l-ladleigh Castings Ltd. 
Statistical analysis of environmental 
impact assessment 
Once the environmental impacts of l-l adleigh Castings Ltd. were ranked with the 
use of the environmental effects assessment sheet, the scores are analysed on a 
statistical basis. 
Table presents the statistical results. 
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Table 7: Statistical results of environmental impact assessment (p.206-221) 
Score of environmental impacts 
... 
'" ~ ~ 
.§ 8 Divis ions/Activities :~ ~ " ... ~ .! 
" 
~ 
'" c -;,; ~ >. ~ 
"C :0 Cl. 
" 
u c :~ 
" 
c: 
'" 8 ,~ c 0 u g 0 
'" 
e ... 
'" .'" c u u ". 1:: 0 :0 f." :0 u 
'" 
-;,; " " " 
..: 
... -;,; ... 
" 
c 
" .I! e .. c. ~ 0 E 0 -8 > 
'" 
..: u ~ u ~ 
'" 
... 
... 
..: "C " p:; 0 0 
'" Z Z 
A Bui ldings & Non Production Equipment 
A. I Designing New Building (insulation, heating system, paints, car park water drainage, storage area .. ) 18 18 6 6 
(N. Warnes) 
A.2 Choosing contractors and suppliers for the building material (N. Warnes) 3 3 0 
A.3 . 1 Construction of building or new projects (e.g. car park) 18 18 6 6 0 
AA. I Maintenance of the building equipment, pipelines: Repair when breakdown (G. Wyatt) 11 3 3 0 
2 General maintenance of the forkl ift s, the plant, the dampers and diggers (Full Service) 14 6 6 12 
3 Subcontracting for maintenance audit of the gas pipelines 12 12 3 6 0 
B Production 
B. 1. I Designing Wood Patterns in the most efficient way (N Morsman) 20 
2 Designing the casting (ad hoc) 26 
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Score of environmental impacts 
.. 
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.. ~ ~ = " ~ ;>, ~ "0 - ~ " ~ " .S "" c: :: c: > " = " E " c- o 0 
"" 
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:> 0 E ~ E > 
" 
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'" " " 
.. 
.. 
-< "0 " c.: 0 0 
"" Z z 
3 Contract ing the design of the Gravity Die 15 
4 Plant & office layout design (C.Warnes) 5 
5 Implementation/research of more effic ient/effective man ufacturing tecJlOiques 17 17 
B.2.1 Purchasing sma ll raw materials (chemicals for meta l, wood pattern; wood; metal; sand) 19 
"2 Purchasing of large & small equipment (machines, new furnace)(filters, safety equipment. ladle .. . ) 19 19 
t;:;-B. 3 Implementing 
~-B.3.A Pattern Department 18 
-I Cutting and shaping wood using machinery (sander, saw, planer & hand machines) 2 1 
2 Tri lling, laminating patterns with resins and filler 26 6 6 0 
3 Co>:(ing with chemicals (wax) and painting the wood pattern (Spray or paint wilh a brLlsh) 2 1 6 6 0 
4 Storag"! of chemicals such and as solvents and paints 24 6 6 0 
5 Collecting wood~dus( chipping from drilling, sand saw and planner, in rubbish bin 15 
6 Handling of the wood pattern 12 3 3 
l 
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Score of environmenta l impacts 
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z: z: 
17 Storage/ logistic management of pat1erns 0 
8 Repair Wood Pattern 25 
83-" ... :) Foundry department (melt ing process-mou ld preparation & cut off) 
8"8" . .). .! Metal Melt ing & Pouring in gravity die shop, gravity die ce ll , bJockshops 1,2 and the green sand 20 
-I ,Storage of alumin ium ingots, scrap, chemicals and other materials 20 6 6 6 
2 Pr~heating aluminium furnace 32 6 6 0 
3 Dega:>s ing with Degasser tablets Ecogas 16 in the Gravity die cell or with the Degass ing Mobile Unit in 30 6 3 6 
the sano fo undry 
4 Grain Refto ing with Nucleant 70SS or by plunging the tablets ofNucleant 2000 for LM 25 29 6 6 6 
5 Modification of the aluminium a lloy with Sodium tablets (Navac 12.5) or Strontium/ Titanium rods 25 6 6 12 
(Dycastal ) for LM6 or LM9 
6 Fluxing with coverall GR 24 10, GR 25 16 and GR 2220 21 3 3 
7 Dross Removal 14 3 3 
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Score of environmenta l impacts 
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'" " 
" 
0 0 c.. 
Z Z 
b-. 
8 Bale out furnaces 17 3 
-9 ,Metal Pouring from furnace to mould trave l- ladle manipulation- mould could be a gravity die pattern 24 6 6 0 
or a furan sand mould or a green sand mould 
10 Mor,itoring of the exhaust points- Requ irement of the EPA 90 (V I) author isation 14 3 6 0 
11 Clean txtractors 3 6 0 
12 Training cfempJoyees to manipu late ladle and also to process melt ing of aluminium alloy 13 0 3 
13 Check the pcts 7 
14 Furnace maintenance: change the pots and the insulation of the pots 15 0 
15 Ladle coating with Morganite Thermal coating 16 3 3 
16 Leakage of molten metal 6 6 0 
17 Loading, un load ing and moving barrels with the forklift 13 
19 Weight of the scrap barrels 23 
B.3. B.2 Thermal and Mechanical Reclamation of the sand 20 
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I Fi ll t~e si lo with sand 20 6 
2 Check t'le alarm system on the silo 0 12 
3 Monitoring of atmospheric em ission (EX I to 10, EPA 90 (V I)) Production of dust fumes and noise 9 3 
4 Monitoring of qua lity of the sand- Calibration of the res in mixing to the sand 29 3 
5 Distribution of the sand- Storage of sand in hoppers- Knocking out Castings - heating - cooling the sand 26 6 6 
- add resin & cata lyst to the sand (blender chute) 
6 Emptying the dust extractor 10 collect loose and sealed bag sand into the skips 25 6 6 6 
7 Cleaning & maintenance of mixers & blender 21 6 
8 Emptyi ng the resin and catalyst in the tank with the fork lift 14 6 
9 Leakage spill of cata lyst or res in of sand 6 6 0 
B.3.B.3 Greensand: 9.1 
I Green Sand mixing 4 3 
2 Green sand mou ld ing 3 3 
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3 Spraying sal:d mould with wax 18 3 
4 Knocking out g,reen sand 7 3 
5 Mould preparat ion usingjoltlsqueeze - surrounding noise very high + vibrat ion 12 3 
6 Moving moulds to rolling rack 6 3 
7 Storage of o ld green sand pattern (Append ix I) 14 
8 Disposal of the old green sand materia l 6 
B.3.BA Core Making 18 
I Shell Core making with phenolic gas hardened sand On the Imafond 15 1 machine (Blockshop 2) 20 6 6 
2 Shell Core making with resin coated sand on mach ine (Green sand area) 20 6 6 
3 Core b lowi ng of C02 gas by hand on benches (Blockshop I) 14 6 6 
8.3.B.5 Mould Preparation 16 
Blockshop I: Boxless moulding and Carousel processes 
Blockshop 2: Boxless moulding 
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Blockshop 3: Carousel Process 
I Storage of material , raw material & waste (chemicals! containers of chemicals & waste) 21 6 
2 Spraying wax on sand mou ld 15 3 
3 Using glue or other chemicals for mould preparation 21 6 6 
4 Mould movement in Rolling rack & carousel and gantry. Irremediable lost of sand 16 6 
5 Add ition of the Kalmin sleeves and dypur kalpur (running & feeding agent) 6 
6 Mould fi ll ing: Fume from the burn ing of the wood due to spi llage oflllolten metal from the mou ld 26 6 6 
7 Cleaning of roof panels 0 
8 Waste management Icleaning, sweeping the blockshops 17 
9 Maintenance of the materials 7 6 
B.3. B.6/7 Gravity Die shop & ce ll 15.8 
11 Storage of metal/check quant ity 15 t_ Hand ling of the gravity dies using a crane - Lift ing gantry for the handl ing of the gravity dies - manual 12 
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hand ling unt il the band saw -
3 Sand blast ing of the gravity dies 13 3 
4 Heating of the grav ity die Pattern- Use of portable gas heating pipes: Use adjustable flow of gas for 24 6 6 
heating mould 
5 Coating of the gravity dies: spray dies with die coat 34035, dyeote ESS34, dyeote 39, dyeote 11 24 6 
6 Mixing dycote once, twice a week 18 6 
7 Storage of the gravity dies 14 
8 Pouring hot metal (760-800C) into the gravity dies: Use of Steel wool when required 28 6 6 
Y Cleaning dies with wire brush 10 
~- Cleaning of the workstations at the end of the day 14 
"11- Noise level assessment-subcontracted 0 
-12 Check the fans 0 
1-
13 Top up chemical (e.g. coverall, dyeaslal)(ance a week) 20 6 6 
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Sco re of envi ronmental impacts 
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Specific to Gravity Die Ce ll 
14 Extraction on the linishers 15 6 
15 Linishing 4 
16 Cut-off of casting: Use of band saw, linisher, drill 18 6 
17 Collect ion of meta llic dust around the band saw IJ 
11 Maintenance of the extractor 13 6 
~-C 
.). Cut Off Department 
~-I Handling castings & drums of runners & risers 8 15 
.. 
2 'Cut Off the casting (use of energy, production of noise e& vibration) 2 1 
3 M.1intenance of the band saws 16 6 
( 14 benches with the same ri sk assessment) 
Fertling shop is considered as a 'ear protector zone': Production of noise and vibration 
4 Fettling, li l1ishing, cutting operat ions with hand tools and machines 20 19.8 6 
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5 Sand Blasting: Use of Shot Blaster: compressed air, noise & vibrarioll , electricity & sand 20 3 
'6 Disposal of Wasre- Emptying waste bins & extractors of finishers and sand blaster 22 6 6 
r.,--7 Mai ntenance: cleaning extractors and pipes done by the employees, sweeping tables and fl oor, 19 6 3 
lubrication of machines 
r.,---
8 Welding 18 6 6 
B.3.D Machine shop 16 
I Fettling operat ions with hand tools including Fettling Hand fini shing of castings (non powered & air 15 
powe,ed tools) , linishing, flat linishing, fil ing, grinding, straightening 
2 Convent ional machining including turning with Swift Lathe, Colchester Triumph 2000 Lathe with 18 6 6 
D.R.O & ~1a rri son Collet lathe, Drilling (6) & banking (4) with 3 - I-Ierbert 6 Spindle Drills, Grinding 
with tool &cctter grinder (3) with I Clarkson Cutter Grinder & I Alexander Cutter Grinder, Eroding 
with Agemaspark spark Eroder (use of paraffin), N C machine for milling, drill ing wi th PRO 3000 
XYZ 
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f:;-- CNC machining with six CNC mill ing centres and single CNC lathe and 1300 S CNC MIC machine, 18 6 6 , 
Hwacheon VMC430 CNC MIC Centre, leadwell MCV-T60 CNC MIC Centre, Cinc innali Milacron 
iSabre 100 C C mach ine and CNC lathe L TC 30 
4 \,V"! lding 18 6 6 
5 Maintenance &c leaning of the mach ine shop 18 6 
6 Disposal of Waste- move swarf and collect the used cutting fluid 18 6 6 
7 Handling ef cast ings wit h fork li ft 9 6 
8 Pack ing castings in boxes-use of packaging 6 
B.3.E Despatching/Packaging department 18 
I Reuse, recycling of the wasted packaging material 7 
2 Cleaning of the vehicles 16 3 
3 Packaging with cardboard, plastic, staples ?' -, 
4 Transport of the castings to customers 24 6 
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BA.A Quality Control: 15 
I DocUI!1ent control-Updating the documentat ion of the Quality Manua l - Record Management System 12 
documet;tation on Q-Pul se software 
2 Booking order & deliveries, drawings 16 
J Quali ty contrcl/Quality auditsl Inspection of casting production: Checking Temperature of furnace, 15 
Inspection of casti ngs: Milling & turning with 2 Bridgeport Turret Machines with D.R.O and I T.O.S 
Vertical turret mill with D.R.O (XYZ), Production inspection e.g. calibration of the mixers &final 
inspection of the casting 
4 First off Sample check. [f the casting is satisfactory it is sent to customer if it is not a corrective action 18 
is undertaken with a request procedure 
5 Cert ification paper production 15 
BA.B .'-Iea lth and Safety Department: 18 
I Maintain and update Health & Safety records inc luding Management of Heallh &Safery at Work Act 17 0 0 
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1992 (MHSW) assessments, Manual Handling Operations Regulat ion 1992 (M HOR) assessments, 
Personal Protective Equ ipment at Work 1992 (PPEW) assessments, Workplace, Health Safety & 
Welfare (WHSW) 1992 assessments, Health &Safety Display Screen Equipment 1992 (HSDSE) 
Assessments, Provision & Use of Work Equipment 1992 (PUWE) Assessment 
2 Updating the documentation of Control Of Substances Hazardous to Hea lth (COSH H) assessment & 18 0 0 12 
COSHH hazard data sheet 
3 Maintain & update emergency action sheets 18 0 0 
4 Implementation of fi re Procedures 18 0 0 12 
B.5 Plant Equ ipment! Workshop Maintenance 13 
I Daily maintenance/cleaning in each department 15 6 
2 Breakdown of the equipment for cleaning (e.g. hopper) 6 6 
3 Subcontract ing for the maintenance of the two cooling systems linked to the shake out unit 12 3 
4 Repai r when breakdown of material e.g. link in to sand pipeline .. . (Ne il Scopes) 6 6 
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5 Systematic audit on the compressor 7 
6 Subcontracting to clean coats 9 
7 Storage of oi l and chemicals 21 6 6 12 
8 Storage of used oi I 21 6 6 12 
9 Storage, re-use & recycle of the maintenance material 9 
B.6 Waste Management 19 
I Collection of waste from the production place to the skip (John Leeks) 14 6 
2 Storage & ma intenance of the skips (keep it cover) 24 12 
C Offices: Administrat ion/ human resources/ sales! account! process deve lopment 14 
I Use of computer, photocop ier, Fax machine, laser printer, laminating machines 18 
2 Production o f Paperwork - letters, contracts etc. 3 6 
3 energy use and water use for heating air and waler of the buildings 15 
L 
t Air cond itioning consumption (summer) 12 
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5 Use of kitchen fac ilities & consumables- water, coffee, soap, drinking water etc 9 
6 Use & maintenance of sanitation & showers 9 
7 Maintenance of IT equipment & of bu ildings 19 
8 Disposal of filters of the laser printer (fi ltered ozone) &ink cartridge 18 6 
9 Transport issue of all the em ployees working at the company & Operation of company car 24 6 
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Ranking System Analysis 
Average ranking of the significance of the environ mental impacts of al l act iviti es under normal condition 17 
Number of activities during normal condi tion with impacts ranked to a level superior to 20 ~~ jj 
Number of activities during normal condition with impacts ranked to a level superior to 2 1 23 
Number of activities during normal condition with impacts ranked to a level superior to 22 23 
Number of activities during normal condition with impacts ranked to a level superior to 23 21 
Number of activities during normal condition with impacts ranked to a level superior to 24 IS 
Number of activities during normal condition with impacts ranked to a level superior to 25 13 
Number of activities during normal condition wi th impacts ranked to a level superior to 26 6 
Number of activities during normal condition with impacts ranked to a level superior to 27 6 
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Significant environmental impacts of 
activities during normal operating 
condition 
The analys is of the rank ing system shows that the nine most signifi cant impacts of 
acti vities occurring during normal operating conditions are those scoring above 
26. Those acti vities and associated scores are listed in the Table 8. 
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Table 8: Significant impacts occurring during normal operating conditions. 
Score of environmental impacts 
Reference Activities 
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W <.> "-~-B. 1. 1.2 Designing the casting (ad hoc) 26 
-B.3 .A.2 Filling, laminat ing patterns with resins and filler 26 6 6 0 
B.3.B.12 Preheat ing aluminium furnace 32 6 6 0 
B.3 ,B.13 Degassing with Degasser tablets Ecogas 16 in the gravity die or with the Oegassing Mobile Unit 30 6 3 6 
in the sand foundry 
B.3 .B. 14 Grain R~fin ing with Nucleant 70SS or in plunging the tablets ofN ucle.nt 2000 for LM 25 29 6 6 6 
B.3.B.2.4 Monitoring of quality of the sand- Calibration of the resin mixing la the sand 29 3 
B.3.B.2.5 Distribution of the sand- Storage of sand in hoppers- Knocking out Castings - heating - cooling 26 6 6 
the sand - add resin & cata lys t to the sand (blender chute) 
B.3.3.5 6 Mould filling: Fume from the burning of the wood when spillage of melted metal on wood 26 6 6 
B.3.B.61718 Pouring hot metal (760-800C) into tile gravity dies: Use of Steel wool when required 28 6 6 
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significant. They are the ones occurring as a result of past acti vities and their score 
equal to J 2 in the environmental effects assessment sheet. 
Table 9 presents those past activities , the problem occurring from them and the 
associated corrective action 10 undertake. 
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Table 9: Significant environmental impacts requiring a corrective action 
Reference I Activities requiring corrective Env ironmental Impacts Probleml E"viron mental Corrective act ion to bring 
number action impact cause 
AA.2 G~ne ra l maintenance of the forkl ifts, Contamination of the soi ls I nappropriate storage of the used Storage of the used oi l in bunded 
the plant, the dampers and diggers oil areas.~ 
(Full Service) 
B.3.rl.25 Modifi cation of the alum inium alloy Pollution of Atmosphere- The use of metall ic sodium is Stop the use of metallic sod ium in 
with Sod ium tablets (Navac 12.5) or Hea lth & Safety Impacts on proh ibited in the gravi ty die the grav ity die area 
Strontium/ T itanium rods (Dycastal ) workers casting area & in the electric Keep in compliance with the EPA 
for LM6 or LM 9 furnaces authorisations requirements. 
B.3.B.22 Check the alarm system on the silo Non compliance with EPA No systematic check ing Check if condit ion adequate and if 
1990 authorisation procedure in place it is put into place a systematic 
procedure on silo checking 
Report any event relat ive to rhe silo 
on the Logbook. 
Keep in compliance wi th the EPA 
authorisations requirements. 
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Reference Act ivit ies req ui ring correct ive Environrnental lmpacts Probleml Environ menta l Corrective action to bring 
number act ion impact ca use 
B.4.B.2 Updating the documentation of Risk of fire and No prevention of risk of spillage Comprehensive and updated 
Control Of Substances Hazardous to contamination of soil by & contamination of so il or inventory of all the chemicals lI sed 
Health (COSH H) assessment & spillage of chem icals waters. within the company, which should 
COSHH hazard data sheet No consideration of chemica l be assessed according to Hea lth and 
disposal as Special waste Safety legis lation. 
Chemicals present in the 
maintenance workshop were not 
listed in the COSHH li st 
BA.BA Implementat ion of fire Procedures Risk of pollution of The remedial actions to take, in Update the fire remedial act ion and 
atmosphere and case of fire, are not communicate them to all the 
contamination of control led comm unicated to the employees. employees. 
water The adequate fire equipment is Adequate fire equipment should be 
not availab le in the pattern shop. installed everywhere with in the 
company especiall y where 
L inflammable chemicals are stored. 
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Reference Activities requiring co rrect ive Environ menta l Im pacts Problem! Environmental Co rrective act ion to bring 
number act ion impact cause 
8.5.7 Storage of oil and chemicals Risk of so il & waters Chemica ls such as res ins and Installation of blinded area is 
contamination catalysts are not appropriate ly advised. 
stored. 
8.5.8 Storage of used oil Risk of soil & waters Past activ ities lead to the According to the regu lation all 
contamination contam ination of the Special Waste contro l, the special 
surrounding area where used oil waste should be carefully stored in 
barrels were stored. appropriate blinded areas. 
8.6.2 Storage & maintenance of the skips Non compliance to EPA The skip of loose sand should Cover the loose sa nd skip and 
(keep them covered) 1990 Autorisation ; be covered to avoid the spread check that the sealed bags of sand 
Legis lat ion breach. of sand. are closed . 
The swarfbags should be House keep ing of the skip area 
disposed in a bunded area In stallation ofbunds where the 
because of the oi l based cutt ing swarfbags are stored. 
flu id leakage. 
Inc inerat ion of cardboard and other Legislat ion breach Use of incinerator Stop burning the waste. 
waste Prac tice prohi bited by law Compliance with the Waste 
regu lation . 
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Finall y, the signifi cant environmental impacts during emergency and abnormal 
conditions are: 
land contamination ri sk fro m spillage of raw material and waste into the 
ground and 
global warming, loca l ac id rain and controll ed water contamination ri sks due 
to the release of chemicals or atmospheric emiss ions in case of fire or spillage 
of catalyst resin or other potentia l pollutants. 
So the ri sk of fire, spillage of chemicals and waste, which are the sources of 
potenti al signi ficant impacts, need to be controlled with fire procedures, updated 
Health and Safety Data Sheets with Health & Safety management. 
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Appendix 8: Environmental legislation register of Hadleigh Castings Ltd. 
Source: 
Date: 
Author: 
Compliance audits. 
June 2000 
Lydia ROllmegas. 
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Appendix Register of Legis lation 
EP04-A 
-
Section Rcf. Reg. of Legislation- 1.0- 5.06.00 LR 
f--
Version No 1.0 
--
Date 5.06.00 
" 
Iss(Jed by L. Roumegas 
I Legislat ion/ Code of practice Applicab le to which activities! product Copy held Where? Responsibility Related Procedures on-site? for compliance 
Yes/No 
Environmental Protection Act 1990- Foundry maintenance Ves Env. Managing - EP04 Legal and 
Part I - covers all the anci llary operations Filing Director other 
Local Authority Air Pollution including mould and coremaking, System requirements 
Control Provision casting, and fettling operations REC 
-
,>rocess Guidance PG2/4 - covers the melting and holding of 9ICII - Env. Manual 
(96) lron, steel and non-ferrous metal - Objective O IIT I 
meta l foundry processes 
-
Process Guidance PG 2/6 (96) 
Aluminium, magnesium and 
their alloys 
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Legislation! Code of practice Applicable to which activities! product Copy held Where? Responsibility Rel:Hed Procedures 
on-site? for co mpliance 
f--:-;-;--
Yes!No 
Waste Management - All site -To keep records ofdlltl'ofcare No for - Managing - El'l I Waste 
the DUlY of Care - Code of Practice· annual waste transfer notes legislation Director Management 
Environ,,:ental Protection Act 1990 · text. 
section 94 
Ves for Accounta 
,\taste ncy with 
transfer invoices 
notes 
Waste Management Licensing All Site · Transport & disposal of waste No - Managing · EPII Waste 
Regulations · 1994, 1997 & 1998 Director Management 
Special Waste Regulation 1996 Machine shop department No for Environ - Managing - EPII Waste 
Pattern shop department legislation mental Director Management 
Maintenancel Site text filing . Depart.Rep. 
system - Env. 
Ves for REC Advisor 
consignme 91BII 
nt notes 
Control ofSllbstances Hazardous to Health & Safety department No - Managing · Env. Manual 
Health Regulation 1999 Director 
I-I ealth and Safety at work Act 199 1 
The Producer Responsibilit y Despatch department No . Manag ing · None 
Obligations (Packaging Waste) The 1999 consumption was well below 50 director 
Regulations 1997 tonnes a year - So the regulation does not 
apply to I-Iadleigh Castings Ltd. 
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Appendix 9: Training protocol of Hadlcigh Castings Lld 
Title Traillillg Protocol for Directors, Mallagers & 
Supervisors 
A Systematic Approacfl To Traillillg 
Document No 
Date of Issue 27.07. 00 
Revision No 1.0 
Prepared by Lydia Roumegas & Therese Coupe 
Training Protocol: A systematic approach to Training 
Purpose 
Guide for Directors & Managers for the completi on of the "Training Description 
& Approval', "Training evaluati on' form and 'tra in ing record' forms. These forms 
are part of the Company Handbook. 
Training Policy 
The Company recognises its duty in preparing its employees by encouragi ng them 
to gain the skill s, knowledge and education necessary to undertake their duties. 
The Company is committed to providing the resources, equipment and time fo r its 
employees to personall y develop their skill s, knowledge and education to 
contribute to the Company perfo rmance. 
In addition, th~ Company wishes to promote a ' continuous improvement ' culture, 
where ~very employee is encouraged to personall y develop his/her skill s. 
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Accordingly, the Company promotes an atmosphere that recogni ses training and 
development as a paramount importance to every business objective. 
Training & Development Identification 
Training and development needs, will be identifi ed through induction, succession 
planning, changes in technology and/or procedures, and through annua l appraisals. 
Internal Training 
Personnel performing specific assigned tasks shall be qualified on the basis of 
appropriate education, train ing and/or experi ence. 
It is the responsibility of the Manager/Supervisor to ensure training requirements 
for the assigned tasks are identified. It is the responsibility of the employee to 
highlight to the Manager/Supervisor if he/she feels that he/she has inadequate 
knowledge or training for the task assigned. 
External Training 
New and ex isting employees who accept training at the Company's expense wi ll 
be required to enter into a training agreement, HRlTrAgree/ACB/06.99/1. This is 
to ensure that loyal employees are not penali sed if part of the training budget is 
allocated to an employee who subsequently leaves. 
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Training Procedure 
Identifying the Training Needs 
The Company conducts Staff Appraisa ls on an annual basis and appraisers will be 
advised to set objectives and targets for appraisees where necessary that will assist 
both the company in achieving it's objecti ves and will identi fy training needs. 
The Quality manual, Environmental Manual, the Environmental Procedure 
Manual and the H&S manual contain addit ive requirements for training. 
In order to comply with these documents, di rectors, managers wi ll identi fy the 
tra ining need, objecti ves, content, responsibilities, evaluati on & change fo rces 
through the completion of the "Train ing Description & Approval' -Company 
Handbook. 
The boiling points are questions or comments to follow tn order to fi ll the 
'Training Description & Approva l Form.' 
'Training Needs' 
List the tasks, procedure or operati on that requires a training acti vity to take 
place before the operator is able to perform it at the correct leve l. 
List the skills and knowledge required in order to perform the task. 
'Training Objectives/ Requirements & Benefits' 
Training requirements should be discllssed between the employep. and the 
Manager/Supervisor in the first instance. 
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The Manager/Supervisor should , wherever possible, identify the benefit to the 
Company of the employee making this appli cation and communicate such to the 
Human Resource Manager. 
What do employees or gro ups of employees require the trai ning ? 
Why does the train ing need to take place ? 
What will the Trainee be required to do at the completion of the train ing ? 
What is the level or standard of performance required of the Trainee, i.e., 'the 
employee will have reached an acceptable leve l accomplishment when he/she 
can .. .. . .. (li st out)' ? 
'Training Content' 
Choose the method of train ing, i.e., formal/informal, 'on the job', training 
roo m, by practice, computer based training, ... etc . . . 
Li st equipment and/or tools required to make trai ning possible 
'Responsibilities' 
State who is responsible for ensuri ng that trai ning is carried out and who acts 
as the Trainer (they may not be the same person). 
Other persons, i. e., the trainees work colleague, who may assist in the trai ning. 
Attendance 
State the name of the attendants and make them signed the attendance table. 
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Hadleigh Castings Limited 
Training Description & Approva l Sheet 
Your feedback on thi s fo rm will enable the Company to focus on the most 
effecti ve method of providing training fo r its' employees. Any observations will 
be received in good faith and you are invited to give yo ur valued opinion on any 
training undertaken. 
Initi ator fo r Training Demand : Department: 
Reasons fo r Training: 
Training Obj ectives: 
Training Content : 
Responsible fo r ensuring that training is carried out: 
Name of TrainerlTraining Company: 
Name of Trainees: Cost of Training: 
Ex pected Training date: 
Approval 
Name of the Approver: 
Signature of the Approver: 
Date: 
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Evaluation 
Determine how the trainee will measured to ensure that the learning is 
transferred to the workplace. 
State how the training acti vity will be evaluated to determine whether it has 
successfull y met it's o bjecti ves. 
Ask the trainees to fill in the 'Hadleigh Castings Limi ted Training Evaluati on' 
fo rm and then to pass it on to the HR manager. 
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Had leigh Castings Limited 
Training Eva luation Sheet 
Your feedback on this form will enable the Company to focus on the most 
effecti ve method of providing training for its' employees. Any observations will 
be received in good fai th and you are invited to give your va lued opin ion on any 
training undertaken. 
Name of Trainee: Name ofTrainer/Training Company: 
Cost of Training: 
Training Objecti ves: 
Training Received: Date : 
In yo ur own opinion, how do you rate the service the trainer provided I.e . 
consider faci lities, aids, professionalism, (please ti ck relevant box below) 
Low Poor Average Good High 
I I 2 3 I 4 5 J 6 7 I 8 9 I 10 
In your own opinion, did the training meet the objecti ves (please ti ck relevant 
box below) 
Not at all Partly Mostly Fully Above 
I I 2 3 I 4 5 I 6 7 I 8 9 I 10 
Is further training required as a result of this training ? 
What new knowledge and sk ills have you obtained from this training ? 
How wi ll you use this knowledge and skill ( 0 benefit yourself and the company? 
In your opinion what improvements could be made (0 the training and would you 
recommend (his (raining fo r other employees ? 
Thank you for your t,me, please return (0 the HSO as soon as pOSSIble. 
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For Office Use Only 
Action Plan Arising from Training Evaluation Form 
Action Required Action By Deadline 
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Record 
Fill in the training record form once the trai ning had took place. 
Completi on of Part One Requisition of the Training Record Form' detailing 
the procedure description and the reference number of the Procedure or other 
doc ument. 
A copy of the form is passed to the Health & Safety and Training Officer 
(HSTO) to hold in abeyance in order to monitor that trai ning will take place. 
After the training has been completed, Part Two Acti on o f the form IS 
completed and the original form is forwarded to the HSTO. 
The HSTO identifi es that the train ing has occurred. 
The detai ls of the training are entered onto the relevant training record (s) on 
QPulse. 
Copies of the fo rm are taken and passed to the relevant persons with a notation 
of the date. 
The HSTO holds copies of the Train ing Record Forms and should he identi fy 
from the copy of the form in Part One Requis ition that the 'Date Training to 
be Completed has passed, Part Three Reminder will be completed and a copy 
forwarded to the Supervisor for inuned iate acti on. 
The person who initiated the training should attach Part Three Reminder form 
to the original copy of the Training Record Form then follow points 3-4 above. 
Should the training not take place after the second due date has passed, then 
the HSTO will raise a corrective action. 
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I TRAINING RECORD FORM I Document Ref. No 
Procedure/ 
Document Ref. 
No: 
Description: 
Name of Trainee: Department: 
Z 
t.r.lO Reason: (new employee/new job/new procedure, etc) 
Z ~ 
ot 
f-<~ 
~~ Description of Training ~O' 
o..~ 
Name of identified Trainer AUTHORISED BY: 
Signature: 
Print name: 
The above named has been trained in accordance wi th the 
0 trai ning requi rements of the above procedure and is considered 
;sZ competent to work with a minimum amount of supervision 
f-<O SIGNED BY TRAINER: ~ f-<r-
~ u 
~~ SIGNED BY SUPERV ISOR: 0.. 
S IGNED BY TRAINEE: 
t.r.lo:: To : Named Supervisor 
Date 
Requi si tion 
Raised: 
Date Training 
to be 
Completed : 
Date Trai ning 
Completed: 
Date: 
Date: 
Date: 
~LJ.l 
:r: O Accord ing to the records, train ing has not taken place by the required date for the f-<~ above named trainee. If train ing is not completed by ..... ....... ...... . . .... 
f-<;2 a Non-conformance will be issued ~~ SIGNED BY HSTO: Date: 0.. 
Entered onto Qpulse Date: 
~"- Z Copy passed to HR Department for personnel :lOoQ Date: O~Zf- records 
"- ~j Copy passed to Environmental Audit Manager Date: f-o«o.. ~ u ~2: «~f-O Copy passed to Superviso r Date: 0.. u 
Copy passed T rai nee Date: 
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Table of Amendments of the Training Protocol & Procedure 
Revision Description of Change Date of Issue 
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Appendix 10: Environmental training plan matrix 
See next page. 
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Environm ental Train ing Matrix 
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EPOI. ! Document control and • • • • P. Carlin: QPulse 
record Adminislrator 
EP02. Envjronmental Aspects • • 
EP03. Apllroval and 
amel~dment after 
modification or 
add ition ofactivit ies or 
personnel or 
equipmen t 
EP04. Legal and other • • • • 
r~q~irements 
EP05. Policy, objectives, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
taraelS and programme 
EP06. Training & Awareness • • • 
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EP07. Communicat ion • • 
EPOB. ComDlaints 
EP09. Atmcspheric emissions 
manag~ment 
EP09 Non-continuous • 
Pf, rt I Atmospheric Emission 
Monitorino 
EP Ll9 Continuous Part iculate • 
Part 2. Emission Monitorin o 
EPI O. Water management • Senior 
Maintenance 
Engineer 
EPII . Waste management • • • • • • • • • • • • Cleaner 
EP I2. Noise and visual 
illlPacts 
EPI3. Energy management • • Management 
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Environment al Training Matrix 
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Accountant 
EI' :4. Raw Material 
manaoemen! 
Part I Sand 
Part 2 Hazardous Substances • Special W aste 
Identification 
Part 3 Metallic Sod ium 
EPI S. Transport 
E1'1 6. Supplier • 
Environmental 
Assessment 
EP I7. Contro l of activities of 
contractors 
Part 1 On site co ntractors 
Part 2 orr site contractors 
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EPIS. Operational control 
EPI9. Environmental 
Emergency and 
Preparedness 
Responses 
EP20. Verification, 
measurement and 
testino 
EP21. Compliance evaluation 
with relevant 
I leoislation 
[ P22. Environmental non-
conformance control 
Tp2~ Corrective and 
preventive action 
EP24. Internal environmental • • • • • • • • Technical 
-
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Environmental Training Matrix 
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auditino Assistant· R. Mill 
EP25. Environmental • • • • • • • • • 
management review 
EP26. Preventive 
maintenance 
Pan I Sand Distribution & 
ventino 
I Pan 2 House Keeping 
Ban 3 Energ), 
Pa:14 Compressed Air 
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Appendix 11: Environmental auditing programme 
Internal Environmental Auditing 
Section Title Environmenta l audit Programme 
Sect ion Rcf Aud it programme 29.08.00 LR 
Version No 1. 1 
Date 29.08.00 
Issued by L. ROllmegas 
Approved by Env Com 
6 Pages. 
Audited Items 
Environmental Procedure Listing 
BS EN 
ISO 
Objectives 14001 : 
No Procedu re Na me 
Reference 1996 
Parag rap 
h 
EPOI. Document Control and Records 4.4.5, 
4.5. 3 
EP02. Environmental Impacts 4.3.1 
EP03. Approval and amendment of EMS documentation 06rr4 4.4.5 
EP04. Legal and other requ irements 01 &02 4.3.2 
EP05. Environmental Pol icy, Object ives, Targets and 03m 4.3.2, 
Programme 4.3.3, 
4.3.4 
EP06. Train ing & Awareness 06/T4 4.4.2 
EP07. Communication 0 1rr9, 4.4 .3 
03m, 
06rr4 
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BS EN 
ISO 
Objectives 14001 : 
No Procedure Name 
Referen ce 1996 
Panlgrap 
h 
EP08. Compla ints 4.4.3 
EP09. Atmospheric Emiss ions Management 4.S. 1 
Part I Non-continuous Atmospheric Emission 0 1/T2, T6, 
M onitoring T7 
Part 2 Continuous Part icuJarc Emiss ion Monitoring 0lrr3 
EPI O. Water Management 04rr3 4 .S. 1 
EPI!. Waste Management OS ITI 4 .S. 1 
EPI2. Noise and Visual Impacts Not Requi red 
EPI 3, Energy Management 04rr l 4.5, I 
EP I4, Raw Material Management 4,S, I 
Part I: Sand 06/TS 
Pan 2: Hazardous Substances 0 1/T8, 
Part 3: Meta llic Sodium 02,O lm 
EPI S. Transport Not Required 
EPI 6, Supplier Environmental Assessment OJ/T 3 4.4,6 
EPI 7, Control of Activities of Contractors 4.4,6 
Part I : On site contractors 03/TJ 
Part 2: OfT site contracto rs 
EP I8. Operational Control All proc, 4 .4,6 
EPI9, Environmental Emergency and Preparedness 02m, T3 4 .47 
Responses 
EP2Q, Verification, Measurement and Test ing Not 
requ ired 
EP2 !. Compliance Evaluation with Relevant Legislation 4.5, I 
EP22, Environmental Non -Conformance Control 4 ,S ,2 
EP23, Correct ive and Preventive Action 4 ,5,2 
EP24, Internal Environmental Auditing 4,5.4 
- 2S 1 -
BS EN 
ISO 
Objectives 1400 1: 
No Proced ure N'l mc 
Reference 1996 
Paragrap 
It 
EP25. Environmental Management Review 4.6 
EP26. Preventive Maintenance 4.4.6 
Part I: Sand Distribution & Venting 0 1/T5 4.4.7 
Part 2: House Keeping 06/T I 
Part 3: Energy 04fT I ,T2 
Part 4: Compressed Air 06fT3 
04/TJ 
Department Listing 
Envi roll mental 
Ref. Departments Manager 
representatives 
00 1 Design Production C. Warncs C. Warnes 
002 Site/Ma intenance/BuildinglOffices G. Wyalt G. Wyatt 
003 Pattern shop D. Barrett N. Morsman 
004 Sand foundry L. Evans C. Warnes 
005 Gravity die foundry A. Snowling B. Mann 
006 Fett linglcut off department L. Silitoe D. Mayhew 
007 Mach in ing department S. Cridland M. Lynch 
008 Despatch/Packagi ng department S. Upson D. Mayhew 
009 Quality, health & safety, environmental R. Mills Quali ty T . Orton 
departments Environment: 
T. Coupe 
H&S: N. Warnes 
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Auditor Listing 
The Heal th, Safety & Envi ronmental Officer will take the lead for the 
enVlronme ntal auditing and the whole EMS implementation at Hadleigh Castings 
Ltd. 
19 
C. Warnes 
G. WyaU 
D. Barren 
L. Evans 
A . Snowli l 
L. Si liloe 
S. Crid land 
S. Upson 
R. Mills 
M. Dixon 
T. Coupe 
Environm ental Interna l Aud itors 
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Nb of 
Ref. 
Audit 
AD I 3 
AD2 3 
A03 2 
A04 2 
A 05 2 
AD6 2 
AD7 3 
ADS 2 
A09 2 
AIO 4 
All 4 
Enviromnental audits listing 
Procedure-based audits 
Procedure-based audit 
Audit Time Audits on : Ref. Auditor' 
ref. (day) 
EMS Systcm Audits 
EP-MS I I Document contro l and Control of record EPOI T. Coupe 
EP- MS2 I Environmental aspects! impacts and ranking EP02 M. 
of significance Dixon 
EP-MS3 y, Approval and amendment after modification EP03 T. Coupe 
or addition of activities or personnel or 
equipment 
EP-MS4 1 Policy, objec tives, targets and programme EP05 G. Wyatt 
EP-MS5 y, Operat iona l control EPI8 L. Evans 
EP-MS6 I Environmental non-conformance control EP22 D. Barrel 
EP-M S7 1 Correct ive and prevent ive ac tion EP23 A. 
Snowling 
EP-MS8 I Internal environmental auditing EP24 T. Coupe 
Communication & awareness audits 
EP-CO I 1 Communica tion EP07 M. 
Dixon 
EP-C02 y, Complaints EP08 C. 
Wames 
EP-C03 y, Suppl ier Environmental Assessment EP I6 R. Mills 
Legis la tion & compliance audits 
EP-LEI 1-2 Legal and other requ irements EP04 M. 
Dixon 
EP-LE2 1/2 Compl iance Evaluation wilh Relevant EP2 1 M. 
Legislat ion Dixon 
--
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Procedure-based aud it 
Audit Time Aud its on : Ref. Auditor 
ref. (dllY) 
Environmenta l impacts dul"in g norma l conditions audits 
EP- INI 1-2 Atmospheric Emissions Management EP09 T. Coupe 
Part I NOIl-cont inuOllS Atmospheric 
Emission Monitoring 
Part 2 Continuous Part iculate Emiss ion 
Monitoring 
EP-IN2 112 Water Management EPIO L. Silitoe 
EP-I N3 I Waste Management EP" C. 
Warnes 
EP-IN4 0 Noise and Visual Impacts EP I2 
EP-IN5 1/2 Energy Management EPIJ S 
Cridland 
EP- IN6 I Raw Material Management EPI4 G. Wyalt 
Part I: Sand 
Part 2: Hazardous Substances 
Part 3: Metallic Sodium 
EP-IN7 0 Transport EP1 S 
EP-IN8 0 Verification, measurement & testing EP1 6 
Environmental impacts during emergency audits 
EP- IEI I Control of Activities of Contractors EPI 7 S. Upson 
Part I : On site contractors 
Part 2: Off si!e contractors 
EP-IN2 I Environmental Emergency and Preparedness EP19 R. Mills 
Responses 
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Department-based audits 
Depaltment-Based Audit 
Audit Time Audits on: Ref. Audito 
ref. (day) r-
EDOI 1/2 Design Production DO l D. Barrel 
ED02 1-2 Si te/M a i ntenance/B u i Id i nglOffices D02 S. 
Cridland 
ED03 112 Panern shop D03 G. Wyan 
ED04 I Sand foundry D04 L. Evans 
ED05 1/2 Gravi ty die foundry D05 L. Si li toe 
ED06 1/2 Fenl inglcut off department D06 S. Upson 
ED07 112 Machining department D07 A. 
Snowling 
ED08 1/2 Despatch/Packaging, departlYlcnt D08 S. 
Cridland 
ED09 I Quali ty, hea lth & safety, environ mental D09 C. 
departments Warnes 
·256· 
Annual Timetable 
Audited Items Months 
J F M A M J J A S 0 N D 
EDOI Design Production X 
ED02 Site/Maintenance! X 
Building/Offices 
ED03 Pattern shop X 
ED04 Sand fo undry X 
ED05 Gravity die foundry X 
ED06 Fett lin g/cut off X 
department 
ED07 Machining department X 
ED08 Despatch/Packaging X 
department 
ED09 Qua lity, health & X 
safety, envi ronmental 
departments 
ErL Document Control and X 
Records 
EP2 Environmental Impacts X 
Er3 A ppro"a l and X 
amendment of EM S 
Documentation 
..-J 
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Audited' Items Months 
J F M A M J J A S 0 N D 
El'4 Lega l a nd other X 
requirements 
El'5 Environm enta l Policy, X 
Obj ectives , Ta rgets and 
Prog ramme 
EP6 Training X 
EP7. Communicat ion X 
EP8 Compla ints X 
El"l Atmos ph eric Emissions X 
Ma nagem ent 
EPIU Water Management X 
EPII. Waste Management X 
El' 12 Noise and Visual 
Impacts 
EPll. Energy Ma nage ment X 
EPI4 Raw Material X 
Management 
EPI;' T ransport 
WIG Supplie r X 
Environmental 
Assess ment !ill EP17. Co ntrol of Activit ies of Contracto rs 
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Audited Items Months 
J F M A M J J A S 0 N 0 
EPl& Operational Control X 
EP19. Environ men tal X 
Emergency and 
Preparedness 
Responses 
El'JI Verification, 
Measurement and 
Testing 
EP21. Compliance Evaluation X 
with Relevant 
Lcgisl:'ltion 
EP22. Environm ental Non- X 
Conformance Control 
EPll Correct ive and X 
Preventive Action 
EPll Internal Environmental X 
Auditing 
El'2'i Environ mental X 
Management Review 
EPli Preventive X 
Maintenance 
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Appcndix 12: Listing of envi ronmcntal procedures of Hadleigh Castings Ltd. 
Each Proced ure will contain guidance fo r monitoring and controlling operati ons, 
and fo r taking correcti ve action in the event of non-compliance to environmental 
legislati on, Hadleigh Castings Ltd's environmental policy, procedures and manua l 
and BS EN ISO 1400 I requirements. 
The Environmental Procedure Manual of Hadleigh Castings Ltd. contains 26 
procedures . 
The Procedures EP 12 Noise and Vibration and EP 15 Transport have not been 
implemented, as their related environmental impacts have not been assessed as 
signifi cant. However, the transpo rt, noise and visual impacts have been identified 
a envirolUnental issues and provision has been made to incorporate these 
Procedures at a time when those impacts are identifi ed as being significant. 
The mean of contro l to conformance and degree of implementation of the 
procedure is the internal auditing system. Most of the internal auditor's work wi ll 
be focussed on checking for procedural conformance. 
The listing of procedures is presented on the following table, where the 
procedures are referenced to the environmental objectives of Hadleigh Castings 
Ltd, the ISO 14001 requirements and the associated responsible who issued it. 
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_ ___________ 4 
Envi"onmental procedures of Hadlcigh Castings Ltd. 
Abbreviat ions: BDM: Business Deve lopment Manager, BM: Build ing Manager, EA: 
Environmental Adviser, EP&FM: Engineering Projects & Foundry Manager, H, S & T 0: Hea lth, 
Safety & Trai ning Omcer, N/A: Not Ava ilable, PD: Production Di rector. 
ISO 
Objecti ves 14001 
Nb Procedure Name Iss ued by 
Ref. Section 
EP 01 Document control and record 4.4 .S, EA 
4.5.3 
EP02 Environmenta l impacts 4.3. 1 EA 
EP 03 Approval and amendment of EM S 06/T4 4.4.S EA 
documentat ion 
EP 04 Legal and other req uirements 0 1 &02 4.3.2 EA 
EPOS Policy, objectives, targets and programme 03m 4.3.2, EA 
4.3.3 , 
4.3.4 
EP 06 T raining & Awareness 06/T 4 4.4 .2 BDM 
EP07 Communicat ion 0 1/T9, 4.4.3 BDM 
03/T2, 
06/T4 
EPOS Complaints 4.4.3 BDM 
EP09 Atmospheric emi ssions management 4.S. 1 
Part I Non-continuous Atmospheric O I/D, T6, EA 
Emiss ion Monitoring T7 0 lfT3 
Part 2 Continuous Particulate Emission HS&TO 
Monitoring 
EP\ O Water management 0 4/T3 4.5. 1 BM 
EP I1 Waste management OSITI 4.S. 1 EA 
EP 12 No ise and visual impacts Not Defi ned as significant impact. 
EPI 3 Energy management 04/T I 4.5. 1 LR 
EPI4 Raw Material mana!!eiflent 06fTS 4.S. 1 
·261 . 
ISO 
Objectives 14001 
Nb Procedure Name Issued by 
Ref. Section 
Part I : Sand O lr r8, PO 
Part 2: Hazardous Substances 02/TI HS&TO 
Pan 3: Metall ic Sod iul11 O l/TI, PO 
EP 15 Transport Not Defined as significant impact 
EP 16 Supplier Env ironmenta l Assessment 03ff3 4.4.6 BOM 
EP 17 Control of activ ities of contractors 4.4.6 
Part I : On site contractors 03ff3 HS&TO 
Part 2: Off site contractors BDM 
EP I8 Operationa l control All proc. 4.4.6 EA 
EP I9 Environmel1l'ai Emergency and Preparedness 02/T2, TJ 4.47 HS&TO 
Responses 
EP20 Verification , measurement and testing Not required. 
EP2 1 Compliance eva luat ion with relevant 4.5. 1 EA 
legis lation 
EP 22 Environmental non-conformance contro l 4.5.2 EA 
EP 23 Corrective and preventive action 4.5.2 EA 
EP24 Internal environmental aud iting 4.5 .4 EA 
EP25 Enyiromnental management review 4.6 EA 
EP 26 Preventive maintenance 4.4.6 
Part 1: Sand Distribution & Venting O l/TS 4.4.7 PD 
Part 2: House Keeping 061T1 PO 
Pal1 3: Energy 04/TI ,T2 EA 
Part 4: Compressed Air 06/TJ BM 
04/T3 
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Appendix 13: Environmental procedure El'lO - Water management 
See nexl page 
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Hadleigh Castings Ltdl BS EN ISO 14001 : 1996 
Environmental Procedure : EP10 Water Management 
Environmental Procedure 
Title of EP10 Water Management 
Procedure 
Section Ref EP10 Water Management - 1 - 13.04.00 GW 
Version No 1 
Date 26.05.00 
Issued bV G Wyatt 
EP 10 Water Management 
1 References 
1.1 Objective 04/T3 Water usage and sewage reduction - a reduction of 2% 
of the consumption based on the previous years consumption over a 
two year time-scale. 
1.2 Water Resources Act 199. Controlled water must be protected from any 
poisonous, noxious or polluting substances including run-offs from car 
parks. 
2 Scope 
2.1 The Environmental Management System takes into account the 
significant environmental impacts in order to mitigate them. The 
controlled use of water, as a limited natural resource, has been 
identified as an EMS objective. 
2.2 Furthermore, by managing water as a limited resource, financial 
savings will be made by HCL in the management of the utilities. 
3 Procedures 
3.1 Water Usage Monitoring. Water is purchased from Anglian 
Water Authority (AWA) and is measured by means of three water 
meters, provided by AWA. The meter locations are shown on the Map 
of the Water System at Appendix A. 
3.2 Data Collection Procedure. On the first Monday on each month 
the Building Maintenance Supervisor will record the meter readings in a 
notebook (held by the Management Accountant). 
3.2.1 Should, during the collection procedure the Buildings Maintenance 
Supervisor notice a fluctuation in the amount of water used, he will 
inform senior management who will notify AWA as appropriate. 
3.3 Data entryl analysis. 
analysis's: 
Paae 1 af 5 
The recorded data is used for the following 
Dated 03/08/00 
Hadleigh Castings Lldl BS EN ISO 14001 : 1996 
Environmental Procedure; EP10 Water Management 
3.3.1 Annual Unit cost of m3 of water usage and effluent production 
3.3.2 Monthly Water Quantityl cost 
3.3.3 Quarterly Comparison with quantity & cost from water bills 
4 Preventative Maintenance of Plumbing of Water and 
Associated Equipment 
4.1 The Water Maintenance Checklist sheet, Appendix B, is a checklist of 
items which will be checked on a monthly basis by the Building 
Maintenance Supervisor. Items that require rectification or replacing will 
be attended to and a notation made on the sheet. 
5 Responsibilities 
5.1 The Building Maintenance Supervisor is responsible for the monthly 
collection of data and equipment checking . 
5.2 In the absence of the Building Maintenance Supervisor, the Plant 
Maintenance Engineer will perform the above duties. 
5.3 The Management Accountant is responsible for entering and analysing 
the monthly and quarterly water and effluent quantity and cost. 
5.4 The Environmental Advisor has the responsibility to provide an annual 
analysis report on water management for the management review. 
6 Training 
6.1 The Building Maintenance Supervisor will be responsible for ensuring 
that training is carried out for the Plant Maintenance Engineer. 
6.2 The purpose of the training will be to ensure that the Plant Maintenance 
Engineer is fully conversant with the procedure. 
6.3 The Environmental Training Authorisation procedure will be followed. 
Pace 2of 5 Dated D3/DB/DD 
Hadleigh Castings Ltdl BS EN ISO 14001 : 1996 
Environmental Procedure: EP10 Water Management 
WATER SYSTEM FOR HADLEIGH CASTINGS Appendix EP1 OA 
I ~ 11 , I 
\ I1 J I \ 
.. -
BUILDING BU ILD ING I 2 
I 
a.- t - ) J I - ~- -
• • 
l a 
.. 
t .I. 
I 
I 
CAR 
PARK LEGEND 
r 0 WATER IN 
I • WATER METER 
0 RAIN WATER 
• SOAK AWAY 
FOUL WATER OUT 
• INSPECTION COVER 
C 'ONO ?J • OPEN DRAIN 
Pace 30f 5 Dated 03/08/00 
III 
Hadleigh Castings Ltdl BS EN ISO 14001 : 1996 
Environmental Procedure: EP10 Water Management 
APPENDIX EP10B.1 
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE RECORD SHEET 
Documentation EP26 Preventive Maintenance Record Sheet 1 
Ref 28.04.00 LR 
Area Checked: WATER MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST 
Date: 
Carried out by: 
Signature: 
BUILDING NO.1 
No. Description of Item Tick if Comments satisfactorv 
Block Shog No 2 No water 
Gravity Die Cell 
1 Water Tank 0 
2 Showers 0 
3 4 toilets 0 
4 6 urinals 0 
5 3 hand basins 0 
6 16 water taps 0 
7 8 sinks 0 
8 Water founta in 0 
Wood Regair Room 
9 2 Water Tanks 0 
10 Drinks machine 0 
Ladies/Mens Toilets 
11 Taps and Boiler 0 
Offices 
12 Air Conditioning 0 
13 Cooling Tower 0 
14 3 sinks 0 
Paoe 4 of 5 Dated 03/08/00 
Hadleigh Castings Ltdl SS EN ISO 14001 : 1996 
Environmental Procedure; EP10 Water Management 
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE RECORD SHEET 
Documentation EP26 Preventive Maintenance Record Sheet 1 
Ref 28.04.00 LR 
Area Checked; WATER MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST 
Date: 
Carried out by: 
Signature: 
APPENDIX EP 10B.2 
BUILDING NO. 2 
No. Description of Item Tick if Comments satisfactorY 
Machine ShoQ 
1 Water tap for coolant 0 
2 Kitchen tap 0 
3 Drinking Machines 0 
4 4 toilets 0 
5 4 urinals 0 
6 8 taps 0 
Qualit): 
7 Water tank 0 
8 Workshogs 
9 1 tap 0 
Securit): 
10 1 tap 0 
11 1 toilet 0 
12 Inspection Cover (map) 0 
Pace 50f 5 Dated 03/08/00 
Appendix J 4: Abbreviations 
BAT 
BATNEEC 
CCL 
CH4 
C02 
EEBPP 
EEF 
ETF 
ETSU 
EMAS 
EMS 
GS 
HCL 
HFCs 
HPDC 
IPC 
IPPC 
LAAPC 
LP DC 
NOx 
N02 
PFCs 
PPC 
S02 
SM Es 
UNCED 
: Best Ava ilable Techno logy; 
: Best Available Techno logy Not Enta iling Excessive Cost ; 
: Climate Change Levy ; 
: Methane; 
: Carbon Diox ide; 
: Energy Effi ciency Best Practi ce Programme; 
: Engineering Employers' Federati on ; 
: Environmental Task Force; 
: Enviromnental Teclmo!ogy Support Unit ; 
: Eco-Management and Audit Scheme; 
: Environmental Management System ; 
: Greensand moulding; 
: Hadleigh Cas tings Limited ; 
: Hydrofluorocarbons ; 
: High Pressure Diecasting ; 
: Integrated Pollution Contro l ; 
: Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control ; 
: Local Authority Air Pollution Control ; 
: Low Pressure Diecasting ; 
: Nitrous Oxides; 
: N itrous Diox ide; 
: Perfluorocarbons ; 
: Pollution Prevention Control Act 1999 ; 
: Sulphur diox ide; 
: Sma ll & Mediu m Enterpri ses 
: United N~ l jons Conference on Environment and Development ; 
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VOCs : Volatile Organic Compounds. 
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